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FOREWORD
The present volume affords an essential sup*

plement to the edition of the Rgveda-Pratigakhya,
with the Commentary of Uvata, published in

1931. For the great majority of purposes in

the case of so highly technical a work as the

Pratteakhya an English Translation is indispen-
sable. Without its aid even those familiar with

the terminology of the PratiSakhya have no easy
task in discovering the significance of the SQtras,

while for workers in other fields who have

occasion to turn to the text it remains gravely
obscure.

The merits of the present translation are

clear. It is based on the researches of the

author in establishing the text, on which further

light is here thrown by extracts from European
as well as Indian MSS. of the text and com-

mentary consulted by him after his earlier

work at Oxford. He has been able therefore

to improve substantially the renderings of Max
Muller and Regnier, and to clear up several of

the obscurities of the text, and thus his work

represents one of the most substantial contri-

butions to Indian studies due to the pupils of the

late Professor A. A. Macdonell, under whose

auspices the author started on his task.
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The completion of the work by the appear-
ance of the Introduction and the text of the

Pratigakhya in its original form will be welcomed

by all students of Indian literature.

A. BERRIEDALE KEITH

THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH,

January 1 9 1937.



PREFACE

I am glad to bring before the scholarly

public this third volume of my edition of the

Rgveda-PratiSakhya, which is in continuation

of its second volume published by the Indian

Press, Limited, Allahabad, in 1931. It is a

matter of regret that it was not found possible

to continue the same arrangement also for its

publication. But, in spite of it, the whole plan

of this volume is based on the idea of unity

of the whole work, no matter whether published

by one or more than one publishers. All the

references, whether by Patala and Satra, or by

page and line, to the Rgveda-PratiSakhya or its

commentary by Uvata in this volume, are based

on the second volume.

The Additional Notes in their original form
were prepared during my stay at Oxford from
1919 to 1922. They have been revised and

enlarged in later years. Excepting in a very
few places (e.g., on pages 162-163) these notes do

not take into account the evidence supplied by
my subsequent collation of MSS, which is set

forth in Appendix I. Whenever necessary a

reference to Appendix I has, however, been

given in the footnotes to the Additional Notes.

It will be noticed that in most of the cases the

evidence contained in Appendix I confirms my own
conclusions already arrived at independently.



( ii )

I often refer, in this volume, to my Introduc-

tion to the Rgveda-Pratiakhya to be published
in Vol. I (still in the press). A part of the

Introduction was, however, published from
Oxford in 1922. Whenever I refer to particular

pages of the Introduction, that reference should
therefore be taken to that Oxford publication.

Several Appendices and Indices have been
added to this Volume. All of them have their

own importance and utility. Appendix III is,

however, specially important for showing the

relation of the Prati6akhya with the Paninian

Grammar as well as for tracing the development
of the Paninian Grammar itself. I intend to

explain the implications of this comparison in

the Introduction in Vol. I. The Indices do not

take into account the Varga-dvaya-vrtti which,
as shown in the Introduction (pp. 8-12), is not

the work of Uvata,

Sarasvati Bhavana,
BENARES,

the 28th August, 1937

(Krsnastami, 1994).

M. D. SHASTRI
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RGVEDA-PRATISAKHYA
TRANSLATION

The Introductory Stanzas

(1) Having made obeisance to the supreme first

God, the lotus-born, to him whom, in the

lower and the higher Veda ( <m^ srsrftr ), the

great sages always describe as the soul and

the abode of the Veda, ^aunaka states the

nature ( 55^**) of the Rk-stanzas ( w*n* ).

(2) Mandukeya says that the union ( of the earth

and heaven ) is the air. Likewise, Maksavya
( says ), in this connection ( sns*?, that it is )

the ether alone. Agastya thinking that

there is an identity between the air and the

ether ( says that the union is ) the same (i.e.,

the ether ) without omitting ( the air,



2] RGVEDA-PRATIAKHYA [ Intro, stanzas 3-7

(3) With regard to the self, uravlra and ( his )

son dispute about the order of speech and

mind.

The turning into euphonic combination they
call 'Nirbhuja', and the pronouncing of pure

syllables, Tratrnna'
1

.

(4) Both ( the Nirbhuja and the Pratrnna ) are

embraced by the Ubhayamantarena ; and so

are the ( objects of ) desires known as food,

heaven, and both.

( One should know ) the breath ( of the

Samhita), i.e., the letter s, the strength,

i.e., the letter n, and the mutual sacrifice of

speech and breath.

(5) & (6) Heaviness, lightness, homogeneousness

( of sounds ); short, long, and prolated

( syllables ); dropping, insertion, and modi-

fication; natural state, the unchanged Visar-

janlya ( fraBir: ), and duplication ; (the quality

of ) the circumflex, acute, and grave accents;

breath, voice, and both all this must be

understood by one studying the Vedic

speech.

(7) For the sake of knowledge of ( all ) this, I

will expound, in the following, this whole

treatise with reference to the &aiirlya text,

as well as the science of the metres, their

1, The Nirbhuja is the Samhita; the Pratrnna, the Pada;

and the Ubhayamantarena (see stanza 4), the Krama text.



Intro, stanzas 7-10 ] TRANSLATION [3

form, the knowledge of beings, the pervasion

of the metres, and the achievement of

heaven and immortality.

(8) One who knows the distinction of the Pada

and the Krama text, is expert in the succes-

sion of sounds (i.e., in the Samhita text),

and distinctly knows accents and quantity,

will attain the perfection of a teacher.

(9) A, r, i, u, e, o, ai, au (these are the vowels:

svaras).

L, among the vowels, (does not occur) at the

beginning and at the end of words ( i.e., the

vowel I occurs only in the middle of words).

( One should recognise ) the long vowels,

beginning with a, as the seconds to ( their

corresponding ) short ones.

They exist in the case of all the five (short

vowels).

(10) K, kh, g, gh, n ;

c, ch, 3, jh, n ;

t, th, d, dh, n ;

t, th, d, dh, n ;

p, ph, b, bh, m ;

y, r, I, v ;

h, $, ?, s ;

h (Visarjaniya), h (Jihvamaliya), & (Upadh-
maniya), m (Anusvara).

This is the group of ( all the ) letters and

( their ) order.



4] RGVEDA-PRATI^AKHYA [ I. 1-14

PATALA I.

(1) The eight (vowels), in the beginning, are

monophthongs (wrwrwnfrr )

(2) Then the next four are diphthongs
i ).

(3) These (both monophthongs and diph-

thongs) are vowels ( *w: ).

(4) A prolated vowel ( ^<n ), followed by i, (is

to be treated) like a long vowel.

(5) Anusvara is either a consonant or a vowel

(i.e., it shares some of the qualities of

consonants and some of vowels).

(6) All the rest (are) purely consonants.

(7) The first of them are ' contact consonants '

(8) They (consist of) five classes, each of five

(letters).

(9) Then the (next) four are semi-vowels

(10) The next eight are f

breathings
'

(11) The last seven of them (i.e., of the breath-

ings) are voiceless (H^OT:).

(12) The first two in each class are also voice-

less.

(13) The even ones (in each class) are aspirates

(14) The final (in each class) is nasal



I. 15-26 ] TRANSLATION [5

(15) Gargya (takes) a contact consonant in

pause, apart from that (i.e., apart from
the final consonant of each class), as the

third (of its respective class).

(16) (But) $akatayana (takes it) as the first (of

each class).

(17) Among the vowels, the odd ones, up to the

seventh, are short.

(18) The rest are long.

(19) But both (the short and long ones) are

syllables (*iwfor).

(20) The long vowels are heavy.

(21) Similarly, (those) of the others (i.e., of the

short vowels) which are followed by a

conjunct consonant or Anusvara (are

heavy).

(22) Anusvara and a consonant are parts of a

syllable.

(23) Consonants between two vowels belong to

the following one.

(24) Anusvara and Visarjanlya belong to the

preceding (vowel).

(25) The first (letter) of a conjunct consonant

(between two vowels) optionally (belongs
to the preceding or the following vowel).

(26) In the same way, when the second (letter

of a conjunct consonant) is doubled, both

(the consonants caused by reduplication

optionally belong to the preceding or the

following vowel).



6] ROVEDA-PRATI&AKHYA [ I. 27-3S

(27) A short vowel has one mora.

(28) That much is the interval of an Avagraha
1
.

(29) A long vowel has two (moras).

(30) A prolated vowel is said to have three

(moras).

(31) (This) prolation ( <^%: ) occurs (in the

Rgveda) thrice ( in the passages : ) wr:

fen?r*fl^ (Rg. X. 129,5), wft fer?Tft^ (Rg. X.

129,5), *fifN fe*?cft* (Rg. X. 146,1) (and there)
it has a reference to the meaning (of the

sentence).

(32) The '

vowel-part
'

( ****%: ) belongs to the

preceding (letter and) is a part of the

(preceding) syllable.

(33) The longer (Svarabhakti) has half a mora.

(34) The others (i.e., consonants) also (have
half a mora).

(35) The other (Svarabhakti, i.e., the shorter one)

is less by half (the longer one, i.e., has

one-fourth of a mora).

(36) A nasal letter is called
' coloured

'

( TO ).

(37) But a coming together of consonants is

conjunction ( $3tm ).

(38) The letter a ( i.e., a and a ) is a guttural.

1. Separation of words in the Pada text indicated

by the sign
' S \



I. 39-50 ] TRANSLATION [7

(39) Also both the first and the fifth of the

breathings (i.e., h and h
t
are gutturals).

(40) Some ( teachers hold that ) these two

(letters) are chest-sounds ( wtr ).

(41) R (i.e., r and f), I, then the sixth breathing

(i.e., jihvamullya) and the first class of

consonants (i.e., k, kh, g, gh, n) are

produced at the root of the tongue.

(42) E, the c-class (i.e., c, ch, j, jh, n), i (i.e., i,

$X ai> y and are palatals.

(43) S and the i-class (i.e., t, th, d, dh, n) are

cerebrals.

(44) But the t-class ( i.e., t, th, d, dh, n) is

produced at the root of the teeth.

(45) Also s, r and I (are produced at the root

of the teeth).

(46) Some (teachers hold that) r is produced
at the projected place lying immediately
above the upper gum ( *&$n ).

(47) & (48) The rest are labials, excepting the

nose-sounds, (i.e.) the nasikya
1

, the twins

( *w: ), and Anusvara.

(49) Such are the places of articulation.

(50) At this point the explanation of the Yamas
(is to be given).

I. On the meaning of nasikya, see note.



8] RGVEDA-PRATI&1KHYA [I. 51-56

(51) The teacher Vadamitra, however, says that

the root of the tongue and the palate

(together) are the places of articulation

of d.

(52) That d, occurring between two vowels,

becomes I according to the same (teacher).

The same (d) becoming dh by an addi-

tion of a breathing (i.e., h) is changed to

Ih (between two vowels) according to the

same (teacher).

The examples here are : ?o5t, HT^T, and

the word sfrfnF: (when given) with the

Avagraha.
(53) One should understand the exceptions as

connected with the (corresponding) general
rules.

(54) Irregular formations (are to be under-

stood) as given with reference to the

whole treatise.

(55) In a statement as to the places of articula-

tion and the contraction of vowels, (one

should), when a short vowel is mentioned,

(understand) the two homogeneous vowels:

short and long.

(56) (One should understand that) the expres-
sion ( this to that

' means becoming that,

with reference to the sound which (in its

relation) stands nearest to it
1

.

1. Cp., for instance, II. 15.



L 57-64] TRANSLATION [9

(57) Ritual summonses (star:, should be treated)

just like metrical quarters.

(58) (One should regard) the finals of words

joined (by Sandhi) to that (i.e., non-Vedie

iti) as (they appear; before the non-Vedic

iti (is added in the Pada text;.
1

(59) (The finals of those words which are) not

joined, by Sandhi, to that (iti, should be

taken just as they are).

(60) The so-called Sama-vaa Sandhis (cp.

VII . 1) that make an accomplishment of

the two elements (i.e., the short and long

syllables) of a Pada (should be taken as)

exceptions.

(61) In the absence of a statement to the con-

trary, (one should treat) the parts of a

compound as words.

(62) Excepting ( the instances of ) cerebraliza-

tion (TO), sibilation (^T^ftrr), the Krama
text, and the accent.

(63) Teachers maintain that the first eight

vowels, when (they occur) in pause and
are not Pragrhyas, are nasalized.

(64) The followers of Sakalya show that (nasa-

lization) only in the case of a vowel having
three moras, in order to prevent the loss

1. Thus pratar iti of the Pada text ( in which the

non-Vedic iti is added to pratah ) appears in the Samhita

text as vratah.



10] RGVEDA-PRATlgAKHYA [I. 64-74

of the teaching of the Acaryas (referred

to above).

(65) The ten vowels beginning with r (are

called) Namins (i.e., causing the change
of a dental into a cerebral).

(66) In the case of cerebralization (of a dental)

the letter which causes the cerebralization

(**w) stands first, (while) that which

suffers the same (iwnac) follows.

(67) A Visarjanlya, which is not rhotacized

(nftfaci:) and is followed by a vowel or a

sonant consonant, (should be treated), to-

gether with its penultimate, as one letter.

(68) appearing (as final) in a vocative is

Pragrhya.

(69) Also the other (0 which is) a word (by

itself is Pragrhya).

(70) Also (0) not occurring at the end of the

first part of a compound (is Pragrhya).

(71) The three long vowels, beginning with

the sixth, (i.e., I, U, e), when standing at

the end of a dual, (are Pragrhya).

(72) The first two (of these three long vowels)

belonging to the seventh case (are) also

(Pragrhya).

(73) Also (the words) $, g*$f
*t and wft are

Pragrhya.

(74) The last but one word (i.e., &), when it is

anudatta or a part of a compound, (is) not

(Pragrhya).



1. 75-88] TRANSLATION [11

(75) U, when joined to 5% and standing alone

(i.e., not joined to a consonant), is nasalized

and lengthened and is -also (Pragrhya)

according to the teaching of Sakalya.

(76) The fifth breathing (i.e., h), when preceded

by a Namin vowel, is rhotacized (frft).

(77) With the exception of *r^: and snr:, the

other (Visarjanlya, i.e., one not preceded

by a Namin vowel, is rhotacized), as is

stated (below).

(78) The word sf*er:, when it has the udatta accent

on its final syllable, (is rhotacized).

(79) The word *n*n (is rhotacized) when other-

wise (i.e., when it has no udatta accent on
its final syllable).

(80) The word TO, forming the first part of a

compound, (is rhotacized), if a contact con-

sonant follows.

(81) The word *rot (is rhotacized).

(82) The word *n:, in the phrase $$ *m, (is rho-

tacized).

(83) The word TO, if it has the udatta accent
on its first syllable, (is rhotacized).

(84) The word *:, if anudatta, (is rhotacized).

(85) The word *ft*r: (is rhotacized).

(86) The word sr?: after the phrase <r?t (is

rhotacized).

(87) The word w:, when it occurs in the

PragStha-hymns, (is rhotacized).

(88) The word ^: after <?ad (is rhotacized).
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(89) The word **. after $* (is rhotacized).

(90) The word ^: after snr: (is rhotacized).

(91) The word ww. (is rhotacized).

(92) The word *rei: ( is rhotacized ), if not

preceded by &

(93) The word **: (is rhotacized), if it has the

svarita accent.

(94) (The (word ^: is) not (rhotacized), if it

forms the latter part of a compound.

(95) The statement of accent (in Sutras 78, 79,

83, 84, 93 is applicable only) to the case of

words not forming the first part of a

compound.

(96) The word w. (is rhotacized), when followed

by the word **:.

(97) The word sra:, if followed by a vowel or a

sonant consonant, and if not at the end of

a hemistich, (is rhotacized).

(98) (The word ^r: is) not (rhotacized), when r,

or the words sierra:, wj^, and ^ follow.

(99) The words ^r:, w*: and srm: preceded, in the

same Pada, by ft or wr (are rhotacized), if

they (i.e., any of these five words) do not

form a part of a compound.

(100) (The words n, w- and ^re* are) not (rho-

tacized), if followed by (the eight words)

(101) (The sixteen words)
%a:, sre:, wm:, 5f

& (are rhotacized).
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(102) (The nine words)

: (are rho-

tacized).

(103) (The nineteen words)

: (are rhotacized).
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PATALA II.

(1) The Samhita text has (disjointed) words as

its material (sr$%),

(2) (It is called Samhita), because, while com-

bining the finals of words to the initials of

words, it proceeds without any interval

of time.

(3) The interval, however, between two vowels,
is called hiatus (frffo:).

(4) That (hiatus) has optionally the duration

of a 'vowel-part' (wwrfaO.

(5) One should understand the teaching of

(euphonic) modification (as applicable)

only to those initials and finals of

words which are seen in the Pada text

(and this also) in virtue of an (explicit)

rule.

(6) A word, consisting of (only) one letter,

even if contracted, (is to be treated) as the

final as well as the initial of a word.

(7) (One should make) the euphonic combina-

tions according to the succession ( of

words ).

(8) When the words ^:, **:, *n or vowels

precede (and) a consonant follows, these

'combinations according to the succession

of syllables' ( n^ro^ro: ) are '
in the

natural order '

( srgirm: ).

(9) When it is otherwise (i.e., when con-

sonants precede and vowels follow), the
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same (i.e., the anvaksarasandhis) are
*

contrary to the natural order
'

(srfo^fm:).

(10) In the so-called pratiloma anvaksarasan-

dhis the first class-consonants become the

third class-consonants.

<11) In the case of others (i.e., anuloma an-

vaksarasandhis) the breathing (i.e., Visar-

janlya) of the three (words, i.e., T*:, etc.)

is dropped, excepting the vowel (preceding
the Visarjanlya).

(12) But not where they are parts of a com-

pound.

(13) 3*<?<n, %arw, snmq;, ^wsfofa: (these) are (the

four cases of ) hiatus in the interior of

words.

(14) Cases of hiatus, other than these, (occur)
in the (external) combinations of words.

(15) Two monophthongs which have the same

place of articulation become one long vowel.

(16) A ( i.e., a and a ), when followed by i (i.e.,

i and $), is, together with the following

(vowel), changed into e.

(17) In the same way (a, i.e., a and a), followed

by u (i.e., u and u), is changed into o (to-

gether with the following vowel).

(18) If the odd ones (i.e., e and ai) among the

next (vowels, i.e., the diphthongs) follow,

(a, i.e., a and a, together with the follow-

ing vowel), becomes ai.
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(19) (A, i.e., a and a, together with the follow-

ing vowel) becomes au when the even

(diphthongs, i.e.9 o and au) follow.

(20) These combinations (Sutras 15-19) are

named 'contracted' (af*<sgr:).

(21) A non-guttural monophthong is changed
into its own semi-vowel, when followed by
a vowel.

(22) (But) not (so) whenever the same monoph-
thong (as the preceding one) follows.

(23) These (combinations), in which the follow-

ing (vowel) remains unchanged, are called

'hastened' (<tsii:).

(24) An unrhotacized Visarjanlya, if preceded

by a long vowel and followed by a vowel,
becomes a.

(25) Also the last two vowels (i.e., ai and a%
become a, when followed by a vowel).

(26) These (Sutras 24-25) are ( the cases of )

'hiatus between two words'

(27) But that (unrhotacized Visarjanlya), if

preceded by a short vowel (and followed

by a vowel), becomes a.

(28) So the two vowels
1 which precede the last

but one (vowel become a, when followed

by a vowel).

1. The last but one vowel being ai, the two vowels-

preceding it are e and o.
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(29) These ( combinations ) are ( technically
called ) udgrahas.

(30) If followed by a long vowel (the same
combinations are called) udgraha-pada-
vrttis.

(31) When the two vowels (i.e., a and a), which
arise from labials (i.e., o and au), are

followed by anon-labial (vowel), there is an
insertion of v (which is technically called)

bhugna.

(32) The two guttural (vowels) become a when
followed by r. This (combination is tech-

nically called) udgrahavat.

(33) When forming the first element (

i.e., the finals of preceding words ) of the

so-called udgraha combinations and when
followed by a, the two ( letters, i. e.,

e and o) remain unchanged, ( while ) the

former ( i.e., ah ) becomes o. These

( combinations ) are ( technically called )

pracya-padavrttis and pancala-padavrttis ;

those in which the preceding ( vowel ) is

a labial belonging to the Pancalas ( i.e.,

are called pancala-padavrttis ).

(34) Now begins the combination (called)
' absorbed'

A in the beginning of a Psda, becomes
one with these primary and secondary
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(vowels, i.e., e and a ) ; they ( i.e., e and o,

remaining ) here as the result of com-

bination.

(35) (Also) in the interior of a Pada (a similarly

becomes one with the preceding e or o ),

if, in the Samhita text, a light syllable

beginning with y or even v follows the

light vowel a.

(36) If a similarly constituted (syllable, i. e. 9 a

light syllable following a light a in the

Samhita text ), even beginning with

another (consonant, i. e. 9 a consonant

different from y or v), follows, (a) which
is preceded by a word ending in avah

(becomes one with the preceding vowel).

(37) (If preceded by words) ending in aye, ayah,

ave and avah, a (becomes one with the

preceding vowel), under all circumstances.

(38) (A becomes one with the preceding vowel)
when (preceded) by the word ^ the latter

being preceded by the words w, *, JT,

(39) (The initial a of) the following words

(becomes one with the preceding vowel), if

(preceded) by any word (ending in e or o).

(40) (The words referred to in the previous
Sutra are : )

, snrffe,
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(41) (A becomes one with the preceding vowel)
when preceded by the words :

(42) (The absorption of a appears in the follow-

ing combinations of two words :) %s*r.,

(43) (So also in the combinations ;)

(44) (The absorption of a appears in the com-

binations :)

(45) (The absorption of a also appears in the

combinations :)

(46) (So also in the combinations of words :)

(47) (So also in the following combinations :)

(48) (The absorption of a also appears in the

combinations :)
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(49) (The absorption of a) does not take place
when the words *w: f m*H and ^r (respec-

tively) follow the words %%:, <m and

(50) Even in the interior of a Pada, (the ab-

sorption of a does not take place in the

case of the following :) ^

(51) The so-called Pragrhya vowels remain

unchanged, when occurring before the

word ?fe .

(52) (The so-called Pragrhya vowels remain

unchanged) also when vowels follow in the

Samhita text.

(53) The first (Pragrhya, i. e.,oin the vocative,

is, however, treated in the Samhita text)

as is said (above)
1

.

(54) These (combinations), occurring with the

following words, are everywhere (i. e.>

either in the Samhita or in the Pada text,

called) pragrhitapadas.

(55) ( But Pragrhya vowels ) that occur at

the end of three-syllabic words (do) not

(remain unchanged) when followed by the

word ^r (in the Samhita text).

1. That is, in Sutras II. 28, 31 and 34.
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(56) Uy when preceded by y which is the result

of a euphonic combination, and also when

following a hiatus, (remains unchanged),

only in the Samhita text-

(57) The word 5 (remains unchanged) when a

word beginning with u follows.

(58) If not preceded by a monosyllabic word or

the word <m, the word T*T (remains un-

changed), when a follows.

(59) The words ^^T, s^rgt, gwft, ^*T, s^ft, sg^tf,

sfosft, t1
*^ I'fNf , *rar, fa^T, *w and sr<rr (remain

unchanged), when the first, the fifth and

the sixth of the vowels (i. e., a, i, and i)

follow.

(60) The word ST^T (remains unchanged), when a

vowel, in the beginning of a Pada, follows*

(61) A, if standing by itself (and followed by a

vowel occurring in the beginning of a Pada,

remains unchanged), when preceded by a

word ending in su, the words ^wj;, ^^: 5

i:, a word ending in e, or the words

^> and

(62) The two guttural (vowels, i.e. 9 a and a,

remain unchanged), before (the hymns
belonging to the seer) Lua, when followed

by e and o (occurring in the beginning of

a Pada).

(63) The word srftwrr (remains unchanged) in

the Gotama-(hymns).
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(64) The words ftn, f^af, f^rq^T, *^T, m and

(remain unchanged), when r
,
even if not

belonging to the beginning of a Pada,
follows.

(65) The words tftai and TOT, in the Parucchepa-

(hymns, remain unchanged), if a follows.

(66) The (hiatus) <*? srfwj;, with its penultimate

lengthened, (occurs) in (the hymns of) the

descendants of Atri.

(67) The hiatuses, which, from *?^T (Sutra 60)

to one with its penultimate lengthened

(Sutra 66), have been prescribed, have

their penultimate nasalized.

(68 77) (The following irregular combinations

should be taken) just as they are given
here :

(68) ;

: in the Vasistha-hymns,

(69) ;

i r^, ^

?^ in the beginning of a Pada,

(70) ;

, ftf^ri 5^ when followed

by a vowel, ^i^s (71) ;
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ni sf?*^, aaiH stag:, ^rf

srefte, sftas^TO,
s&fltr (72) ;

(73) ;

in any gender or case

T

(74) ;

(75) ;

^'j;, ^

(76) ;

(78) The euphonic combinations in the three

cases ipiT^i^q^ftf^a^ (Rg. V. 2, 7), H^'T m ^
ywht (Eg. x!" 64, 3), * ^ ^t^ (RgT IX.

86,42) are not according to the succession

(of words in the Pada text).

(79) Where there is (at least) a long vowel the

hiatuses are long.

(80) Those hiatuses, in which there is a vowel
on both sides of an (intermediate) vowel,
are technically called dvi-sandhis (

= ad-

mitting twofold combination).
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(81) According to the old Sakalya (the hiatuses)

in the Prscya and Pancala (Padavrttis)
1

have their following vowels resembling
their preceding ones.

(82) (But) the settled practice is otherwise.

1. Cp. II." 33.
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PATALA III

(1) The acute (a^ro), the grave (wg^rci), and the

circumflex (^far) are the -three accents.

They are uttered respectively through

stretching (sirom), relaxing (%wr), and

carrying across
1

(su^<?, of the organs).

(2) They belong to syllables.

(3) When there is a combination of the first

two accents (i. e., of the acute and the

grave) into one syllable, (the resulting)

accent is circumflex.

(4) A half-mora or even half (the whole quan-

tity) of that (circumflex) is higher than the

acute.

(5) The rest which follows is grave, (but) is

heard like the acute.

(6) (Only) if the following syllable is not

uttered acute or circumflex.

(7) A circumflex syllable which is preceded in

(the same) word by an acute (should be

regarded in its nature) as grave.

(8) The circumflex, in (the same) word, (which

is) different from this (i. e., which is not

preceded by an acute), they call natural

(or independent : 5tr?r) circumflex.

1. Cp. Whitney on Ath. Prat. I. 16 ; also Uvata.
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(9) One should regard one or more than one

grave syllables which follow (in the same

word) those two (kinds of circumflex) as

acute (i. e. 9 heard like an acute).

(10) If not preceding (a syllable) which happens
in that way (i. e., which is either an acute

or a circumflex).

(11) In a coalescence (of two vowels), one of

which is acute, the syllable resulting from
the combination (w&t) is acute.

(12) But (the result of the combination) is cir-

cumflex, if (there is a coalescence of) a

circumflex with a following grave.

(13) One should, according to akalya, proceed
in the same way (i. e., should regard the

result of the combination as circumflex),

in the contraction of two short i vowels

and in the so-called 'hastened', and 'ab-

sorbed' combinations, if the first element

(in the different combinations) is acute.

(14) According to Mandakeya, one should tradi-

tionally recognise the same in all cases of

the contraction (the first element of

which is acute).

(15) These are the (accentual) characteristics

of (vowels) arising from coalescence.

(16) (The vowels arising from coalescence)
with a following (acute) become the first

(i. e., acute).
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(17) A grave syllable, preceded by an acute

and intervened by hiatus or a consonant,

is cireumflexed, if not followed by an

acute or circumflex.

(18) According to (their) euphonic combination,

they call these different kinds of circum-

flex, respectively Vaivrtta, tairovyanjina,

ksaipra, abhinihita, and pralista. (Cp. III.

13 and 17).

(19) The grave syllables which follow a circum-
flex have the accent (called) 'accumulation'

(srw), (in which case) they (i.e., the grave
syllables), one, two, or even more, are
heard like an acute.

(20) Some (teachers), however, (beginning)
from the end, pronounce one or more than
one syllables as grave, or (they do so)
even till the last (syllable).

(21) But certainly (the syllable) followed by an
acute or circumflex (is grave).

(22) Some (teachers explain this) grave accent
for (this) reason, that there might appear
the distinguishing features (**) of the so-
called 'accumulated accent'

(This) practice with regard to the 'accum-
ulated accent' is according to Sakalya
and Anyatareya.
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(23) VySli, however, (maintains) the usage of

the grave accent with regard to those

syllables which, in 'the repetition with iti

interposed' ( <?ftas ), follow either a word

ending in the non-Vedic (?fo) or a syllable

that has become one with that (?ft), if

those two accents (i.e., acute and circum-

flex) follow.

(24) Just as the accent of the syllables, that are

combined without being coalesced, has

been prescribed, so one should understand

(the accent) of them in the case of

Avagraha.

(25) But the first syllables of the second parts
of those compounds which have two acute

accents (one should regard) as if not com-

bined (with their first parts, in the case

of Avagraha),

(26) (One should treat) the finals of the two

words ^ and snft, when they are first parts

of a compound (having two acute accents),

like an independent circumflex or in the

same way (as stated above either in Sutra

24 or 25, in the case of Avagraha).

(27) According to some, the last mora of the

last two trimoric (words)
1

is lower than a

grave in the 'accumulated accent'

1. Op. 1.31.
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(28) Vyali (however says that) both (the above-

mentioned moras) have the same accent

(as the rest of the moras).

(29), (30), (31) One should pronounce the accents

free from indistinctness (*$%*), unsepa-

rated (*fr?2), (and) free from tremor.

(32) One should not too much emphasize a

circumflex.

(33) Nor should one exaggerate the first two

accents, i.e., acute and grave).

(34) The (four kinds of) circumflex called

respectively 'independent' (sitw), 'absorbed'

), 'hastened' (Iff), and 'contracted*

suffer 'depression' (w), when fol-

lowed by an acute or circumflex.
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PATALA IV

(1) If contact consonants precede and con-

sonants follow, this (mere combination,

without causing any change, is called)
'
uninfluenced' (SRSJITO, and is one) of the

so-called asthapita combinations.

(2) The first class-consonants, when followed

by sonant consonants, become their own
thirds.

(3) (The first class-consonants) become the last

consonants (of their own class), if followed

by the last class-consonants.

(4) $ preceded by any of the first class-con-

sonants becomes ch according to the father

of Sakalya.

(5) A following ( i. e., initial) h (preceded by)

the same (i. e., the first class-consonants)

becomes the fourths of the latter (accord-

ing to the father of Sakalya), when (the

preceding first class-consonants) appear
as finals of words and with the change
into the thirds.

(6) If a contact consonant having a different

place of articulation follows, m becomes
the last (of the class) of the following
consonant, according to all (the teachers).

(7) If initial semi-vowels, excepting r, follow,

(m) becomes the corresponding nasal (semi-

vowel).
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(8) In the same way n (is changed into the

corresponding nasal semi-vowel), when I

follows.

(9) Af becomes n, when and the c-class (i. e.,

c> <&>> j, jh, ^) follow.

(10) When j and I follow, t becomes the same
two (i. e., j and I, respectively).

(11) T becomes c, if a voiceless palatal conso-

nant follows.

(12) following those two (i. e., n and c) be-

comes ch.

(13) ( does) not (become ch) according to

Sskalya.

(14) These (combinations, from Satra 2 to 13,

are called)
* influenced

'

(15) If r and breathings follow, m becomes

AnusvSra, and this (combination) they

(technically) call paripanna.

(16) According to some, if n is followed by a

voiceless breathing, k (is inserted) between

(the two).

(17) (The same teachers) maintain that t (is

inserted between), if t and n are followed

by s.

(18) If n is follwed by 3, c (is inserted between

the two, according to some).
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(19) These (combinations, from Sutra 16 to 18,

are called 'insertions'

(20) (Now begins) the prescription, in this

Patala, regarding those words which end
in a breathing and about which no (rule

of) combination has (yet) been given.

(21) The breathing (s) is dropped in the phrase

(22) ^?TT^ (is an exception to Sutra 3 of this

Patala).

(23) The stem *ren^ is an exception to the so-

called paripanna
1 combination.

(24) An unrhotacized Visarjanlya (together with
its penultimate vowel) becomes a, if

followed by a sonant consonant.

(25) Preceded by a short vowel, (it, together
with its penultimate vowel,) becomes o

(if followed by a sonant consonant).

(26) These two combinations are (respectively

called) niyata and prarita.

(27) A rhotacized Visarjanlya, however, which

is preceded by any (short or long vowel)

becomes r, if followed by a vowel or a

sonant consonant ; these being called <r-

combinations' fafaw-.}.

(28) A (rhotacized) Visarjanlya is dropped, if

followed by r.

1. Cp. IV. 15.
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(29) The penultimate vowel of a short (rhotaciz-

ed Visarjaniya) is lengthened (if r follows,
while the Visarjamya is dropped).

(30) These two (combinations are respectively

called) akama and niyata.

(31) When a voiceless contact consonant, not

followed by a breathing, follows, both

rhotacized and unrhotacized Visarjamya
becomes a breathing having the same place
of articulation as that (i.e., the following
voiceless consonant).

(32) If a (voiceless) breathing follows, (Visar-

janlya) becomes the same (breathing).

(33) If a (voiceless) contact consonant of the

first or of the fifth class follows, (the

change prescribed in Sutra 31 takes place)

optionally.

(34) Also when an uncerebralized breathing
follows, (the change prescribed in Sutra
32 takes place optionally).

(35) This combination, where Visarjaniya is

changed to a breathing, is called 'changed'

(wra); while that, where the penultimate

(i. e. 9 Visarjamya) remains unchanged, is

called 'passed-over' (fcaBwr).

(36) If a breathing followed by a voiceless

consonant follows, (Visarjamya) is drop-

ped, even if the (following) breathing is

cerebral ized.
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(37) This combination (is technically called)

anvaksara-vaktra.

(38) Non-change (of Visarjaniya) is (however)

the usage, when k, kh, p and ph follow.

(39) (The Visarjaniya of) w:
f ^:, <t, when they

are not independent words (i. e., only in

a compound), becomes r, when voiceless

consonants follow.

(40) (Visarjamya is) not t reated regularly in

the following combinations:)

f and

(41) As stated (later on, a Visarjamya) preced-

ed by a 'cerebralizing' (iiftRO vowel

becomes s, and the other (Visarjamya,

i. e., one not preceded by a 'cerebralizing
1

vowel), if unrhotacized, becomes s, when
k and p follow; but always so in the inte-

rior of a word. This combination is called

'sibilation' (s

(42) In the interior of a Pada, but not in a com-

pound, (a Visarjamya) preceded by a

(becomes s), when the dissyllabic masculine

word qfir follows.

(43) Also if the words wj;, $a% $Rr, w^ and 3>i

follow.

(44) Also if the word <rft occurring at the end
of a Pada follows.
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(45) Final (Visarjanlya of a word ending in)

asah (becomes s), if the word does not

contain r, and when the words qR, qft,

$mft and *R%, even if not occurring at

the end of a Pada, follow,

(46) The word 3rc3r: (is sibilized), if the word

follows.

(47) (The Visarjanlya of) the words

and sfr%: (becomes s), if k follows.

(48) Also when the words qr^cr and q^for follow.

(49) The words fasmrr, m:, *nra:, ^3:, g^, wig: and

555; (are sibilized), when any form or case

of the word q^ follows.

(50) This (sibilation of Visarjanlya) thus (takes

place) with the exception of the words <$:,

g*: and i;, when first parts of a compound,
and also of the (following) nine words.

(51) (The nine words referred to above are :)

r: and

(52) sraror:, (the group of) the two words

%- s 3$: and qg:: (are sibilized), when the

word f% follows.

(53) When the word qfa follows, the words
and *??: (are. sibilized).

(54) The words ferea:, ^fe^r: and ?si: (are sibi-

lized), when the word ?a follow s.
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(55) The word *w (is sibilized), when the words
and iter follow.

(56) f^qft (is an example of sibilation) at the

biginning and the end of a Pada.

(57) (In the same way) fcroftmri and sorosqsfte, the

first (only) if at the beginning of a Pada,

(are examples of sibilation).

(58) (Also)*n<te.

(59) The words =a^e:, *T?I, ass: and fsroi: (are

sibilized), the first when qig follows and

the others when the word 3* (follows).

(60) fraramq, TOWW, wf^ni, ftrowi^n, ftfw and

(are examples of sibilation).

(63) The word %: (is sibilized), when any form
or case of the words ^SR**J? if, ^^rer, 3**:,

and q^c follows.

(62) (Visarjaniya is sibilized in the combina-

tions :)

(63) (Visarjaniya is sibilized in the combina-

tions :) ^i**&3ra[, f%^^ft,

and

(64) (VisarjanJya is sibilized in the combina-

tions :) 3*$f^, *rffaren, fqgftq^ft, f^qft, s?-

i: and

(65) N preceded by a, even if at the end of a

word which is a part of a compound, is
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dropped, if followed by a vowel (in the

interior of a Pada).

(66) (AT is dropped in the words)

and %*3 $*n% (though occurring at

the end of a Pada).

(67) These 'hiatuses between two words'

are with reference to words ending in Un.

[Or, these combinations (Sutras 65, 66)

are called an-pada pada-vrttis].

(68) (N is dropped) also in the 'apparent hiatu-

ses' (miTqfcrm

m, 5E^f ^13 and

(69) N preceded by I oru becomes r, when the

words f*n, ^r%, ^rfi?:, ^T^, 3^^; and gfttfte

follow.

(70) Also when vowels follow.

(71) (N becomes r) also (in the two combina-

tions:) T^N and

(72) In these combinations a contact consonant
is changed to r. (Or, these combinations

are technically called spara-repha-sandhis).

(73) The exceptions to the above rules
1

are:

(74) (N) preceded by a long vowel is always to

be treated like Visarjanlya, when the words

1. Cp. IV 65 and 70.
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nRHig;, % "tr, ftRj, <*?&, 'strqtf:, 'sg?: and

follow.

(75) (But) not (in the words :)sn=m^f ^g^ and

(76) (In the combinations:)

afemnEsr, and roi?3*ra( (n Is treated like a

Visarjaniya).

(77) (Where it is said) that (n) becomes Visar-

janiya if (certain) words follow: these are

called
*

contact-breathing-combinations'

(78) The combinations *f

and *3<ref: ^13: are simply examples of the

so-called '

passed-over'
1

(f^aBi^) combination

(i.e., in these cases the Visarjanlya,

which is a substitute of n, remains

unchanged).

(79) Also *?i <nft

(80) When n is either dropped or becomes r or

a breathing, the vowel preceding its posi-

tion is nasalized.

(81) The first vowel of the following words

(is nasal) even in the Pada text.

(82) (The words are:) *fw*n:, **rot and

(83) The final letter of the particle f^ is

dropped, when the words *wn, nra:,

and

i. OP. iv. as.
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follow. This also is an instance of the so-

called am^fcsara-combination 1
.

(84) & is inserted between, when the words s^
25 and srfo precede and the word **$

follows ; also when the final vowel of the

first part of a compound is short.

(85) S (is inserted between), if qft, a part of a

compound, is followed by kr .

(86) R (is inserted), if 3*, (a part of a compound,
precedes) and the word w[ follows.

(87) (S is inserted in the phrase) <rf**i^fer $WB: -

(88) (S is inserted in) *rc$dra*n; *

(89) These combinations (Sutras 84-88) are

called
'

pure-syllabic
'

(90) In (the hymns belonging to) MedhStithi,

(the compounds) ending in the words *rw

and aa are shortened, if followed by a

contact consonant or a semi-vowel.

(91) The words wf^w, far, TOUT and sngTT (are

shortened), when followed by the words

beginning with *r (enumerated in Sutra

93, below).

(92) ftrer (is shortened), when srarac follows.

(93) The words beginning with m (referred to

in Sutra 91) are : *n,

1. Op. II. 8.
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(94 98) The following combinations are irre-

gular :)

3? fe?g in (the hymns belonging to) Agastya
and in the tenth Mandala (94) ;

r fhd (95) ;

*: qftrefts (96) ;

(97) ;

and

(98X
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PATALA V

(1) In the interior of a Psda, s preceded by a

cerebrating vowel other than e is changed
to s, even if (the cerebralizing vowel) is

followed by a breathing (i.e., Visarjanlya),

as prescribed (in the following).

(2) One should understand that in this case

(i.e., when a cerebralizing vowel is followed

by Visarjanlya) cerebralization (*!%) takes

place first and the change of Visarjanlya
into a breathing (5^7%

l

) afterwards.

(3) The word sr: (is cerebralized when preceded

by) the words g, ^<ft, ^f%:, *t:, f%, 35, ^ft, srfa,

*, ft and ft.

(4) The two words ^ and w (are cerebralized)

only (when preceded) by a dissyllabic word

(ending in a cerebralizing vowel).

(5) g is cerebralized (when preceded) by a non-

polysyllabic word.

(6) The syllables sy, sk and sn occurring in the

beginning of words (are cerebralized, when

preceded by a non-polysyllabic word .

(1) Sm, (in the beginning of a word) having no

r, (is cerebralized, when preceded by a non-

polysyllabic word).

(8) g followed by *u (is cerebralized), even if

preceded by e.

1. Cp, IV. 3135.
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(9) A (preceding) long vowel (does) not

(cerebralize) sy.

(10) The word s also, when not preceded by a

contact consonant, (does not cerebralize sy).

(11) The i-class preceded by s is changed to the

-class, even if occurring in the interior

of a word.

(12) The initial letter (i.e. 9 s) of the words

and the verb

(when preceded by a cerebralizing

vowel) even occurring at the end of a poly-

syllabic word, (is cerebralized).

(13) ft and <?ft (cerebralize) the initial syllables

sva and si, if the latter are followed by a

consonant of the c-class.

(14) (ft and <?ft cerebralize) also the following

(initial syllables) se, sa and si, if the

latter are followed by d followed by a

vowel.

(15) (ft and <?ft cerebralize the initial s of the

words) &r
f ww, *rc^, swnd and *r*n<?.

(16) The latter word (i. e., <rft, cerebralizes the

beginning of the words :) H?en*, *F<r: f afoi

^ :
5 *%:

9 WT: and wr^.

(17) (S is cerebralized in the combinations :) ft

i w*| ^^f^ f%gaf, rfir ^rtf:, %g ft^
, f^ft ^55, s, srfa^ 5

5ft <*^^i and
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(18) (S is cerebralized also in the combinations:)

i, 3fS

and

(19) (The cerebralization of s does) not (take

place in the instances:) msft *g<n f grff^ sftq,

7%: CTT^, f^srfa *ga:, I^T g wrq, ^ftr g, %: **

and ^3% ^gf|.

(20) (S) in the interior of a word is cerebra-

lized, (when it is preceded by cerebralizing

vowels) occurring in the interior of the

(same) word and preceded by the two even

semi-vowels (i.e., by r and v) or by a letter

produced at the root of the tongue.

(21) (S) standing in the beginning of a part of

a compound (is cerebralized, when preced-
ed by cerebralizing vowels which are

preceded) even by letters different

(from those mentioned in the preceding
Sutra).

(22) (S standing in the beginning of a part of
a compound is cerebralized), also when
preceded by e, r and the word S<RT.

(23) (S) remains unchanged when followed by
r, r and f .

(24) Similarly (the s) of the syllables sam, sprk,
svr, sar and svar (remains unchanged).

(25) (The s of the syllable) sa remains unchan-
ged, if the latter precedes an AnusvSra

standing in place of m (according to
IV. 15).
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(26) Also (when sa precedes) a conjunct con-

sonant beginning with a nasal (consonant).

(27) (The s of the words)

and the stem

when parts of a compound, (remains un-

changed.)

(28) (fif in) all words, when preceded (in a com-

pound) by the words 3, 3t3, 3%$, sroifo, ^fifr

and wfoffc, (remains unchanged).

(29) (5 is) not (cerebralized in the words:)

cTT, 5[

and

(30) (S is cerebralized in the words:)

sq^, *nq<?: in all cases,

*, the stem g^^ar, 3^H?^, g^ftr^r and

(31) (S), which stands at the end of the first

part of a compound and is the result of the

change of Visarjanlya into a breathing

(sqiqsr *, is cerebralized), if preceded by a

cerebralizing vowel and followed by t not

joined to r.

(32) If, however, there is no compound (ftwfc, the

above cerebralization takes place), when
the unaccented words em and follow.

l.Cp, IV. 31-35.
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(33) (S at the end of) the word *fo: (is changed
to ?), when preceding a monosyllabic word

(beginning with .)

(34) Also (s at the end of the word) *%. (is

changed to s under the above conditions).

(35) Also when the word ^%: is followed by
the word

(.36) (S of) fir: (is changed to s), when the words

:, a*? and tw^ follow.

(37) (The s in place of the Visarjanlya of) the

words Tigftu, <?*j'far:, fofa:, ?%, 3:, srwg: and

(is changed to s), when c^ follows.

(38) (Sis changed to s in the combinations:)
and

(39) (The s in place of the Visarjanlya of the

Words) Wf :, f^ftq^O:, sr*ft:, ^??f^:, qfe:, wf^:,

fiu and ^TI;>: (is) not (changed to s), when
the two unaccented words (^r and 3) follow.

(40) $, r and s, if not preceded by k and

occurring in the same word which is

separable by an avagraha in the Pada text,

cerebralize n occurring in the interior of

the word, even if the former are the

result of euphonic combination.

(41) A secondary (*P*n) breathing (t. e., s, cere-

bralizes n) also in a word which is not

separable in the Pada text.
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(42) (R, r and s do) not (cerebralize n) separat-

ed (from them) by the three intermediate

classes of contact consonants (i. e., by the

c-class, the i-class, and the -class).

(43) In the case of (compound) words begin-

ning with qft, sr, <&fa and %*% (n is not

changed to n, if separated) also by the last

(class of contact consonants, i.e., the p-

class).

(44) Similarly (ri), separated by 6 or s, (is not

changed to n) in (compound) words begin-

ning with any word.

(45) (R, r and s do not cerebralize ri) occur-

ring at the end of the first part of a

compound.

(46) (Nor) the initial (ri) of any forms of ntftr

and ftfiftr.

(47) (Nor that) joined to y or a contact

consonant.

(48) (Nor in) 4fan* and

(49) (Nor) in the word

(50) (Nor in) ftWJr.

(51) (ft and s do not cerebralize n) followed

by a short vowel in (compound) words

beginning with ^ and gs.

(52) (Nor) in (compound) words beginning with

fa, s* and g*m, even if n is followed by
both (i.e., by short and long vowels).
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(53) (Nor) in (compound) words which have no
h, have more than three syllables, and

begin with 3*:, g*:f :, ^3: and

(54) (N is cerebralized in the following

words:)

(55) (The dentals are cerebralized in) any
forms of $**, fro* and fan* ; in these the

syllable dur- which becomes du- being the
cause of the cerebralization.

(56) R and s preceded by any letter (cerebralize

ri) which belongs to a word not compounded
with them (ftut) and is not separated by
(consonants) causing obstruction (i. e. y by
the three intermediate classes of contact
consonants which prevent cerebralization ;

Cp. V, 42), as stated (later on).

(57) The words * and <rft when preceding (cere-

bralize) the words wfaj, g^ %igf :, %T3*:,
and derivatives of the root ?ft.

(58) The word *: (is cerebralized) when preced-
ed by s^fsrer, *rr, d$, %fo, a word contain-

ing s and ending in a lengthened a,

and w when cerebralized, SSHS, qfa*,

, ^ and ^.

(59) (But) if tc5:, 35^^, ftrere, ^n?r, ^rr,

a word containing e/&, ^fti:, w$,
and the group of the two words
follow, (^r: is) not (cerebralized).
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(60) (AT is cerebralized in the following instan-

ces i) MKi^r, f^nwfiij

and

(61) This is nati which consists in the cerebra-

lization of a dental.
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PATALA VI

(1) The first (letter) of a conjunct consonant,

when preceded by a vowel or Anusvara,
and occurring where there is no unchanged

visarjaniya ( sifra^
1

), is uttered twice.

This is called
'

doubling' (3*1).

(2) An aspirate, however, is once uttered to-

gether with its own preceding (i.e., unas-

pirated consonant).

(3) Ch (is, thus once uttered together with its

own preceding or un aspirated consonant),
even if not at the beginning of a conjunct
consonant.

(4) (A consonant) which follows r (is dou-

bled).

(5) Similarly a contact consonant following I

(is doubled).

(6) (A contact consonant) following a breath-

ing (is) optionally (doubled).

(7) A final consonant ( following r is ) not

(doubled).

(8) R (is) not (doubled).

(9) A breathing, which is a part of a conjunct
consonant and is not preceded by any letter,

(is) optionally (doubled).

1. Cp. IV. 35.

4
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(10) But not a breathing followed by a vowel

or a breathing.

(11) Nor (a consonant) preceding a doubled

consonant.

(12) (Nor) an initial ch if preceded by the words

<r, and the two words aft'*.

(13) (Nor when it is preceded) by a long vowel

excepting m.

(14) (Nor an initial) consonant joined to another

consonant (and following a^ long vowel),

according to the teaching of Sakalya.

(15) N and n occurring at the end of a word
and preceded by a short vowel are doubled,

if a vowel follows.

(16) If there is no (explicit) statement, one

should regard a rule in this patala as uni-

versally (applicable, i.e., as applicable,

not only to the initials and finals of words,

but also to the interior of words) and

even to those (sounds) which are the result

of euphonic combination
1

.

(17) Abhinidhana, which consists in the holding

apart (of a consonant, &TTTO) and suppres-

sion (fcwr) of (its) sound, takes place in the

case of contact consonants and semi-vowels

with the exception of r, when they have

already suffered euphonic combination and

are followed by contact consonants.

1. Cp., in this connection, II. 5.
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(18) Also in pause,

(19) Semi-vowels, even if jiasalized, (suffer

abkinidhana), when followed by themselves.

(20) L (suffers abhinidhana'), even when breath-

ings follow, according to the doctrine of

Sakalya.

(21) In the same way, k of the root wr, when
kh follows.

(22) Or p of the root *<*r.

(23) Contact consonants preceding m (i.e., from
k to bh, suffer abhinidhana, according to

the doctrine of Sakalya), when they occur

at the end of words and are followed by y,

TJ v, and breathings (occurring) in the

beginning of words,

(24) The teaching of Sakalya (specified in Sutras

20-23) is without conjunction (i.e., there is

no joint utterance of consonants in the

cases described in Sutras 20-23).

(25);This (teaching of Sakalya does) not (hold

good), when sii which is a part of a com-

pound word follows.

(26) But optionally (so, if the contact consonants)
occur at the end of a word having more than

one syllable (and if su which is a part of a

compound word follows).
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(27) Some (hold) that the teaching of Sakalya

(takes place) optionally in all cases where

there is (between two consonants) a differ-

ence of mode or place of articulation (or

of both).

(28) (Some hold that the teaching of Sakalya
holds good) in the case of the first class

of contact consonants.

(29) Non-nasal contact consonants become their

own 'twins' (wi^), when nasal contact con-

sonants follow.

(30) One should understand that a contact con-

sonant arising from a breathing is not

changed to a twin.

(31) Nor does (it) suffer abhinidhana.

(32) A twin is similar to its own original

(consonant).

(33) Or there is an audible utterance produced
in the mouth simultaneously with a

twin.

(34) (It is), however, not different from its ori-

ginal with respect to what takes place be-

fore it (
srsrem ).

(35) A vowel-part (*SRW%) does not dissolve a

conjunction (of consonants).

(36) According to Gargya, there is a nasal vowel-

part after a twin.
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(37) (According to Gsrgya), a (nasal) breathing
is inserted after an aspirate (twin or after

a twin arising from an aspirate).

(38) One should avoid it.

(39) The voice which follows a (sonant) abhini-

dhana is called dhruva and lasts as long as

that (i.e., abhinidhana).

(40) (It is) inaudible after a voiceless (abhini-

dhana).

(41) (It is) nasal, if it follows a nasal (abhini-

dhana.)

(42) If it follows a semi-vowel, it is of the same
nature with its preceding (semi-vowel).

(43) According to Vyali, abhinidhana does not

take place anywhere.

(44) Not (so), when a following consonant is

doubled and when a vowel or r precedes.

(45) According to others, in the prescription
of the dhruva, it is otherwise with regard
to (abhinidhana) together with the dhruva,
where a homogeneous consonant precedes ;

i. e.j according to others, abhinidhana and

its concomitant dhruva do not occur in

the case of a conjunction of homogeneous
consonants.

(46) After r preceded by a vowel and followed

by a consonant ( there is inserted ) a

vowel-part consisting of r .
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(47) Also after a sonant abhinidhana (

followed by a contact consonant or breath-

ing.

(48) (The vowel-part) followed by a breathing

is, however, longer,

(49) The other (i. e., the shorter) occurs when

(the breathing) is doubled.

(50) Some maintain that there is no vowel-part

at all.

(51) Others maintain the existence of a vowel-

part preceded by r.

(52) Some maintain the existence of a vowel-

part followed by a breathing which is not

doubled.

(53) (They) also (say) that a vowel-part is

similar to the preceding or the following
vowel.

(54) Some regard the first contact consonant

(of each class) as the second, when it is

followed by a breathing and does not

belong to the end of a word.

(55) Some (pronounce) kh + y (instead of & + )

in the root

(56) The same (i. e. 9 kh + y) in nouns similar

to the root ^T.
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PATALA VII

(1) A short vowel, other than r, becomes long,

when a consonant follows, as is stated

(later on), and this combination is called

Samava^a.

(2) This is certainly (a kind of) prolation (<w%).

(3) (Also that) which has been prescribed in

the vowels (i e., in connection with the

vowel combinations 1

,
is a kind of pluti).

(4) Also ( the lengthening ) of the initial

(vowel) of the following word (in combina-

tions) beginning with qftftmt^
2

is a kind of

pluti.

(5) U in the word *i is lengthened in every

position, even if it does not belong to the

end of a word.

(6) The word ^s, if not compounded with

another word (feat
3

, is lengthened), when
words other than gai: and *n% follow.

(7) Fa, which is not preceded by a and which

is the final (syllable) of a dissyllabic

second part of a compound (is lengthened),

if that second part is accented on its first

syllable.

1. Cp. II 66.

2. Cp, II. 75 etc.

3. Unless otherwise specified, f^t should be taken as

understood in all the Sutras of Patalas VII and VIII.
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(8) The (final syllable of) asya 'is not (leng-

thened), when (it is ) preceded by a

consonant.

(9) (The lengthening according to Sutras VII,

5 and 7 does not take place) also in the

instances : f

and

(10) The words fft, sf%, srfa, ^i^% ?Br and

(are finally lengthened), when a monosyl-

labic word, the vowel of which is changed
to a semi-vowel, follows.

(11) Also the following words 1
(are finally

lengthened, when the vowel of the follow-

ing monosyllabic word is changed to a

semi-vowel).

(12) 35*, wwr and ftn (are finally lengthened),

when % follows.

(13) fr% and ft* (are finally lengthened), when

g follows.

(14) ifcrcr, ^sr, smro, ftreftar and *rc (are finally

lengthened), when g follows.

(15) wr (is finally lengthened), when 5, 3 or %
follows.

(16) $*<?, reK gfti andsra (are finally lengthened),

when ft follows.

1. Namely, the words mentioned in Sutras VIL 1218.
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(17) The word s (is lengthened), when and

g not followed by the word wr follow.

(18) ra and *r (are finally lengthened), when the

latter of those two words (i. e., of g and

3) follows.

(19) mz (is finally lengthened), when
and anrer^srn follow.

(20) (In the following Sutras 1
a word is leng-

thened), if it does not occur at the end of

a Psda.

(21) sra (is finally lengthened), when the words

etc. (mentioned below) follow.

(22) (They are : )

and

(23) 355 (is finally lengthened), when
and fa*nq follow.

(24) ST^-, when followed by ^q, 5%cr: and

(is finally lengthened,).

(25) <Erefa (is finally lengthened), when
and ^^ follow.

(26) g (is lengthened), when it is followed by
fH nftwflt, 'ft:, ^ITR:, ^: and 3, and if the last

two words (i. e.
y
*n and $ ) are followed by

the words trd and r%^r:.

(27) The word *r* (is finally lengthened), if

followed by the words 33wr:

and

1. That is to say, in Sutras VII. 2132.
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(28) 3 is not (lengthened, when followed by)
ftm.

(29) The word wr (is finally lengthened), when
the words *3f<j*T:, sptf, sera, and ^ follow.

(30) (The first word is finally lengthened in the

following combinations : ) soNr

*rer, tttf q^, HT^qr *rs, SHU? irc^vra:, %BT if:,

and

(31) (The end of the first word is lengthened
in the following pairs of words :)

mg, S^T ^%ar:, ^
% and

(32) (The words ?^r etc. are finally lengthened in

the following pairs of words : ) (wt) *<p ^:,

:
f fsr^r fl^pm and

(33) The (69) words s^, ftrw^,

and ^ together with
the (31) lengthened words beginning with
^^ (cp. VII. 21), all these making a total

of one hundred, (are finally lengthened)
in the beginning of a Pada, when followed
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by a consonant ; but not when a conjunct

consonant follows, excepting g and *& (i> &>

these two are lergthened even if followed

by a conjunct consonant).

In the following (Satras), too, if (the

word which is to follow) is not mentioned,

(the lengthening does not take place before

a conjunct consonant).

(34) (The lengthening of the end of the first

word does) not (take place in the following

pairs of words :

), g^ ^r,

j
wr ^13^;, 35

s^ j
ft^f ^i^

?
^? ^?^^^ ^ ^T?T in the

Bharadvaj hymns, ^ ^T, 3^ ^T^, ^ ^^TTT, ?r^

Hif ,
w ^ and 3^ %

(35) The word ffo (is finally lengthened), when
the words srf^mr^, f^r^, mft$ and ^r: follow.

(36) as (is finally lengthened), when the last

(one of the above-mentioned words, i.e., *: )

follows.

(37) &i (is finally lengthened), when
g^TO^, <rw, and the pair of the words
follow.

(38) The word qsm (is finally lengthened),
when &%^ and *OTC follow.

(39) ^ftr and ** (are finally lengthened), when
*: follows.
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(40) ^ (is finally lengthened), when followed

by ft*sre*, ^^^ and $.

(41) (3?) is finally lengthened also in the

Sunahsepa hymns, when y follows.

(42) v (is finally lengthened), when *:, the two
words ^ fir*:, $q)ft, 3, f^ifa and g^r^ follow.

(43) srfrr (is finally lengthened), when
T, ^ and i follow.

(44) srftr (is lengthened) before the first word

(i.e., before *n), only if the latter is followed

by rr, snft and

(45)

and ^njf?ar (these are the words beginning
with ^f: which are referred to in Sutra 47,

below).

(46) ^3^, the two words *ar4, the stem

$*r*3q, ?fos, ^f^r, *:, ^ the two words

f** f^^, 3, *?%*?:, ^rf?cr:
} iR?^rq, ft^ f^, swg

and qr^ (these are the words beginning

with sg? which are referred to in Sutra

48, below).

(47) *nr (is finally lengthened), when the words

beginning with TO (cp. Sutra 45), as well

as TO and g<wi?: follow.

(48) *ta (is finally lengthened), when the words

beginning with ng? (cp. Sutra 46) follow.
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(49) TO (is finally lengthened), when $, sr?: and

wj; follow.

(50) SR (is finally lengthened), when *:, 3,

and ygg follow.

(51) (sre is lengthened before the first two, i.e.,

before *: and g) only if the latter are

followed by ^3% <rre, ^, sr*% and

(52) (the first word is finally lengthened in

the following combinations:) *IOT for:,

WOT
and^ g sr.

(53) (The first word is finally lengthened in the

following combinations :) <rw f^r:, wen

f; and

(54) [The first (in the last case also the second)
word is finally lengthened in the following

groups of words :] *& ftfosr:, ^w %,

, ^t^r % and

(55) (The first word is finally lengthened in the

following combinations :) STST tr r^d, w?i f ,

^iiT ^T%:, ^qrr fBi, scimT ^ in the Vamadeva

hymns, and

(56) (The first word is finally lengthened in

the following combinations :) r^rr *rt, f^^rr

WTT ^ %, ?r^T^r ^:2r: and
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PATALA VIII

(1) In the interior of a Psda, s, when standing

alone (i. e. 9 not joined to a consonant, is

lengthened), when the separate ( i. e., not

compounded with any other word, fafft )

words a
1

^*, ii w, 5^ifa:, &f%q, Tftsrac, g, *r^:,

3 if not lengthened, and TICT follow.

(2) (The above-mentioned lengthening takes

place only) if the words ^mg%% *Rf?rar,

WTKT, WWT, ivrrar, CTH and s*Rr do not follow

those words (i.e., zraw etc.) which follow (s),

(3) Also if the pairs of words $ srfer,^ ^^r,
n ^cr, si r^^ and *n gjrm: (do not follow

the words sraw etc, following ^).

(4) g (is lengthened), when the words

&*> 51? ^-S ^^ : ^' ******, ^w, ^ and

follow.

(5) (is lengthened) before the two (above-

mentioned) monosyllabic words (i. e.,

before * and 3, only) if the latter are

followed by ST, 5^, w^, wr, **w* s *ng: and ^3.

(6) ^ (is finally lengthened), when followed by

and

(7) *** (is finally lengthened), when followed

by $UT, ^i\ and

(8) qft (is finally lengthened), when followed

by ?^J, w^ 2
, **^% ^?^^^:, ^r: and
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(9) *n (is finally lengthened), when 3%**,

and ^ftrm: follow.

(10) sift* (is finally lengthened), when
and snat^T: follow.

(11) T?v*q (is finally lengthened), when followed

by $g, *n and

(12) 5 (is not lengthened), when *:, followed by
, follows.

(13) The six words **, srsr, sre, ^TS^, *JVT and

^ (are finally lengthened), whenw follows.

(14) *r?, <r<l, ftss, v^r?^, ^^i and ^*r (are finally

lengthened), when followed by

(15) The words

and

(are finally lengthened), when followed by

any word (beginning with a consonant).

(16) 3 (is lengthened), when preceded by a mo-

nosyllabic word.

(17) wr (is) not (lengthened), when 9*?r, sfor:,

and ft^r ^ follow.

(18) g (is not lengthened), when wnftr, ft,

the two pairs 3 <?a: and ^: *?:, and

follow.

(19) ^fjn (is not lengthened), when the pair *

5^531^, and the words wam, f^f^^^r^: and

follow.
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(20) (Nor) ^d, when the two words ^T^T^T: and

fosi^ft: follow.

(21) Also when SHST:, gwr: and f^sra: follow.

(22) Nor 9, followed by w and ST and belonging

to (the hymns of) Kutsa and Vimada.

(23) Nor w, when the words beginning with

flfirac follow (cp. S. 27, below).

(24) (Nor) w s preceded by

(25) (Nor CT) in the pair OT 3, when 3*rarac,

and TOWI^ follow.

(26) (Nor *R) in the pair OT gn in Vrsakapi.

(27) (The words beginning with *iftnj which

are referred to in VIII. 23 are :)

and

(28) (The first words 2*5 etc. are finally

lengthened in the pairs :) T^T finfwa

T: preceded by
fcr: and ^T^r^rr

(29) (The first word is finally lengthened in the

pairs :) t?r 3fa%st, ton

and

(30) (The first word is finally lengthened in the

pairs :)

and
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(31) (The first word is finally lengthened in the

pairs:) wssrat were^, q; w* followed by g^f

preceded by w, I*** 1** iwi and

(32) (The first word is finally lengthened in the

pairs:) sf^rar fegr,

fm f

and

(33) (The first word is finally lengthened in the

pairs:) ft <rt^, ^^T
^fg^;,

^m^T ^, snrot

and

(34) Also (in the pairs:) *t

and

(35) Also (in the pairs:)

and

(36) The eighth syllable in Padas containing
eleven or twelve syllables (is lengthened),
when a syllable which is light in the

Samhita text follows.

(37) Also when the heavy syllable ^ follows.

(38) In the same way the tenth (syllable) in

these two (sorts of Padas is lengthened,
when a syllable which is light in the

Samhita text or sr: follows).

(39) Also the sixth syllable in a Pada of eight

syllables (is lengthened, when a syllable

which is light in the Samhita text follows).
5
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(40) In an incomplete (Pada) the perfection (i.e.,

the required number of syllables) should

be sought by means of a resolution (jf) of

semi-vowels as well as coalesced vowels.

(41) (This lengthening required according to

Sutras 36-39) does not take place in snfsrer,

TCI**, swnft, ftramfa, STOHTO, 3?**w, <f^% the

eighth (i. e., hi of fif^%, which is the eighth

syllable in a Pada,) and ^m%.

(42) (Nor in) g^^rm^, *fa followed by *, ^s%
when preceded by a dissyllabic word,

PHST, *3 9 *R?3, ???, *r?*T??, srftar and im
followed by fe^.

(43) (Nor in) w*?? ?% srfa, gfe^fm, ^s? belonging

to a Pada of twelve syllables,

grraTO, vsrrfg, ^13, w followed by ftnn,

and f^Br^.

(44) (Nor in) snr, ^i^^^%, <rf, ^f^cf, 5^ preceded

by snfrr:, ??^, ^^, ^n^
3

in the combina-

tion fe%s *r, rftr in

^nft and $*.

(45) (Nor in)

r, and

(46) ( Nor in ) srf^fe,

, wr, %, g followed by
, fir, fsrfl, f^ and

(47) (Nor in)

i, ^r followed by
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(48) srw and *JR occurring at the end of a Pada

(are finally lengthened), when consonants
follow.

(49) arfe (occurring at the end of a Psda is final-

ly lengthened), when followed by

(50) *T5r, w, r# and 153, occurring at the end of

a Pada, are finally lengthened, when res-

pectively followed by the words

srat and ro:.
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PATALA IX

(1) The final vowels of the first parts of com-

pounds are always lengthened, when ^g
follow.

(2) gfe (is finally lengthened in a compound),
when w follows.

(3) fa**, ft**, *?gr, **?, sfcfo, *rj, ersr and *?9, (if first

parts in a compound, are finally length-

ened), when the root ^follows.

(4) Also XT, (only) if the vowel (of the fol-

lowing root *r.J is not lengthened.

(5) The words ending with tama (cp. IX. 7),

which follow (the first parts in a compound),
should be taken together with their deri-

vative and inflectional forms.

(6) qft, *ftr, *<T and srfo, ( if first parts in a

compound, are finally lengthened ), when
the root ?*r, having r, follows.

(7) The first parts of the compounds
*l*me:f **faw and g^mr: are finally length-

ened ; (in) the last case (i. e., g^*r:) only if

it does not occur in the interior of a

hemistich.

(8) The words ^sr, &
, *T**, fog, "wftr, *wr and

ft* are always (finally lengthened), when
followed by any word (in a compound).
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(9) The two words farfa and *w ( are finally

lengthened), when followed by m ( in a

compound).

(10) qft, ^ and sngr ( are finally lengthened), when
a nasal other than m follows ( in a com-

pound).

(11)

<TCSJ, gsf? 3*3 and SRT& (are finally length-

ened), when v follows (in a compound).

(12) Also the words beginning with tg
*

( are

finally lengthened, when v follows in a

compound).

(13) The words beginning with ssr*
2

(are),

however, (finally lengthened), when y fol-

lows (in a compound).

(14) Also the words SRT%, ^fe, g^ > arfo,

*fa, SGRT and sr**, (if first parts in a com-

pound, are finally lengthened, when y
follows).

(15) But not the words *^, gsr, SE^ and t^, when

they are parts of a compound, and when y
which begins a monosyllabic word follows.

(16) (The words beginning with s*ra which are

referred to in IX. 13 are :)

and

1. Cp. IX. 17.

2. Cp. IX. 16.
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(17) (The words beginning with % which are

referred to in IX. 12 are:) %, fffftr, 32,

and

(18) The final lengthening of the first parts

does not take place in the compounds:

when followed by f, and

(19) (Nor in) *or^3
when it occurs at the end of

a Pada,

(20) (The first part of a compound is) never

(lengthened), when *T*I^ follows.

(21) The first members of the compounds

, and

when followed by ^m are not finally

lengthened.

(22) The first members of the compounds
followod by 3PK ,

and wn?w are finally lengthened.

(23) The first members of the compounds

and wif^r are

finally lengthened.

(24) The first members of the compounds gfrro^

followed by f^f ftrwtg^:, jrthi:, ^ffmq; followed

by f^r:, w^^^i *wnn, BSTI^ and ^?im^ are

finally lengthened.
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(25) The following lengthening takes place in

the interior of words which are not sepa-
rable in the Pada text ( srftf^ ) as well

as ( in the interior ) of parts of com-

pounds.

(26) Va- and ma- ( are lengthened), when any
one of -

and -31*, beginning with (a letter) simi-

lar ( to v or m ), follows.

(27) The first syllable of (the root) wjs length-

ened, when preceded by the first part of

a compound, with the exception of a mono-

syllabic word, wftr and

(28) But not, if sf occurs at the end of a Pada
of eight syllables.

(29) Nor when (it occurs at the end of a Pada)
of twelve syllables and is not preceded by

(30) But (the first vowel of *rej
is always leng-

thened, when it is preceded ( in a com-

pound) by the words scftroTft, 5, and

and when y follows.

(31) In the words beginning with i^r (cp. IX.

32) the parts which (should) follow (the

lengthened vowel ) consist only of three

letters ; and one should regard them (i.e.,

etc. ) as parts of words.
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(32) The first syllable is lengthened in screrc,

,
?T

and

(33) The intermediate syllable of the word

WT3 (is lengthened).

(34) That which should follow ( the lengthened

vowel) in the case of the last word ( i. e. 9

in IX. 32) consists only of two letters.

(35) The six following (words which are leng-

thened) refer to their derivative and in-

flectional forms.

(36) (The lengthening takes place in)

(37) Also in wwrre:.

(38) Also in v^fa:, when it ends in i.

(39) (Also in) snaprn, when it occurs at the end

of a Pada and is not a part of a compound.

(40) In ?$*:, however, when it occurs at the end

of a hemistich.

(41) The lengthening takes place in 3*r*rai occur-

ring in any place (in a stanza) and follow-

ing the words $renj, *wfr, ?mcr:,

and

(42) Also when it (i.e., wren) occurs at the end
of a Pada of eleven syllables.

(43) The lengthening does not take place in

fim,

and
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(44) Nor in

and

(45) Nor in ?w f

and ^
(46) The lengthening takes place in

(51) Also in

wrft^jrf

and

(52) Also in

^T^f?5o

and 4

and

(47) Also in ^T^ %w% ^^: not followed by d,

qrpj, ^^T?

^r*ftf^ and

(48) Also in

, qftwrr,

and

(49) Also in

and

(50) Also in

r: and
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PATALA X

(1) (Now begins) the krama.

(2) Having started with two words, one should,

repeating the second of the same, join

it to the next word and in this way con-

clude a hemistich.

(3) (The teachers) terminate (a fcrama-group)

by having passed over the following :

(1) a word consisting of one letter, except-

ing 3T>;

(2) g and OT, when cerebralized and fol-

lowed by TJ;

(3) a word which is divided by another

word and the dividing word ;

(4) the particle t% when its final (m) is

dropped ;

(5) words with lengthened initials ;

(6) the word wwta occurring with the loss

(of *) ;

(7) the first words in the two pairs of

words ?3r faster and

(8) both the words

(9) the second word in the passage

(4) Also those 1 which follow the words with

lengthened initials (are passed over).

1. See II, 78.
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(5) One should not pronounce the (modified)
form of a word, caused by the preceding
or the following word,

-

respectively in

repeating or in concluding.

(6) Everything else one should treat as in the

Samhita text.

(7) Having finished (ST^B^T) with the follow-

ing, one should 'repeat them with ^r in-

terposed
'

(1) words separable in the Pada text by
an avagraha ;

(2) words appearing with ?% (in the Pada

text) ;

(3) any form of the roots *f% and $f% with

their initials modified ;

(4) a word with a lengthened initial ;

(5) words in the interior of which there

is a modification (of sound) not due to

another word.

(8) Also the words occurring in the middle of

(a fcrama-group of) more than two words.1

(9) Also a word occurring at the end of a
hemistich.

(10) (But one should not repeat with 5% inter-

posed) a non-nasal STT occurring before
this (i.e., before the final word of a hemis-

tich).

1. SeeX. 3-4.
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(11) One should, however, repeat it (i.e., the

non-nasal TT) with the following word.

(12) (A word) with 5& is called upasthita.

(13) A word standing by itself is, however,
called sthita.

(14) That is called sthitopasthita, where one

pronounces both (sthita and upasthita)

together.

(15) It is approved that, if a first (krama-
group) has a letter (at the end of its first

word) which is not seen (i. e., is not dis-

tinct), the '

repetition with ?% interposed
'

should show it.

(16) Separable words (smrai^;), however, one

should separate by an avagraha in (their)

second mention (in the parigraha).

(17) Euphonic combination in case of words

preceded by 5% (is desired) by old (tea-

chers). But **: should remain uncombined.

One should recite it with an avagraha.

{18) There should be no combination between

two hemistichs.

(19) One should, in the krama, wholly join

together the repeated Vedic passages which

are omitted in the Pada text (srowO, because

their krama is (already) seen.
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One should first conclude

with one word (of a samaya) and, having

passed (the samaya), with the two (follow-

ing) words.

(20) The following should assume their original

form in the '

repetition with 5% inter-

posed
'

( Tfors ) 5

(1) the treatment of n like a breathing ;

(2) the lengthening of a vowel ;

(3) the sibilation of Visarjanlya before p
or fe;

(4) the cerebralization of a dental letter
;

(5) the contraction of the so-called Pragrhya
vowels.

(21) The so-called auddhak$ara insertion (cp.

IV. 84-89) disappears (in the parigraha).

(22a) The next three ( changes
1

also ) assume

their original form (in the parigraha).

(226) Also the cases of rhotacism of a breathing

(i. e. 9 Visarjaniyay when a voiceless conso-

nant follows, the change to du, and the

word ^fofta ( assume their original form

in the parigraha).

1. Op. IV. 98.
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PATALA XI

(1) Now when one recites both the Pada-form
and the Samhita-form of two words at

the same time, without the loss of the

Samhita text, that is krama.

(2) Again ( the krama sometimes ) consists

of many ( i. e., more than two ) words in

order to prevent the loss (of the Samhita

text). (In that case) they, having passed
over certain words, conclude (the krama-

group) with the following words.

(3) A monosyllabic word, without a conso-

nant and if not a diphthong, is passed over

(in concluding a fcrama-group) owing to

the fear of (its) nasalization.

(4) A word which is cerebralized through a

preceding word and is the cause of the

cerebralization of the following word ( is

passed over ) for the sake of bringing to-

gether both the (direct and indirect) causes

( of the cerebralization ) of the following
word.

(5) The second of the two words <*ft and ^r:

( is passed over ), because the preceding
word (qft) cerebralizes the following word

(i. e.

(6) Others than these, seeing ( in the letter ),

which is the result of euphonic combination

( i. e. 9
o instead of Visarjaniya in %$i ) and
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which (as they think) has arisen for that

very purpose ( i. e., for cerebralization),

a cause (of the cerebralization of fogs), form
the fcrawa-group, here, only of two

words.

(7) In the same way, the word wr: followed

by the word stc: is excepted (from conclu-

ding a fcrama-group) on account of the

doubt as to the (real) cause of r.

(8) (If so) why do they not also pass over

(the first words of the pairs:) wft fah,

and the roots *f% and gfir ?

(9) The word *TOT?TCC as well as the word
are excepted (from concluding a krama-

group). The insertion of s in sre^er being
caused by the preposition fir:, it is usual,

on account of this connection, to form (the

fcrama-group here) by means of five words.

(10) The following words also (are excepted) on
account of the doubt as to the real cause

(of the respective modifications):

(1) The particle t^ with

(2) a when nasalized ;

(3) the word 531 becoming ^r by the

appearance ( STOW ) of a guna-vowel

(i. e., e) ;

(4) the word which follows the pair

(i. e.
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(5) a word with its initial vowel

lengthened.

(11) Those who regard the preceding word as

the cause maintain that, in the last three

cases, the krama-group should be formed

by means of two words, because that

(i. e., the preceding word) is immediate.

(12) (If so) the following word being surely
immediate (also) in the 4th ( cp. XL 7 )

and the 6th [cp. XI. 10(1)] cases, why is

there also no krama of two words ?

(13) In that combination which is not according
to the succession of words in the Pada
text (cp. II. 78), both the word divided by
another and the dividing word are passed

over, because (otherwise) the combination

of the two words (as it appears in the

Samhita text ) is not shown.

(14) Others than these ( however ) in this case

maintain a krama of two words, because

the euphonic combination is effected, as

it suits the case ( smrois;), an(* is ( conse-

quently not lost).

(15) When ( a tmesis ) is preceded by other

words ( the krama proceeds regularly )

according to the order of words till that

(i. e., the tmesis) and then the divided word

and the dividing word ( are both recited )

together (with the preceding and the fol-

lowing words).
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(16) Then one repeats with ?% interposed

those two ( i. e., the divided and the divi-

ding) words, even in those, two other cases

of tmesis ( where no word precedes it ),

then the following word is joined to that

which is not divided.

(17) If two words, each of which is a cause
of a &rama-group of three words, occur

immediately, Gargya (proceeds) with three

words and again with three words.

(18) But if three (causes and effects) come to-

gether, the Samhita text is favoured by
(forming a kmma-group of) five words.

(19) But a krama consisting of four words is,

in this case, observed by the followers of

Sakalya.

(20) Others (however) nowhere form a krama"

group of more than two words, because,
as the Samhita text (is shown) for each

word, there is no loss (of the same),

(21) (This being \
not (true) universally, the

teaching of Sakalya, in the case of krama-

groups consisting of three or more words,
is traditionally held with varying specifi-

cation with regard to the number (of words

forming a fcrama-group).

(22) If there is no mixing (or euphonic combi-

nation : *mw, with the word preceding a

Arama-group) one should observe the first

6
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prescription (with regard to forming a

fcrama-group of two words).

(23) (One should make) the combination, accord-

ing to their form in the Pada text, in

words which appear without the cause

(of their euphonic change).

(24) In ! (forming) fcrama-groups, one should,

having passed over a samaya (cp. X. 19),

conclude the same with two (following)

words, while joining it (to the preceding
word, conclude the preceding group) with
one word (i. e., with the first word of the

samaya) .

(25) Having finished with (Kftsi) the following

words, one should show their Pada-form

(by means of a 'repetition with ?% inter-

posed'):

(1) words with 5% (in the Pada text) ;

(2) a word separable by an avagraha

(3) a final word ;

(4) words occurring in the middle of a

fcrama-group of more than two words ;

(5) a word in which an aspirate is changed
to the third consonant of its own
class ;

(6) a word modified without the influence

of another word ;

(7) a word with its initial vowel length-
ened.
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(26) But (with regard to the krama of three

words) according to Gsrgya (cp. XL 17,

one should show the Pada^form) after one
has recited the second krama-group of

three words,

(27) If a first (fcrama-group) contains a (final)

letter which is not seen (or distinct), they
traditionally maintain (its) showing. The

'repetition with $% mterposed'(3T<p>) ex-

plains (ft??*) it here.

(28) When one recites a single word, that is

sthiti.

(29) When ( one recites it ) with ^% at the end,
then (that is called) upasthita.

(30) Now by reciting these two together, (but)
in reversed order, they form sthitopas-
thita.

(31) In that case ( i. e., in a sthitopasthita) one
should separate (by an avagraha) a com-

pound ( or separable ) word ( only ) when
reciting it for the second time.

(32) (In a sthitopasthita ) one should form
euphonic combination in case of words
other than w, because it is traditionally
held that (in the latter case) in the

parigraha there is, like an avagraha, a

pause ( 7rar-*TTOT ) preceded by 5%.
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(33) One may form fcrama-groups, on both

sides, according to the Samhita text, then

showing afterwards the Pada-form of it

( i. e.j of the modified word ); or ( one may
form Arama-groups ) while joining the

words, according to the Pada text, to

either of the two ( preceding or following )

words.

There being (in this way also) no loss (of

the Samhita text), this applies to the last

three cases
1

.

(34) The word *rr, the combination of which is not

nasalized, is excepted (from being shown
in the parigraha).

(In this case one should form the next

fcrama-group) by repeating that (i. e., w)
and ending it, as before, (with the follow-

ing word).

(35) In the same way, in the case of a krama-

group of more than two words and brought
about arbitrarily, one should proceed with

the krama while separating words one

by one.

(36) In the 'repetition with ?% interposed' one

should restore the loss of n and its change
to a breathing and r to the original form
free from the nasalization (of the vowels).

(37) (One should also restore) cerebralization

(to its original form).

1. Cp. XL 10 (3-5), or XL 25(5-7).
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(38) Also lengthening and sibilation.

(39) Also (those cases) where a Pragrhya vowel

followed by a vowel becomes one (with it).

(40) Any form of the words fjuro, f^qr and $53*.

(41) R instead of a breathing, when voiceless

consonants follow.

(42) One should also restore the especially pres-

cribed (*rsTsrifr) word wftrcfat ( to its original

form ; cp. IV. 40).

(43) One should also remove the insertion caused

by the so-called auddhaksara combination.

(44) When a word is recited for the first time

in the krama, one should observe the eupho-
nic modification which is required by the

preceding word, while in repetition (one

should observe ) that which is caused by
the following word.

One should observe the modification differ-

ent from these according to the SamhitS

text. But ( this does not apply ) to the

first and last words.

(45) Or, in the repetition with 5% interposed,

in the (above-mentioned
1

) cases, one may
once proceed according to the Sarhhita text,

while also not combining the word when

wishing to repeat it, because there is a

continuity of the cause of modification

in (the first part of) the parigraha.

1. That is, cases mentioned in Sutras XI. 3643.
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(46) (In the first part of the parigraha) one

should not have an unchanged Visarjanlya
in the breathing-combinations which con-

sist of two breathings.

(47) If two modifications (tuft) of a word, either

simultaneous (i. e.
9
in the same syllable) or

contiguous (sw?<r*r), but not due to the same

causes, come together, then, if the causes

are not included (in the same fcrama-group

by means of a krama of more than two

words), the Samhita; text verily suffers a

loss in either (of its Arama-groups).

(48) (In the same way, the Samhita text) certain-

ly (suffers a loss) when m preceded by a

modified vowel is dropped, or when the

first of a class is changed to the third.

(49) Or (this is) otherwise (i. e., the Samhita

text does not suffer a loss) according to

those who hold differently
1

.

(50) But according to both, if a nasal follows.

(51) Also when a nasal is preceded by a cere-

bralized (word).

(52) In the same way, in the doubling of a syl-

lable occurring by itself (as an independent

word).

(53) Moreover, the preceding (accent) would

not here (i.e., in the above-mentioned case)

1. Cp. I. 15.
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have any combination with the circumflex,

when that ( i. e., the above-mentioned

syllable) is followed by a grave accent.

(54) Also when a grave syllable
1 comes under

the influence of an initial (acute) syllable
of a following word, through this also (the
Samhita; text suffers a loss).

(55) The loss (of the Samhita text) occurs in

the second fcrama-group (<?*:) when (there

is a coalescence of ) a preceding acute

with a following grave, but in the first

fcrama-group (sw:) when a non-grave (or

an acute accent follows and a grave
precedes).

(56) When one (through the influence of a

following acute or circumflex) utters the
latter portion of a circumflex as grave, the

syllable appears (in the first fcrawa-group)
without the cause (of its Samhita accent).

(57) Also when a number of grave syllables,

preceded by an acute (or circumflex),

acquires two or even more accents (the
Samhita text suffers a loss, if one does not
resort to a krama of more than two words).

(58) If the combinations of accents and letters,
as they appear ( *^, in the Samhita

text) with regard to various syllables and

letters, are not seen (in the krama), it is

I Also a circumtlexed syllable, according to Uvata.
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described as 'the loss of the Samhita text'

Others (however) say that the accent which

is not seen in the Samhita text (is allow-

ed; in /crama-groups,

(59) Others maintain the loss (of the Samhita

text) if something not seen in the Samhita

text appears in the krama.

This effort (foaw) in order to avoid the loss

of the Samhita text, when applied to the

krama, (proceeds) while including all the

causes of change, though many, (in a

krama-group).

(60) When a word does not get its accent and

the end of a word its own final form, then

the person who is engaged here (i.e., in the

krama) does not find the suppressed (ft*if<0

form, unless he, having turned to the

word, explains it (by means of a pari-

graha).

(61) A word is seen in its proper form

when it is used both by itself (f&Er) as well

as with and without ?fa (f^rrforer).

As (it is) modified (ro^0 when used with f%
and similarly in some cases also when used

by itself, so the followers of akalya in

the krama follow the method of showing
the same with and without ?fir.
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(62) (Others) declare that one should form

Arawa-groups while explaining all the

words (by means of a parigraha).

(63) But one should not go beyond what is

usually observed; and while explaining the

traditional usage (?%) and argument (3w*)

as the way of the krama, one should

declare other (reasons) only with a view to

its perfection (sroifa).

(64) As the lore of the krama was taught in

the beginning (so it is) right, not accord-

ing to different varieties.

(65) Thus the son of Babhru, the propounder of

the krama, first taught it and praised it.

(66; There is no use in the krama for one who
knows the Pada and Samhita texts, on

account of the want of its pre-existence
and its existence depending on (another)
basis. Moreover, it is not completely

proved, nor does it prove any other thing,
nor does it produce any good or evil, nor

is it heard (in the scriptures).

{67 )
If there is any contradiction to its exis-

tence owing to the want of its existence

(previous to the Pada and Samhita texts),

in the same way there is contradiction to

its non-existence owing to the existence

(of its basis).
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(68) If there are (other) treatises which are not

free from accusations, the krama also does

not become useless (on account of some

accusations).

(69) The krama is useful on account of (1) con-

tradiction (shown in Sutra 67), (2) its show-

ing the accomplishment of the sacred

text, (3) its pre-existence, (4) its indepen-
dence of both (the Pada and Samhita texts),

(5) its acceptance by many sages and (6)

because it does honour the sacred text.

(70) Moreover, the combination and accent of (a

group of) two words as well as the highest
form of recitation are not accomplished
without the krama.

(71) As the furtherance of the Rk and Yajus

passages according to the words and ac-

cents is also due to this (krama), so the

recitation (of the Vedic text) is with all

the three (i.e., Samhita, Pada and Krama).
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PATALA XII

(1) The breathings with the exception of Vis-

arjamya, the semi-vowels, f , the aspirates
and the c-class do not occur at the end

(of words).

(2) R, I, the latter half of the breathings (i.e.,

h, h, & and m), and the seven consonants

preceding t (do) not (occur) at the beginning

(of words).

(3) The (three) middle classes of contact con-

sonants (i. e., the palatal, cerebral and

dental) are not combined with one another.

(4) R (does not combine) with I.

(5) Nor v with the following non-nasal con-

tact consonants.

(6) In the same way (i. e., with the exception
of nasals) the sonants of them (i.e., of the

contact consonants) (do not combine) with

the breathings in any case (i. e., either

preceding or following).

(7) Neither the last (i.e., v) nor the first (i.e., y)

semi-vowel with the following breathings.

(8) Nor r with r.

(9) Nor an aspirate with an aspirate.

(10) Nor the first breathing, when following,
with the contact consonants.
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(11) Nor that (i.e., the first breathing) and an

aspirate, if preceding, with the non-nasal

(contact consonants).

(12) Nor non-nasal sonant contact consonants

with the voiceless contact consonants,

(13) Nor the finals of each class with the fol-

lowing breathings.

(14) Nor y with the following I and contact

consonants.

(15) Nor breathings with one another.

(16) (All) this (applies only) to (the single)

words of the Rgveda.

(17) Grammarians hold that there are four

classes of words viz. noun, verb, preposi-

tion and particle.

(18) That is a noun by means of which one

designates a being.

(19) That is a verb by means of which ( one

denotes) a becoming ( w* ) and which

contains a root

(20) 5

fa, sr%, srfo, 5, ^, sicr, ^ft are twenty prepo-

sitions (which) in combination with the

other two (i.e., noun and verb) express a

meaning.

(21) The rest are particles.
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(22) Of the twenty prepositions the nine mo-

nosyllabic are acute.

(23) Ten of them are accented "on their first

syllable,

(24) srfa, however, is accented on the last syl-

lable.

(25) A verb expresses an action; a preposition

effects a differentiation (in meaning) ; a

noun denotes a being ; a particle comple-

tes a Pada.

(26) On account of (their) occurrence (

according to meaning, there are, apart from

the meaningless particles, also significant

(particles). (Of the particles) which (are

found) in the literature (OT**), both met-

rical and non-metrical, there is no enu-

meration (stating definitely) 'there are so

many'.
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PATALA XIII

(1) When there is an effort (tsr, to speak) on the

part of the speaker, the air (in the form
of ) breathing (mil), which is the emission

(^gjr^m) from the lungs (im^r), becomes

breath or voice according as the aperture

(^) of the throat (i. e. 9 larynx) is open or

closed.

(2) Or (it becomes) both (i. e.
9 breath and

voice) between the two (i. e. 9 when the

aperture of the throat is neither comple-

tely closed nor open).

(3) These are the materials of the alphabetic

sounds.

(4) Breath (is the material) of the voiceless

sounds.

(5) Voice is, however, (the material) of the

others (i. e. 9 of the vowels and sonant con-

sonants excepting those mentioned in the

next Sutra).

(6) Both breath and voice (are the material)
of the sonant aspirates and breathing

(i. e., h).

(7) As regards their duration (wr), that is said

from (that of) voice OCT?)- cp. VI. 39.

(8) Their (i.e., of the articulate sounds, further)

differentiation consists in the 'mode of

articulation'
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(9) There is a non-stationary (or momentary,

srfi*re) contact (in the case of contact con

sonants).

(10) There is an imperfect contact in the case

of the four letters preceding h (i.e., in the

case of y, r, I, v).

(11) In the case of the vowels, Anusvara, and

the breathings, there is a stationary non-

contact (i.e., these are produced without

contact and with the organ stationary).

(12) Some hold that there is no stationary

(non-contact) in the case of a guttural

breathing (i.e., h and Visarjanlya).

(13) On the occurrence of the quality of desire

of a speaker, one and the same thing

(i.e., air), while becoming articulate, as-

sumes, through effort, many forms owing
to the union with particular characteristics.

(14) Some (hold) that the articulate sounds are

eternal, not created.

(15) Some hold that a (constitutes) voice in the

sonant letters, and Anusvara that in the

nasals.

(16) They (also) say that aspiration of the aspi-
rates (is caused) by a breathing having the

same place of articulation.

(17) Of the sonant (aspirates), simply by the

sonant breathing (i.e., h).
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(18) Others, (however, say) that aspiration and

voice are produced here (independently).

(19) Some (regard) the breath in the aspirates
as quicker.

(20) A coloured (?^, i.e., nasalized) sound (is

produced) by the mouth and nose.

(21) This, they say, is a treatise on the quali-

ties of the articulate sounds.

(22) The Anusvara, appearing in the plural of

a neuter theme which ends in a breathing,
is preceded by a long vowel. That (is

found) in words ending in -si or-si.

(23) So is that (Anusvara) which precedes -sah

-sa, -sau and -sam occurring at the end of

words and is itself not preceded by a cere-

bralizing vowel, provided there is either y
or v, not arising through Sandhi, before

(the preceding vowel).

(24) Also in the inflectional or derivative forms
like (or related to, <5*rai$g) fa*ta^, qrigi,

and

(25) Not (so) in the case of the last word but

one (i.e., s*tf*nj) f when it appears without m.

(26) (So is also the Anusvara) which follows a

contraction (srfiraz) or elision ( srfafafta ).

(27) Also (in the two words) wfa and
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(28) So far Anusvara (in a word) follows a

long vowel in the Rgvedic verses.

(29) The other (Anusvara) is otherwise (i>e., is

preceded by a short vowel).

(30) In the six words *m:, w, 3w,%i:, mr., ^:, as

well as in the two words wmw. and w
when first parts of a compoundwords
which have their Visarjanlya changed into

a sibilant before p ( swrrenftr ) one should

restore the Visarjanlya ( in the Pada text)

without separating them by an avagraha.

(31) The teachers Vyali, akalya and Gargya

give the name samdpddya (i. e., requiring
restoration in the Pada text ) to (the

changes into) s, n, the so-called sdmavaa
combinations and sibilation of Visarjanlya

supported by a rule.

(32) Some teachers hold that a short vowel

preceding an Anusvara is shorter by half

a vowel-part ( ^rw% ) and the Anusvara

(thus) preceded by a short vowel is longer

by that much.

(33) An Anusvara preceded by a long vowel is

shorter by that (much, while the preced-

ing long vowel is longer by that much).

(34) There is r in the vowel r, also in the first

half of the following vowel (i.e., f). (The

latter) is, however, shorter than the former,
or not so. That (i.e., r in r) is in the mid-
dle (of r).
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(35) When that (r) is changed to I, (there arises)

the vowel I in the root

(36) The Anusvara (which is described above)

is, they say, that which does not occur at

the end of words (i.e., Sutras 22-29 apply

only to the Anusvara not occurring at the

end of words).

(37) Vyali regards Anusvara either as a pure

nose-sound or as nasalized.

<38) Some teachers regard the diphthongs as

the result of combination; so that (they say)

there is found, in both (i.e., in e, o, as well

as in ai, au), the quality of having two

places of articulation.

(39) Sakatayana holds that in these diphthongs
the (first) half is a and the latter (half) is

i (in the odd ones, i.e., in e, ai) and u in

the even ones (i.e., in o, au).

(40) The first two (i.e., e, o), by reason of the

fusion of (their component) moras, are

heard distinct (from the others, i.e., ai, au).

(41) The next two (i.e., ai, au) are like the inter-

lacing of a short vowel and Anusvara. cp.

XIII. 32.

(42) The soft, middle and loud are the three po-
sitions or qualities (wnfa) of voice, (each)

having seven tones (in).
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(43) A tone is not separated (from a position

by any interval) and is not distinguished.

(44) The tones are the same as the seven notes.

(45) Or they are different.

(46) (The teachers) prescribe three modes (frfh)

of speech : the delayed, moderate and

hurried.

(47) They prescribe different sacrificial acts

(to be performed) in different modes.

(48) An increase of measure belongs to each

(successive) mode.

(49) One should employ the hurried mode for

the sake of study, the moderate in ordi-

nary use, and the delayed in the instruc-

tion of pupils.

(50) A blue jay cries one mora (i.e., gives a note

of one mora), a crow cries two moras. A
peacock should be recognized as having
three moras. This is a summary (state-

ment) about the (three) moras.
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PATALA XIV

(1) The qualities of the alphabetic sounds

described before as well as their nature in

euphonic combination have been stated.

The faults (in pronunciation) consist in

their increase, decrease and alteration.

We will explain them now for the sake of

illustration.

(2) The fault called nirasta takes place when
there is a deterioration with regard to the

place as well as mode of articulation.

(3) Vyasa and pidana, when there is an (undue)

expansion or contraction (of the same).

(4) The fault called ambukrta, when one

speaks as if with the lips closed.

(5) una, (when one speaks) as if with a

hollow mouth.

(6) Sanda$ta, however, when one speaks with

a lowering of the jaws.

(7) They call the (fault) viklista, if there is a

drawing away (of the jaws).

(8) It is grasta, when there is a restraint at

the root of the tongue.

(9) The fault 'nasalized' ( **<ii& ) takes

place when there is an influence of the

nose.
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(10) A (fault) of the vowels consists in their

pronunciation not according to their

moras.

(11) (The above-mentioned four faults) sandam-

a ( S. 6 ), vyasa ( S. 3 ), pidana (S. 3),

and nirdsa ( S. 2 ) ( also belong to the

vowels ).

(12) Grdsa ( S. 8 ) takes place in the case of

the two guttural (vowels, i.e. 9 a, a).

(13) The faults sandastatd ( S. 6 ) and 'undue

nasalization' ( f^nmnm ) belong to the nasal

sounds.

(14) In the case of those (sounds) which appear
with a semi-vowel the first or the last

(sound) is dropped.

(15) Or there is an utterance of a consonant in

a wrong place.

(16) (Or) there is the colouring, i.e., influencing

( SKUT ) of one consonant by another.

(17) (Or) there is a partial pronunciation or

suppression (of consonants).

(18) An ( additional ) sound is uttered before

initial sonant (consonants), or they are

suppressed (or doubled, *R*** ).

(19) A fore-sound ( ^jRr? ) or even an absence
of the sound (takes place) in the case of

( initial ) aspirates and breathings.
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(20) Roughness ( rhm ) and hissing sound

( $^r ), however, take place in the case of

(voiceless) breathings.

21) In the case of the ( first ) four classes of

consonants there is a flattening of the

tongue.

(22) Grasa (S. 8) takes place in the first (class

of consonants).

(23) Too much contact ( srfi^R ), in the fourth

(class).

(24) Nirasa (S. 2), in the case of the two middle

classes ( of the four mentioned in S. 21,

above) together with r.

(25) Vikle6a (S. 7) with reference to the place

of articulation and whatever belongs to it

), in the case of the fourth class.

(26) Too much contact or stammering, in the

case of r.

(27) Also the pronunciation with the two ends

of the tongue, in the case of L

(28) (Too much) breath or likeness to a voice-

less sound, in the case of h.

(29) Nirasa (S. 2) or pidana (S. 3) takes place in

the other breathings.

(30) They (incorrectly) pronounce a Visarjanlya,

following a long vowel, in a place similar

to that of the preceding vowel, thus giving
rise to the fault called nirasta (S. 2).
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(31) They pronounce ( a Visarjanlya ) after a

(long) guttural vowel as after r (i. e., at

the root of the tongue). _

(32) Aft er a nasal (a) and also after the other

(i.e., after a nasal f , they pronounce a

Visarjanlya as) a nose-sound.

(33) They pronounce a superfluous Visarjanlya

before a breathing occurring in the begin-

ning of a conjunct consonant and preceded

by a vowel.

(34) After a voiceless (breathing) followed by a

nasal (they pronounce) a twin (isr).

(35) After a sonant (breathing followed by a

nasal they pronounce) either a breathing
of the same mode of articulation (sw^r, or a

twin).

(36) The words &**&<?:, fo"?<ft, smfor and ftna, not

appearing with a Visarjanlya, and asi, f%<^:,

w and iftr: (are examples of the three

preceding rules).

(37) In those combinations in which a contact

consonant (i.e., n) is changed either to a

breathing or to r and in the so-called

'apparent hiatuses' (cp. IV. 68) they pro-
nounce an Anusvara ( qfrncfqfcr, instead of

nasalizing the vowel).

(38) They pronounce the two vowels having r

(i.e., r and f) like a labial (in cases like) %sr>

and
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(39) (They pronounce) the voiceless dentals

like s; as in **?:, sNt, ?f^, ^T and

(40) They drop a short vowel followed by a

breathing or a semi-vowel and preceded by
r9 or (they pronounce it) even if it is not

there, (as in)

and f

(41) In (words like) ^: and t*r*^ they pronounce
ai as a, while also doubling y.

(42) They pronounce the same otherwise (i.e.,

ai for a and y for yy) in other words like

and

(43) They pronounce ai instead of a, drop the

following y plus $, and (thus) reduce a

polysyllabic word to dissyllabicness, as in

and

(44) Reversing the same (^.e., pronouncing a

instead of ai) in other cases, where ai

should be pronounced, they pronounce y

plus?, (as) in the words sril**, *$** and v

(derived respectively) from the roots *ft,

fa and ^ft.

(45) They pronounce r or ( instead of i, (as in)

and

(46) They pronounce the same otherwise (i.e.,

i instead of r or I), if a palatal sound im-

mediately precedes or follows, (as in)

and
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(47) If a palatal sound, other than y, follows

a consonant, they pronounce y 9 the exam-

ples being S^T-', wftw, ^i<sftan% m% and

(48) Or they drop y or v thus placed (i.e., when

following a consonant, as in)

and

(49) They divide (by a vowel) an undivided (i.e.,

a conjunct consonant) following a heavy
vowel (*f<r:, as in) $*% , qp: 9 w3$ and

{50} They drop or double a semi-vowel preced-

ing or following a vowel of the same place,

(as in) **&, wrrfa, gw, ^r^ and ^f:.

(51) They lengthen a short nasal vowel, (as in)

<52) Before T/ preceded by h or an aspirate, and

before v preceded by an aspirate or breath-

ing, they pronounce a breathing of their

own place, (as in) g^-m^, ^n:, WT^H, ^^^r,

%fi and *w:.

(53) Before a nasal preceded by a consonant of

the labial class, they pronounce another

twin (TO, as in) 3^3, wiw* and ^T^I^.

{54) (Before a nasal) preceded by a vowel,

they pronounce an Anusvara or they

change the preceding (vowel) to another

sound, if (the nasal) is followed by an

aspirate or a twin, (as in) rt^ sfar,

and HSS
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(55) Prolonging (thp pronunciation of a nasal)

in the beginning of (a conjunct consonant)

having a semi-vowel, they double the fol-

lowing (consonant, as in) V$S

CTHT,

(56) Vowels in connection with nasal (conso-

nants) are nasalized, (as in)

i: and

(57) H following a nasal is changed to an

aspirate, (as in) ?r^f, $3^3 and

(58) In the case of conjunct consonants, there

appears a separation through a 'vowel-

part' (w*fo), an absence of doubling, an

irregular doubling, or the contrary (i.e.,

omission of a regular 'vowel-part' ; as in)

r and

(59) In hiatuses the initial letter of the follow-

ing word disappears, as (in) *n ^: and **

(60) In some (hiatuses), by combining i or u

(with a preceding a), there takes place
an utterance of a diphthong, as (in) H

(61) Or there takes place the transposition (of the

two vowels in hiatuses) having two homo-

geneous vowels, as (in) s*ft 5?? and
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(62) If a long guttural vowel is preceded by a

hiatus, (as in the words) a? STTT:, or STTOT STT,

there takes place also a 'swallowing', i.e.,

suppression (^fa^inpim, of the vowel).

(63) The end is not attainable, by enumeration,

of faults arising from the conjunction of

vowels, as well as of others (i.e. 9 of faults

arising from the conjunction of conso-

nants).

(64) But by one who is well qualified the whole

nature (of the articulate sounds) can be

learnt from this treatise.

(65) One should pronounce the other vowels in

the same position in which a is produced.

(66) This, they say, is correct.

(67) One should always seek to pronounce the

following letters (i. e., consonants) as if

followed by a.

Here ends the (treatment of) perfection

(about the articulate sounds).

(68) Owing to the fault ( of impracticability )

being attached to (this) treatise and owing
to the difference in views (propounded
here), they blame the teaching about the
articulate sounds as incomplete.

(69) This treatise on (phonetics) is not, in this

respect, excelled by other treatises. It

being a member of the Veda, is complete,
faultless, and based on revelation
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PATALA XV

(1) The teacher, who has himself been a

student, should, while taking his seat to-

wards an auspicious quarter, the east, the

north, or the north-east, undertake the

recitation ( of the sacred text; for his

pupils devoted to the same (i. e., recitation,

or devoted to himself).

(2) One pupil, or even two, should sit to the

right.

{3} If, however, more, (they should sit) accor-

ding to the room.

(4) Having respectfully touched (his feet, sqr-

*50, they all invite the teacher, (saying)

'Read, Sir I'

(5) He pronounces *0m' ( by way of reply).

This word (ST^R:) consists of three moras

and is acute in (its proper) scale (wnlr) ;
or

it consists of four moras with its first half

as grave ; or it consists of six moras while

being twice accented.

(6) This best prayer (v), which is, for a teacher

as well as a pupil, a door to heaven, should

always stand in the beginning of study.

<(7) One should not combine it, when used in

(the beginning of) study, with the follow-

ing (word).
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(8) Being (thus) invited (the teacher) begins

(to recite) in the same order as is pres-

cribed later on.

(9) In this (recitation, he utters) twice a word

having only acute accent, a word with-

out a consonant (STSFF) (only) if not in the

so-called ksaipra combination (cp. II. 23),

or a word used with 5% in the Pada text

(10) When a word-group of two or more words
has been uttered ( by the teacher ), the

first pupil says the first word (then the

others repeat the rest).

(11) If there is (something) to be explained

(facrf^) the invitation should be with the

word 'Sir !', and when it is explained there

should be a permission (swg^r) with the

words 'Yes, Sir!'

(12) The illustrations (of points to be explained)
here are : (1) the change of a final m to

Anusvara (paripanna), (2) the ordinary (or
the original form of a) breathing-combina-

tion, (3) the dropping of a (final) n and
its change to r or a breathing, (4) the

absence of combination followed by r , (5)

the combination of r, and (6) hiatus.

(13) After this utterance of the other (i. e., of

the teacher) has been repeated, there may
or may not be, on the part of the pupil
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an invitation (to the teacher) with

the word 'Sir!' They should, however,
avoid (this invitation) at the end of hemis-

tichs ; (but) at the end of adhyayas they

(i.e., the authorities) declare both ways.

(14) The teacher recites (only) the first word for

the pupil (ftr**^) if there is a compound ;

if there is no compound ( he recites ) two

words.

(15) Having finished a pra&na in this way all

( the pupils) should recite it again and

again.

(16) After this, they should all recite ( the

same) without any break and with an

even, continuously acute tone lin which

euphonically combined independent words

(srfW) are slightly separated by an

avagraha, while using %fa with the (fol-

lowing) words.

(17) (The words are) srftr, ^, TO, fa:, fa,

r, fa,

(18) The first of these ( i. e., srfrr), when oc-

curring at the end of a hemistich or in the

so-called dvisandhi hiatus (cp. II. 80), they

should repeat with ?% interposed.

(19) ^, ^, % and m (should) always (be repeated
with ^Rr interposed).

But, if more than one of them (i. e. 9 of the

prepositions ) occur together, only the

second (should be repeated with
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(20) They should recite while combining (into

one stanza) each pair of those successive

dvipada hemistichs which occur in the

beginning (f^m^ri?), and separating the

rest (i. e., the last ones which do not admit
such pairing).

(21) (The teacher) recites the first praSna
<to the pupil) on the right; then they
should go around (<r#g:, the teacher) keep-

ing (him) to the right.

(22) In this way, they all, having, pra&na by
pra&na, recited an adhyaya, having touch-

ed (his feet), and permitted (by him, may
do) as they like.

{23) A prana consists of three stanzas.

(24) If the metre is pankti, it may consist of
two (or three) stanzas.

(25) In metres having more syllables than pan-
kti, two (stanzas constitute a pra&na).

(26) If one (stanza) constitutes a hymn, (it

forms a prana by itself).

(27) Repeated Vedic passages which are omit-
ted in the Pada text (swn:), from the

shortest to the longest, are, however, not

to be counted.

(28) Two dvipadas (are counted) as one stanza.
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(29) If the remaining part of a hymn is less

(than a praSna) it should go with the pre-

ceding (prasna).

(30) If it consists of two stanzas, this is

optional.

(31) These sixty (pranas), or even more if

they are over without the hymn being over,
constitute an adhyaya,

(32) When, at (the close of) the (last) hemistich,
the teacher says 'Sir', the pupil says 'Yes,

Sir' as well as the usual stanza (which is

to be repeated every day at the close of

recitation).

(33) Now some maintain that this (kind of)

instruction in recitation is excellent and
conforms to the Samhita text.
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PATALA XVI

(1) Gayatrl, Usnih, Anustubh, Brhatl, Pahkti,

Tristubh and Jagati are the seven metres

of Prajapati beginning with eight sylla-

bles.

(2) Each successive (metre) is longer by four

(syllables than its preceding one).

(3) (The metres) of the Devas also are only
seven.

(4) (Those) of the Asuras also are only seven.

(5) Those of the Devas begin with one syllable

and rise successively by one syllable.

(6) (Those) of the Asuras (begin) with fifteen

syllables and then fall successively by one

syllable.

(7) When these three (metres of Prajapati,
Devas and Asuras) having the same name
come together, there arises one Rsi metre
of the same name ; thus they come to

perfection.

(8) Thus constructed the Rsi metres, they say,
have three elements and rise successively

by four syllables.
/

(9) The Mantra and Sloka generally occur in

these (Rsi metres).

(10) One quarter (of any) of these (Rsi metres)
is a metre of the Yajus verses, two

8
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(quarters, that) of the Saman verses, and

three, (that) of the Re verses.

(11) These (metres of the Yajus verses etc.)

beginning with the Gayatrl and ending
with the JagatI are (respectively) increased

by one, two and three (syllables). Their

total (srorsrcO* as in the case of the Rsi

metres, (constitutes) the class of the

metres of Brahman increasing successively

by six syllables.

(12) (13) The Gayatrl of the Yajus verses

consists of six syllables, that of the Re

verses, of three times six (i.e., of eighteen),
that of the Saman verses, of twelve, and

that of Brahman, when (thus) perfected

), of thirty-six.

(14) There are, however, three classes of the

Rsi metres, each consisting of seven

(metres) ; the others are (only) of one kind

(or class).

(15) (Now begin) the Rsi metres.

(16) The Gayatrl consists of 24 syllables (and

has) three padas of eight syllables each or

four of six syllables each.

(17) (The verse) ^: srthrfer^
v&* *focn I ^*?^R>

?<?T *m?g smrff : u (is an illustration of the

latter case).

(18) If there are five padas of five (syllables

each, that is) Padapankti.
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Or the last (psda may consist of) six ; that

is Bhurij (Padapankti).

Or there may be two padas, (i.e.,) one of

four syllables, the other of six, and three

of five each; (that is also Padapankti).

(19) The two fgroups of) three stanzas (begin-

ning respectively with) srer % and^ and

the stanzas (beginning wittOicnj and *n%ara[

(are illustrations of the metres mentioned

in the preceding Sntra).

<20) %teft (etc.) is a Bhurij (Gayatri, and

contains three padas) of eight, ten, and

seven syllables.

(21) g*r$ fe (etc.) is a Viraj Gayatri (having)

three pddas of seven syllables each. The

same (thus) containing twenty-one sylla-

bles is called Psda-nicrt Gayatri.

(22) That twenty-syllabic Gayatri which con-

tains a six-syllabi c (pada like)*a> ^c forrfr

between two seven-syllabic ones is called

Atinicrt.

(23) The pada:*g^OTW%w* (occurring) between

two padas of six and seven syllables

contains six syllables by nature or even

eight by resolution ( <*jc ).

(24) If there are three successive padas (of)

six, seven and eight syllables, that is
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Vardhamana Gayatrl; (e.g.)

(etc.).

(25) According to some (a Gayatri with) two

(padas) of eight syllables each and the

middle one of six syllables is called

(Vardhamana).

(26) (The stanza) * *f ^5 (etc. contains) two

padas of twelve syllables ( STFT^T ) each

and is called Dvipada.

(27) That Gayatrl, the first and last padas of

which contain seven syllables each and the

middle one is of ten syllables, is Yavama-

dhya and is found (in the stanza) *r ?pt

(etc.).

(28) (If the three successive padas are) of six,

seven and eleven syllables, that is Usnig-

garbha Gayatrl ; (e.g.) m SUWMIH (etc.).

(29) The Usnih contains 28 syllables and occurs

with three padas : the first two of eight

syllables each and the third of twelve

syllables.

(30) That is, however, Pura-usnih, when that

(i. e., the twelve-syllabic pada) is in the

beginning ; and Kakubh, when (the same)

is in the middle.

(31) The Stanzas *** srnrw (etc.), <wt (etc.),

ms (etc. should be taken) as illustra-

tions ; (and also) those which follow
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according to (the order in which) they
are given.

(32) One should know that the two stanzas *^j;

(etc.) and *fcftai% (etc.), with four padas
of seven syllables each, are Anustubhs

according to the padas, but Usnihs accord-

ing to the syllables.

(33) The stanza^ Swr: (etc.) is a Nyankusiras
Nicrt Kakubh. Its first pada is of eleven

syllables and the last of four syllables.

(34) The Pipilikamadhya Usnih ( contains ) two

(padas, i. e., the first and the last) of eleven

syllables each and the one in the middle of

six syllables, and is found (in) ?^t srer

(etc.).

(35) If (a pdda) of six syllables follows those

two ( of eleven syllables each ), that is

called Tanuiras (Usnih); (e. g.) *r m (etc.).

(36) If the first pada is of five syllables and

the following three of eight syllables each,

it is called Anustubgarbha Usnih. It (is

found) in (the hymns belonging to the

seer) Agastya; (e.g.) ftg* 3 (etc.).

(37) The Anustubh has 32 syllables (with; four

equal (padas) of eight syllables each.

(38) The Krti (Anustubh has) two (padas) of

twelve syllables each and the following
one of eight syllables.
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(39) That is, however, Pipilikamadhyama

(Anustubh) which has one (pada) of eight

syllables in the middle.

(40) The stanza m f^tet (etc.) is called Kaviraj.

(It consists of) two (padas) of nine sylla-

bles each and one of twelve syllables (in

the middle ; and therefore contains ) two

syllables less (than the number required
for an Anustubh).

(41) If the last two (padas) of those (mentioned

above) contain one syllable more, it is

Nastarupa (Anustubh); (e. g.) ft s^rftr (etc.).

(42) If there are three (padas) of ten or eleven

syllables each, it is Viraj (Anustubh).

(43) The Mahapadapankti (consists of) six

(padas) 9 the last one of six syllables and

the first five of five syllables each.

(44) The stanzas (beginning with) m m$, *F ,

srfir, w^OTwif^sjT (are respectively examples
of the above-mentioned metres, i. e., of the

Krti, Pipllikamadhyama, two varieties of

Viraj, and Mahapadapankti).

(45) The Brhat! mostly (srrcr*) consists of four

padas and 36 syllables. There are three

padas of eight syllables each and the third

has twelve syllables.

(46) If the first (pada) is of twelve syllables,

(the metre) is called Purast^dbrhatl ; if

the last, Uparistadbrhati; if the second,
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they name it in three ways : Nyankusarini
or Skandhogrlvi or Urobrhatl.

147 j That is called Vmrj UrdhvabrhatI which

has three (pddas) of twelve syllables each.

(4<i) The stanzas (beginning with) n *?:, wfts;, ^

<% qrfra, tsiRftr^ and srstenn (are examples of

the metres given above; i.e., the first two

ere examples of the Purastadbrhatl, the

third of the Uparistadbrhati, the next two
of the Nyafikusarim, and the last one of

the Viraj UrdhvabrhatI).

(49) If two (pddas) of ten syllables each (stand)

between two (padas) of eight syllables

each, it is VistarabrhatI ; (e. </.) gsrac (etc.).

(50) The last stanza in the praise of food

(fogsftd) in (the hymns belonging to the

seer) Agastya (i. e., in R. V. I. 187 ) has

(four) pddas of nine syllables each.

(51) In the two (stanzas beginning with) ^^
and sn?TOJj;, all (the pddas severally) contain

nine syllables after resolution.

(52) If there are two (pddas) of thirteen syl-

lables each, and one of eight syllables in

the middle, that is Pipilikamadhyama
(Brhat!) ; (e.g.) srftr ^> ^^ (etc.).

(53) If the last pdda is of eight syllables and

(the others) of nine, eight and eleven

syllables, it is Visamapada Brhat!, (as)

(etc.)-
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(54) The Pankti (consists of) five (pddas) of

eight syllables each.

(55) If there are four (pddas) of ten syllables

each, it is Viraj.

(56) One should take the phrase 'two pddas of

eight syllables' as understood in the state-

ment with regard to the names (of metres)

with prefixes (Astara-pankti etc. ir> Sutras

59-62, below),

(57) If the two even pddas are of eight syllables

each and the two odd ones of twelve syl-

lables each, it is called Satobrhatl.

(58; If (the position of the pddas is) reversed,

it is called Viparlta.

(59) It is called Astarapahkti, (if the two pddas
of eight syllables each are) in the begin-

ning.

(60) It is called Prastarapankti, (if they are)

at the end.

(61) It is call ed Samstarapankti, (if they are) in

the middle.

(62) It is called Vistarapankti, (if they are) on

the outside (i.e., one at the end and one in

the beginning).

(63) The stanzas (beginning with) ^ ^T, m 3

rorrfo, ** SK^H, snffern, *% fog^T ^T, w*t ?rar are

illustrations here (of the Viraj etc.).
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(64) The Tristubh consists of 44 syllables, with

four pddas of eleven syllables each.

(65) But if there are two (padas) of twelve

syllables each, it is called Upajagati in the

midst of a majority of the following

(metre, i. e., Jagatl), and Tristubh in the

midst of a majority of this (metre, i.e.,

Tristubh).

66) If there are (two) pddas of ten syllables

(t*T*r) each and (two) of twelve (*rm<i) each,

it 1^ called Abhisarini ; (e.g.) w ^T (etc.).

(67) If one or more (pddas) are of nine or

ten syllables and (one or more) of eleven,

it is called Viratsthana.

(68) If the first two pddas consist of ten sylla-

bles each and the next three of eight

syllables each, it is called Viratpdrva or

Panktyuttara Tristubh.

(69) If three (pddas) consist of eleven syllables

each and one of eight syllables, it is called

Viradrupa Tristubh, (though) not according
to the required number of syllables

(70) If in some cases three (pddas) consist of

twelve syllables each and one of eight

syllables, it is JyotismatI, jyotis being
there where the octo-syllabic(pada) occurs.

(71) If there are four pddas of eight syllables

each and one of twelve syllables, it is called

Mahabrhatl.
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(72) It is, however, Yavamadhya, if (the pdda
of twelve syllables) is in the middle,

(73) The stanzas (beginning with) ^T

srfa, *?cf, ^t^, ??r, ^rf^%?4W, sriternl, and

are here illustrations.

(74) The Jagati consists of forty-eight syllables,,

(with) four (pddas) of twelve syllables

each, this being its usual nature

(75) The Mahapankti (consists of) six (pddas)
of eight syllables each.

(76) Or (it contains) two (pddas) of eight syl-

lables each, one of seven, one cf six, one

of ten, and one of nine.

(77) If the halves of these two forms (pres-

cribed in Sutras 74 and 75, i.e., two pddas
of twelve syllables each and three of eight

syllables each) occur together, it is called

Mahasatobrhatl ............................(?)

(78) The stanzas (beginning with) srem SR g and

f, the six stanzas (beginning with)

, and the stanzas ^TT *r: q& (etc.)*

(etc.) are here illustrations.

(79) After (the Jagati), there are two classes

of 'long metres' (aticchandasam) rising

by four syllables (each).

(80) The first of them is Atijagatl. It consists

of 52 syllables.

(81) The Sakvarl, however, (consists of) 56

(syllables).
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(82) The AtiSakvari (consists of) 60 (syllables).

(83) The next Asti (consists of) 64 (syllables).

(84) Then the Atyasti (consists of) 68 (syllables).

(85) The Dhrti which precedes (the Atidhrti

consists of) 72 (syllables).

(86) The Atidhrti, however, (consists of) 76

syllables.

(87) All these (Atijagati etc.) are found in

(the stanzas) belonging to (the Veda) of

ten (mandalas, i. e., the Rgveda).

(88) The following (metres), however, are found

in (the hymns belonging to the seer)

Subhesaja.

(89) The Krti, Prakrti, Akrti, Vikrti, Sahkrti,

the sixth called Abhikrti, and the seventh

called Utkrti.

(90) (They consist of) 80, 84, 88, 92, 96, full

one hundred (syllables), the last (consisting

of) 104 (syllables).

(91) (The stanzas beginning with) aftr^, sft f,

JT, finfc|i<i, ^TT ^rr, ^ and sr % *n: (are ex-

amples of) the middle class (i.e., of the

seven long metres Atijagatl etc.).

(92) STT 5* (or sn ^etc.) is a Krti ; that which
follows it and begins with *pms a Prakrti ;

*f% 3 TTisn (or men ? etc,) is an Akrti ; ^ft

(?, etc.) is called Vikrti
;

^r t (etc.) is, how-

ever, a Sankrti; ^sft wx: (etc.) is an Abhikrti;
*rt**r ( ? or *T^TN etc.) is an Utkrti. This is

said to be the third class (of the metres).
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PATALA XVII

(1) (What follows) is taught about the metres

the measures of which have thus been laid

down.

(2) The same (i.e., a stanza) may be short or

long by one or two (syllables) ; if short (by

one), it is called Nicrt ;
if long (by one), it

is called Bhurij.

(3) (Those stanzas) which, with two syllables

(wanting), stand in the sphere of a follow-

ing (metre) are called Virajs (of that

metre); and if some stanzas, (with two

syllables in excess) in the same way occur

(in the sphere) of a preceding (metre, they

are called) Svarajs (of the same).

(4) One should regard all Gayatrls, which have

more than two padas and are short by

more than two syllables, as (Viraj) Gayatris.

(5) Taraj (? or Raj), Viraj, Svaraj, Samraj, Sva-

vasinl, Paramesthin, PratistM, Pratna,

Amarta, Vrsan, Sukra, Jlva, Payas, Trpta,

Arnas, Arisa, Ambhas, Ambu, Vari, Ap, and

the last one Udaka (these are the names

of those metres which, with two syllables

wanting or in excess, stand in the sphere

of other metres).

(6) Now, after this, the divinity of the metres

will be spoken of.
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The two stanzas beginning with

(R,V. X. 130, 4-5) distributively

speak of the divinity of the seven metres.

(7) (But) not of the Pankti.

(8) That, however, belongs to the Vasus.

(9) A stanza in a long metre (aticchanddh)

belongs to Prajapati.

(10) A stanza consisting of various metres

(vicchandah) has Vayu for its deity.

(11) The Dvipada metre belongs to Purusa.

(12) An Ekapada is, however, traditionally held

to belong to Brahman.

(13) In the same order their distribution

according to colour is spoken of.

(14) (The colours of the Gayatrl etc, respectively

are :) white, dappled (*TRJ?), then reddish-

brown (faro), black (t*<g), blue, red, the

seventh like gold, bright-red (*w), dark

(wn), whitish (*fte), brown (wj, and gray
or that of an ichneumon

(15) The colour of a Viraj is, however, varie-

gated (^R^T).

(16) A Nicrt is dark-brown

(17) A Bhurij is speckled

(18) A metre of Brahman, or Saman, or Re, or

Yajus is held to be yellowish-brown
in colour.
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(19) Ma, Prama, Pratima, Upamii and Samma
are five metres which (beginning) with

four syllables successively rise by four

(syllables).

(20) Harslka, Sarslka, Marsika, Sarva-matra,

Virat-kama, beginning with two syllables,

are said to be the Virajs of Ma etc.

(21) One should understand that the (number

of) syllables is always the strongest

ground (for determining the metre) in

stanzas which have a contradiction with

regard to the pddas, rhythm ( i^ ) and (the

number of) syllables.

(22) In pddas which are incomplete, one should,

for the sake of perfection, resolve the

coalesced combinations.

(23) Conjunctions with semi-vowels, however,
should one separate by means of corres-

ponding vowels.

(24) (One should) divide] pddas without dividing
words and after considering all that per-

fection which one may desire with regard
to the pddas of a metre.

(25) Majority or prevalence (*rre:), sense and

rhythm (%*) are the means for ascertaining

pddas.

(26) When these peculiarities occur together,
the preceding (should be considered) first

and the succeeding afterwards (i. e.,
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majority should be preferred to sense and

to rhythm, and sense to rhythm).

(27) There is no unaccented word, excepting u9

which occurs in the beginning of a pdda.

(28) The other unaccented words, however,
which (occur) in the beginning of a pdda,

are mentioned here.

(29) The only word ?WT% occurs in (the hymns
belonging to) Vasa.

(30) In the three stanzas (beginning with)

all the words preceded by na (are unaccen-

ted).

(31) The word srarflt in (the hymns belonging

to) Madhucchandas.

(32) The word ^*nfo, when the word ^>r fol-

lows.

(33) T%^, when the word ^3 follows.

(34) The first word in

(35) The following word in

(36) In the hymn &t ^ (etc.), the whole of

the fifth pdda, in the (first) six stanzas, is

unaccented ; and also the fourteenth from

the beginning.

(37) Pddas consisting of eight and ten syllables

are respectively called Gayatra and Vairaja.
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(38) One should know that the (pddas) of eleven

and twelve syllables are respectively called

Traistubha and Jagata.

(39) In the longest (i. e., Jugata) and shortest

(i. e. 9 Gayatra) of these (pddas) the penulti-

mate syllable is light ;
in the others (i.e.,

in the Vairaja and Traistubha pddas, it is)

indeed heavy. This, they say, is the

rhythm (fra) of metres in stanzas.

(40) All metres consist of these (pddas) ; a few

of other (pddas) than these. The others

are only modifications of these; but the

primary ones are all of the same nature

(*WT:, i.e., they are not modifications of

one another.)

(41) (A stanza consisting of) one of these

(pddas) is called Ekapada ; of two pddas,

Dvipada. Both these are, however, named

after that very (metre) to which they
are similar according to the pddas.

(42) According to Yaska, there is no Ekapada
occurring in the (Rgveda) of ten Manda-

las, excepting that belonging to Vimada.

That alone (occurring) in the beginning (of

its hymn) is a Viraj consisting of ten

syllables.

(43) Others say that the Ekapadas are appen-

dages (to the preceding stanzas) occurring

bv themselves (^TR:). But some
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regard (the lines beginning with) *m gr

^fo^m, sti t^n in two instances, and

?n, though appendages, as Ekapadas.

(44) The padas of the metres rise from four

syllables by one syllable. The padas of

the long metres rise by one syllable from
that of twelve syllables (exclusive) to that

of sixteen, and there is one (pada) of

eighteen syllables.

(45) There are in the Rgveda-samhita

only eleven pddas which consist of six*

teen* syllables. They are all found in the

stanzas occurring in the hymn which begins
with the word f^ps. (The only pada) of

eighteen syllables belongs to Nakula.

(46) The stanza ^R^C: (etc.) is, without resolu-

tion (f%^), the longest of all the stanzas

in the Rgveda,

(47) But with resolution, and according to the

padas also, the stanza e ff ^4: (etc.) is

held (to be the longest).

(4b) The stanza !PM?W* (etc.) belonging to Bha-

radvaja is the shortest of those having

many padas.

(49) The stanza *Tsg etc. belonging to Sobhari

is shorter (than the preceding one) without

resolution.

9
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(50) Some, having made the padas of five syl-

lables, say that all the DvipadS Virajs have

four padas. In that case, they are called

Aksarapahktis.
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PATALA XVIII

(1) The Barhata (Pragatha) begins with a

BrhatI, and the Kakubha, with a Kakubh.
These two Pragathas, each ending in a

Satobrhati, consist of two stanzas.

(2) The Barhata Pragathas (begin with)

a, *r 3> **1**, *H fa*** 155 iiftr^. (Those beginning

with) <T*I^T, 3^3 are called Kakubha.

(3) One Anustubh with two Gayatris is called

Anustubha. This (Pragathaj, becoming

(equal to) two Virajs, is high with regard
to both its padas and syllables ; (e.g., *r:

etc.).

(4) The forms of the names (of the Pragathas)
are generally (based) on (the metre of)

the first (stanzas).

(5) But (a Pragatha) beginning with a Gayatrl

followed by a BrhatI is generally (called)

Gayatra-barhata.

(6) When (a Gayatrl precedes and) a Kakubh

follows, (the Pragatha) is generally (called)

Gayatra-kakubha.

(7) The Ausniha (Pragatha) begins with an

Usnih (and ends in a Satobrhati).

(8) The Pankta-kakubha (Pragatha) ends in a

Panktl (and begins with a Kakubh).
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(9) The stanzas (beginning with)

smif^ra:, and ^T? %^w are here illus-

trations (for Sutras 5-8).

(10) (The Pragatha) which ends in a Maha-
satobrhati and begins with a Mahabrhati is

called Mahabarhata.

(11) The Barhata (Pragatha) begins with a

Brhati (and ends in a Jagatl).

(12) (It) also ends in an Atijagatl.

(13) Also in aYavarnadhya.

(14) The stanzas (beginning with) 15%:, 3 ?>,

Srfa^ and mtft ^m^r (are here illustrations for
Sutras 10-13).

(15) (The Pragatha) *fe 3 (etc.) ends in a Vipa-
rlta (and begins with a Brhati).

(16) (The Pragatha) 3r g ^T (etc.) exceeds by a

Dvipada.

(17) (The Pragatha) ^^r^^r?^ (etc.) consists

of an Anustubh and a Jagatl.

(18) (The Pragatha) * ft w$$ (etc.) is held to be

a Dvipada and a Brhati.

(19) (The Pragatha) *T t* (etc.) beginning with

a Kakubh is called Kakubha-barhata.

(20) One should know that 3 * wf : (etc.) is an

Anustubhausniha (Pragatha).

(21) (The Pragstha) 3 ^: (etc.) beginning with a

Brhati is called Barhatanustubha.
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(22) (The Pragatha) ^rfrrsr: i^(etc.) consists of

an Anustubh and a Pankti..

(23) (The Pragatha) ^Bmrsft ^rfcqjetc.) consists of

a Kakubh and a Tristubh,

(24) (The Pragatha) **<?sr su* (etc,) is said to be

an Anustubh and a Tristubh.

(25) (The Pragatha) w&i $- (etc.) consists of

a Brhat! and a Tristubh.

(26) (The Pragatha) OT^T^TT: (etc.) is said to

consist of a Tristubh and a Jagati.

(27) (The Pragatha) m r^tr (etc,) consists of an

Anustubh and a Mahasatomukha (i.e., a

Viratpurva Tristubh).

(28) The Jagata Pragatha w?3T ^^k (etc.) ends in

a Tristubh.

(29) Next to that is said to be a Traistubha

(Pragatha) which ends in a Jagati.

(30) The two groups of two Pragathas each

^HT3f*-'etc.) and ^r^T^r^r (etc.) are also held

(to be Jagata Pragathas followed by
Traistubha Pragathas; i.e., the first of

each group is a Jagata Pragatha, and the

second, a Traistubha Pragatha).

(31) The two Jagata (Pragathas) WWCT <n

(etc.) end in a Tristubh.
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(32) A vowel with a consonant, or with Anus-

vara, or even pure (i.e., by itself) is a

syllable,

(33) Consonants belong to the following vowel,
but a final (consonant) belongs to the pre-

ceding (vowel).

(34) Visarjanlya and AnusvHra belong to the

preceding syllable.

(35) The first (letter) of a conjunct consonant

is optionally thus (i.e., optionally belongs
to the preceding syllable).

(36) When the second letter of a conjunct conso-

nant is doubled, (that which is the result

of the duplication) together with that

which is duplicated (optionally belong to

the preceding syllable),

(37) A syllable is heavy.

(38) (But) a short (syllable) is light, if a con-

junct consonant does not follow.

(39) Also if Anusvara (does not follow).

(40) One should know that coming together of

consonants (is called) conjunction.

(41) A long (syllable) is heavy.

(42) It is, however, heavier, if it occurs with a

consonant.

(43) A short (syllable) with a consonant is light.
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(44) It is lighter when without a consonant.

(45) If the number of stanzas, in one metre is

equal to the fourth part (of syllables) in

another metre, the number of stanzas in

the latter metre is equal to the fourth

part (of syllables) in the former metre.

(46) In stanzas having three padas, one should

first make a pause after two (padas), and

then after (the remaining) pada ; some-

times this is reversed.

(47) In stanzas having four padas, however,
the pause is in the middle.

(48) (Sometimes it is) either after the first

three padas taken together or after the

last three ones.

(49) In the Pahkti (the pause) is after every
two padas and then after the following

(i.e., the last) one; or (the first pause is after

two padas and the next) after the three fol-

lowing ones; or it is otherwise (i. e., the

first pause is after three padas and the next

after the remaining two).

(50) In stanzas having six padas, the pause is

after every two padas or after every three,

or (the first pause is after two padas) and
the second after four.

(51) In stanzas having seven padas, the first

pause is after three (padas) and (the next
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two) after every two; or (the first pause)
is after three or two (padas) and the next

after all the remaining (padas, i.e., four

or five).

(52) In stanzas having eight padas, (the pause)
in the middle is after two padas (i.e.,

after the fourth and fifth padas taken to-

gether, and the first and the third after

three padas each).

(53) The stanzas (beginning with)

s 5,

ffc v4; are here illustrations (for SQtras

46-52).

(54) The stanza <nr s^ fete.) has five pUdas and

is an Asti, or an Ati^akvarl without resolu-

tion.

(The first pause is) after two padas, then

after a pada, and then after two padas.

The third (pdda) consists of sixteen

syllables.

(55) (The first pause in) m <r*m (etc.) is after

four (padas) and the next after one.

(56) (In the stanzas) rrw^rf^r (etc.) and <r^:

(etc., the first pause is) after four padas
and the next after two.

(57) In the stanzas (beginning with) WJNKI,

a**:, snifcj, !*r:, and *fo, which begin with

padas of twelve syllables, some do not

make any pause (after their first padas) .
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(58) For translation of these two stanzas cp.
XV. 23-31.

(59) All beings, mind, motion, contacts, odours,

all the tastes, sounds and colours, all these

approach (i.e., belong to) the Tristubh and

Jagati, owing to a (common) attribute

(60) All that is heavy by nature is related to

heavy syllables, and a Tristubh, one should

know, has heavy syllables.

(61) All that is light by nature is related to

light syllables, and a Jagati, one should

know, has light syllables.

(62) One who knows this special feature of the

metres as well as all the beings and forms

belonging to the Tristubh and Jagati

owing to (their common) attributes

wins heaven as well as immortality.



ADDITIONAL NOTES
The Introductory Stanzas and the Varga-

dvaya-vrtti.

(The Fa^es and lines in the following refer to Vol. II

of the Rgveda-PratiSakhya.)

Pages 1-2. For other variants found in the

reading of the stanzas : g?wi$3: etc. cp.

Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts, Second Series,

by H. P. Castri, Vol. II, Calcutta 1904, No. 136;

A Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts
in the Library of the Calcutta Sanskrit College,

by Hrishikesa Sastrl and S.C. Gui, Calcutta 1895,

Vol. I, Vedic Manuscripts, No. 490; Descriptive

Catalogue of the Government Collections of

Manuscripts Deposited at the Deccan College,

Poona, Bombay 1916, Vol. I, Part I, Nos. 55, 56;

A Descriptive Catalogue of the Sanskrit Manus-

cripts in the Government Oriental Manuscripts

Library, Madras, Vol. II, Vedic Literature,

Madras 1905, No. 883; A Triennial Catalogue
of Manuscripts Collected during the Triennium

1913-16 for the Government Oriental Manuscripts

Library, Madras, Vol. II, Part I, Sanskrit A,

Madras 1917, No. 972.

Page 1, line 3. The variant rowrcrtr found in

some MSS. 1 for qjwro^ is rather noteworthy.

In this connection cp. also note on XVII. 3-4.

P. 2, 11. 5-6. Cp. Slo. Var. pp. 6-8.

1. Op. also Appendix I.
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P. 3, 11. 16-17. The stanza ^T etc. is also

quoted by Sadguru-sisya in the introduction to

his commentary on the Kg, Ami. He, however,

reads ftftr>riU$ <n ^ for t^ *hni<J&r "?. Cp. also

Sayana on Rg. I.I, 1. The Siksa-pr. ( cp. S. San.

p< 386), which reads f%fthinhte ^ for & ftai<f-

fo =3, ascribes it to Saunaka's Br. D., though it is

not found in any of the printed texts of the

work. Cp. also the Varna-r. by Amaresa (S. San.

p. 117).

P. 4, 1. 1. The quotation *nfw4 etc. is evi-

dently from a work of Saunaka, but I have

not been able to trace it to its exact source.

P. 4, 11. 1-2. For the reading -sn^tei: adopted

by me according to Bn
, cp. R. L. Mitra's ed. of

the Anuvakanu. as well as foot-notes on the

passage in Macdonell's ed. of the same work.

P. 4, 11. 11-12. Instead of eror ^r t

No. 883 of the Madras Catalogue, referred to

above under note on pp. 1-2, reads : *w snJ QRf!%^t

5rw. The reading for the first pada found in

Br. D. VII. 109 is : qsratfRr^tf (also w*ti; for wz?f)

ciir. In view of this evidence I have preferred

the reading *HR g?i to the obviously corrupt read-

ings as found in my MSS. or in Bn

P. 4, 11. 13-14. The stanza sr an etc. being
more or less corrupt in the MSS. and in Bn

I have corrected the same according to Br. D e

VIII. 140.
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P. 4, 1. 15. On the passage
1 *WR tfsr etc. cp.

Tait. Prat. XXIIL 4-10 :

P. 6, 11. 16-18. Cp. *

P (Vac. Br. on the word w^) and

<ne[Hron (Mlm. S. II. 1, 35).

The stanza m ^fiw; etc. is found, with some

variants, in the Rg. Pari. (see p. 500).

Pages 7-11. On the introductory stanzas

m<^:etc. (2-4) cp. Ait. Ar. III. 1,1; 1,3;

2, 6 ; also an, Ar. VII. 2 and 10
;
VIII. 11. A

comparison of these passages will show that

the introductory stanzas in question are rather

based on the Ait. Ar. than on the &5n. Ar. ; cp.

5^h: (stanza 3) with Ait. Ar. III. 1, 1, as

against San. Ar. VII. 2 which reads R^O. It is

for this reason that I have adopted the reading

*VF** (in stanza 2 and in
its^Comm.)

for *i*^*i

which is found only in the San. Ar. Cp. also

Uvata on V. 24 and XVIII. 50.

P. 7, 11. 18-19. For the stanza *rfr etc.

cp. Slo. Var. p. 4.

P. 9, 11. 1243. The reading found in the

Comm. MSS. (cp. foot-notes on pages 9 and 10)

1 The passage is very much corrupt in the MSS. I have

emended it according to the Tait. Prat. Cp. also Appendix L
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and Bn
, instead of 3*ro <T*TT, is not supported

by the text MSS. That it is a later reading is

proved by the fact that it is not found in PP.
It is also contradicted by the Cofnm. :

r (p. 10, L 8).

P. 10, 1. 15. The readings TOF& (for <*^) and
?: (for ^$) are supported by Ait. Ar. III. 2, 6

as well as by the Comm.
: smr^ TOT?: ^T and *ra

Pages 12-13. It would be rather interesting

to point out here that the passage from tf^p-

3>mgBRT<!; (p. 12, 1. 11) tO %IR*TRRT*3; (p. 13, 1. 11) Of

the Comm. is very much similar to the passage
tf^fwifgsRig; to f^rusrron of the iksa-pr. (see

S. San. p. 385, 11. 5-17), a commentary on the P.

iksa. It is difficult to say as to which of these

two is the original. It might be said that the

passage of the Siksa-pr. is the original, as the

passage of the Var. Vr. occurs in connection

with *rrai3<i?K etc,, which is a quotation from the

P. SiksS itself. On the other hand, the fact that

Siksa-pr. itself quotes (on page 387) snER^ffrfr a tr

^\ ^ ^ from the introductory stanzas of this

Prat, shows that the passage of the Var. Vr. is

probably the original.

Pages 14-16. Introductory stanzas 5, ;>

and 8 (3^* etc.) are also found, with slight

variations, in the Tait. Prat. XXIV. 5 and 6.

P. 15. The remarks

(11. 3-4) and ^ra fNN iCTraCTiq; (1. 13) of the
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Comm. show that the author takes the lines

^?}^r4 to sn%^ in connection with the previous
stanza. But in that case it is difficult to ac-

count for the accusatives in ^rr^R^ etc. I there-

fore take these lines in connection with ^ in

the same stanza and all the accusatives from

^p^rf to-sn%^ in apposition with W^R*.

P. 15, 1. 18. On *H*r^ cp. Anuvakanu. (9 and

36) and its commentary by Sadguru-sisya, and
note by Macdonell.

P. 16, 11. 3-4. Cp. Bhag. XII. 6, 57 :-
: wi 3

Cp. Vis. P. III. 4, zO-22:

n ^ s 11

M^ 11

Cp. also foot-notes on the translation of

this passage in Wilson's English Translation

of the Vis. P. See A. S. L. p. 69, note 2

and p. 189, note 6
; Asta-vik. Vi, p. 8

;
and V. V.

Tiks p. 5.

P. 16, 1. 6. The reading *nwft found in MSS.
is probably a mistake for w^-, cp. "mwnrifr src^

*Hfra$" (Anuvakanu. 36).

P. 16, 1. 10. On the reading '^rgqftwn, cp.

Uvata's Comm. *Tqrwn<?T^R qftqm <

s
on II. 2), and

'ir (on II 7).
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P. 16, 1. 16. That the reading 3*regTrt is a

mistake for the original reading wro^hr (or

-SRHT ) is clear from introductory stanza 4. The

same sort of mistake is found' in some MSS.
for wraR&ir occurring on p, 10, 1. 5.

P. 17, 11. 1-6. On the passage

cp

(R.
Anu. Paribhasa 1), ^T f sri

sr

< sr^flT^nf^r *i^ ^ %TT^I (Ar. Br. I. 1),

and Br. D. VIII. 136.

It would appear from this that the accuracy
of the first half (*ni- to -*ro *) of the passage as

adopted by me is very doubtful.

P. 17, 11. 7-8. This stanza is quoted in the

first chapter of the R. Kalpadruma and is ex-

plained as follows:

sr SI^I^T: i %% sn

Pp. 17 and 19. On the special arrangement
of the vowels and the consonants s *r <* ^r as adop-
ted here, cp. Uvata on I. 3

;
R. Tan. I. 2 and

4; and the Pratyahara-sOtras of Panini :

P. 20, 11. 2-3. Note that the expression

is not very accurate, as according
to its pronunciation AnusvSra is not
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but only mfew; cp. I. 47- 48. Or the above ex-

pression may refer to
,

i. e., ^r+ ^g^rR, which
of course is ^pnfite; cp., however, Uvata on I.

5, where he says :

P. 20, 1. 12. The treading snfe:m^*n^ (for

mfesor^) as given in the foot-note from P is

obviously the original one.
1

1. Cp. also Appendix I.
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THE RGVEDA-PRATISAKHYA AND
UVATA'S COMMENTARY.

PATALA I

P. 21, 11. 3-5. It would be interesting to

point out here that the TTjF^nrwr siH^ to w : is

found inB 8 Bn
(B

n omits ^H^) I
2
p (p omits wreS).

It is, however, omitted in B a
.

P. 21, 11. 8-9. I have not been able to refer

the stanza %^^terr3R*: etc. to any other work.

That this is not a part of the PrStisskhya has

been shown in the Introduction (p. 27). Most

probably it is by Uvata himself. The description
of this stanza applies only to this Pratiakhya ;

there being, as far as we know, no other Prati-

gskhya, and for that matter, no other work,
which singly treats of Sikss, Chandas and VySka-
rana all in one. The stanza is not found in the

Parsada-vrtti. This is evidently based on Ath.

Prat. I. 2, which Uvata himself refers to below

on p. 23.

On the above passage cp. Maha- VI.

3, 14 (also II. 1, 58) :

P. 21, 1. 13. a*n*T**rf fowwj It is not clear

which Siksa is referred to here. Cp., however,
Y. Siksa (p. 33) :

P. 21, 1. 18. wff
- should be corrected to

for reasons, see note on I. 46.

10
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P. 22, I. 1. ef^f^mf^: Notice that Bn

alone has the correct reading, those of B 8 Ba

P being obviously corruptions of the same ;

cp. Uvata on XIV. 69 :

P. 22, 1. 1. On Saitava see A. S. L., p. 76,

note 2.

P. 22, 1. 2. Cp. Pin. S. IV. 5-7.

P. 22, 11. 12-13. wwrarft-^n^ Cp. Ksg. (VL
3, 133) : afefa mtsrw fesrw 2T^n i ^f ?f *Tcrfa i

r: i. Cp. also the Tat. Bodh.

P. 22, 1. 13. It should be noticed that in

his explanation of P. S. VL 3, 133 Uvata himself

has supplied the words **$& qft under the influence

of this Prat., as **$& being an srfa^R (cp, VII. 1)

is implied in all the Sutras prescribing

Panini, however, does not mention this condi-

tion at all.

P. 23, 1. 10. Whitney's text of the Ath.

Prat, reads srmT^ instead of

P. 24, 1. 8. d&ra*^ Notice that I
2
alone has

the correct reading. It is, however, possible

that Uvata himself might be responsible for

this mistake (i.e., for reading eri^- for afe-);

especially because he says : ^cro* Tfwf crfi^i f^

I ssnwl. Otherwise he ought to have added
; to

1. Cp. a o Appendix I.
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P. 25, 1. 16. nawfl~ Notice rather an un-

usual use of kWra with two letters; cp. also

(Comm. on XIII. 40),

P. 26, 1. 10. t** tfon B 8 B1
I" Bn read

while Reg. has &K. The latter reading is

required by the word ftfen in the Sutra. It is

also found in
1
P.

P. 29, 11. 9-13. It is worth noticing here that

the P.Vr., as shown in the Introduction (p. 14),

actually divides Sutras I. 9-10 as

and *rer <K-HW.

I. 11. It is to be noticed that according to

this Sutra Anusvara is *$KT, while according to

the S. Kaum. (Sanjfts-prakarana) it is

: ^3:... i. Here w3 3 is ex-

plained by the Tat. Bodh. as : c&r fvf rf?r

1. 15-16. Cp. Ath. Prat. 1. 8: Jiwartft q?

:., cp. also II. 10 (R?. Prat).

I. 19. Uvata's attempt to take <^ as

meaning short and long vowels on the one hand,

and I and iS on the other, is both far-fetched

and unnecessary. Both the latter being recog-

nized as svaras in XIII. 35 and I. 30 respectively,

and a prolated vowel being only a sort of a long

vowel (cp. 1. 31 and VII. 2-4), it is implied of

itself that they are also afe?cwos. Moreover, it

1. Gp. also Appendix I.
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is quite natural that vwt should refer to immedi-

ately preceding short and long vowels. Cp. also

M. Miiller and Regnier. See also p. 25 of the In-

troduction to M. Muller's edition of the Rg. Prat.

I. 22. For the stanza *** ^: etc., cp. also

Verna-r. 86, N. Siksa; II. 5, 2 and M. Siksa 61 and
62. The Maha. on VI. 1, 2 says :

: t

I.

I. 24. The reason why Uvata adds

from the preceding Sutra to this Sutra is that

the question of syllabic division really does not

arise if a consonantal sound does not stand

between two vowels. It does not mean that

Anusvara or Visarjanlya should immediately be

followed by a vowel. They can be considered

svarantare even if they are followed by a

syllable beginning with a single or conjunct con-

sonant ; cp. next Sntra. Thus M. Miiller's cri-

ticism of Uvata on this point is not quite appro-

priate.

P. 34, 1. 11. For a": srcfrsc see also Apo. Rg.

p. 142.

I. 26. The commentary from am <?TW ^f

to wft is more or less corrupt in B 8 B a
I
2

. Bn
is

free from this corruption
1

, and the marks of

deletion on *OT5rr ^T^R: in B 8 are probably based
on the original of Bn

.

1. Cp. Appendix I f which shows that G4
also mostly

agrees with Bu in this respect.
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It would appear that some of the variants

are undoubtedly based on the supposition that,

instead of s, n is to be doubled. It is very

strange that the same kind of corruption is to be

found in Uvata's commentary on the Vj. Prat.;

cp. Weber on Vaj. Prat, (Indische Studien, Vol.

IV) 1.105, IV. 99; cp. also, Vaj. Prat., Benares

ed., pp. 35, 263.

There is no doubt, the above supposition
can be maintained according to the literal mean-

ing of Sutra VI. 6 (of the Rg. Prat.). But
a comparison of that Sutra with Vaj. Prat.
IV. 102 (IV. 105 of Benares edition) shows that
a spar^a following an u?man can be doubled

only if the usman is preceded by a vowel (or an

Anusvara). So that the anuvrtti of

from VI. 1, is necessary in VI. 6. If so, it is

clear that the doubling of n, instead of s, in the
above example cannot be supported by VI. 6.

Moreover, this supposition is in direct contra-
diction to the commentary of Uvata on VI, 6,

where he says : 3wrir: <rfcrf

In this connection cp. also Varna-r. 48 :

II;

Prat. P. Siksa (see S. San pp. 251 and 255) :

WT i (p. 251), and
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(p. 255) ; and G. Siksa

II. 4 : qWimft
1 *iwm |. This comparison, besides

confirming the readings adopted by me in the

Comm. on I. 26, would also help us a great deal

in the restoration of the correct reading of

the Comm. of Uvata on the above-mentioned

Sfltras of the Vaj. Prat.

Prof. M. Miiller, in his note on pdrsnya,

does not take into account any doubling, either

of 9 or of n. But it is obvious that this rule is

concerned only with those cases where a second

letter of a conjunct consonant is doubled.

I. 33. For the longer Svarabhakti, cp. VI. 48.

I. 35. I have doubled s in both the examples,
because a Svarabhakti followed by a breathing
is shorter only if the breathing is doubled; cp.

VI. 49. The application of VI. 6 is only optional.

So that when t is not doubled, s can be doubled

according to VI. 4 even in srrfw^ir:.

P. 39, 1. 15. s*g:**fe is a name for the Rgveda-

Samhita, as it contains 64 Adhyayas.

I. 46. It is very strange that practically all

the text and Comm. MSS. that I have collated

for my edition of this Prat, uniformly
1

read

W5r^ in this Sntra. The readings of the Comm.
on this Sutra as well as on I. 1 (see p. 21, 1. 18),

I. Cp., however, Appendix I, according to which G 6
is

the only solitary exception which corrects 3RW ^ to something

like g^qij; ( ? ).
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where this Sutra is quoted, also conform to the

same reading of the Sutra. But there is no
doubt that the original reading was as I have

suggested in my emendation. It is supported
by the Tait. Prat. II. 18 :

(the Tribha. R., its Comm.,
says : <reJg ^ft ^v& TfNqftsif^a^* ^s#0, and also

by the Vaj. S. XXV. 1:^ *': . It is very

strange that the wrong reading of the SQtra has

also affected this quotation from the Vaj. S, in

the Comm.

It is difficult to conceive that the mistake

has come down from the time of Uvata himself,
who as a commentator of the Vaj. S. must have
been aware of the true reading of the quotation
from that Samhita and consequently could have

easily detected the mistake had it existed before

him. Still the consistent evidence of the MSS.,
referred to above, would suggest that the

mistake may have existed even prior to Uvata.

At any rate there is no doubt that the mistake

is a very very old one.

I. 48. It is not quite clear what is really

intended by the word *ufow here. The word is

never again used in this Pratigakhya as the

name of a particular sound. It is this uncer-

tainty about its nature which is probably the

cause of the various readings in the commentary
on this word. Uvata's explanation is evidently

based on the Vaj/Prat. VIII. 28 : f
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on which Uvata says : ***jmsfi*rf srfesf: (cp, Vaj.

Prat., Benares ed., p. 390). Cp. Ath. Prat. 1. 100

and Tait. Prat. XXL 14 where a transitional

nasal sound between h and a following nasal

mute is meant by this term. But, strangely

enough, the same transitional sound, if I am not

mistaken, is described as a fault of pronuncia-
tion in Rg. Prat. XIV. 35; cp. also Vaj. Prat.

IV. 161 : 3WT**: qrg3$ *mT<rfttfa: .

With regard to the reading ^ or f in the

commentary, I would have preferred the latter,

had it been sufficiently supported by the MSS.
It occurs only

1
in B 8

, but the scribe seems him-

self doubtful as to its accuracy, as he writes

\ s f 5^ *n At any rate, it is certain, that both

and | are used as symbols for the same

sound,

P. 42, 1. 15. Bn alone reads *T*T% while B 8

I
s B a

(P also) have either &*$i or Q^T. There

is no doubt that Bn alone is right here, as it is

d, not ?, which becomes dh by the addition of h ;

cp.

1. 54. While the previous Sutra says that

an exception is to be taken with reference to its

corresponding particular general rule, this Sutra

lays down that an irregular formation refers not

only to one particular general rule but often to

several general rules.

1. It occurs also in Ber. 714, for which see Appendix I.

2. G1 also reads ^PfU ; cp. Appendix I.
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I. 56. The expression srsregu implies that

in this Prat, the letter to be changed is put in

the nominative and the resulting letter in the

accusative ; e.g., ^tfi?* ?*TWSU: 3r^: (II. 16).

The verb wrod is to be taken as understood in all

such cases. Cp. Vaj. Prat. L 133 : crftr%f%^R: ; and

Tait. Prat. I. 23 and 28 : H:*FT ww^Tft^ifowj and

femw. The corresponding expression in Psni-

ni's grammar is: ra(^T%) ^^ (*refa)j cp. <*#

(P. S. I. 1, 49).

On the pronominal expressions *r$r and

in this Sutra, cp. Maha. ( I. 1, 66-67);

i *

P. 45, 11. 7 and 10. For the Praisas tmr

etc. and |im *^;% etc. cp f Apo. Rg. pages
142 and 145 respectively.

L 58, 59. For another construction of these

two Sutras as given in the P. Vr , cp. M.
Miiller's edition of the Rg. Prat., Introduction,

pp. 25-27.

1. 60. On 7T^f^r., cp. M. M. ; also his

Introduction, p. 27.

P. 46, 11. 15-16. On the restriction

^^T?^n^) added by Uvata, cp. Comm. on V.

17 (p. 173).
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P. 47, 1. 12. In my translation of Sutra VIII. 1

I have followed Uvata in taking %it as referring
to the words snra etc., and not to the words
which are to be lengthened. It being so, f%st

here should be referred to VII. 6, and not to

VIII, 1,

P. 48, 1. 3. sqrt^iwg etc. On this interesting

reference cp. my Introduction p. 14.

P. 49, 11. 1-2. *m ft ft*6T?cmfcr: etc. The

words wmwr. etc., mentioned here, are not

separated in the Pada text by an avagraha,

though Visarjanlya is restored in them ; cp.

XIII. 30. Uvata means to say that these

words not being separated by an avagraha in the

Pada text can be regarded only as padas, and not

as padyas. So that sro:^ 3 (IV. 41) could be

applied to them and would not be fitorensr.

I. 63. It seems to me that this Sutra

refers to ^general practice
1 of pronouncing, as

nasal, the first eight vowels, when they are not

Pragrhyas and stand as finals before a pause.
This is confirmed by the word snwrf; in the

plural and by XL 3: rTg5fTi^^wi^cft^ (cp.

Uvata). Cp. also Tait. Prat. XV. 6-8 and P. S.

VIII. 4, 57 in this connection. At the same
time it appears from the following Sutra that

this practice was not wholly recognized by the

1. Cp. Bruno Liebich, Zur Einfuhrung in die ind. einh.

Spr*clnv. II, 10.
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followers of Sakalya, who showed this nasaliza-

tion only in the case of a final prolated vowel.

It is supported by the MSS. of the Rgveda, which

show this nasalization only in the case of a

prolated vowel. Cases of nasalization in the

Samhita text, likeRV. 1. 79, 2(rforo) f
should not be

confused with the illustrations of this Satra. It

is for this reason that they are treated sepa-

rately in this Pratteakhya in Sutras II. 60-67.

L 64. In translating this Sutra Prof. M.
Muller supplies the word 'also', his translation

being : The Sakalas show this nasalization also

in the case of a syllable consisting of three

moras, so that the treatise of their teacher may
not suffer any loss. He further says that it

was necessary to mention this case because a

pluta vowel does not belong to the first eight
vowels referred to in the preceding Sutra. It

seems that he was under the impression that

the practice referred to in the last Sutra was

recognized by the Sakalas. I think, on the con-

trary, that this Sutra is not an addition, but

rather an exception to what has been said in

the last Sutra. Otherwise, there is no reason

why the last rule is not observed in the MSS.
It being so, it follows naturally that, instead

of 'also', 'only' should be supplied in the trans-

lation of this Sutra. It is supported by Uvata,
who says : sr^%*r ^taTgttft&i *RTT. As regards
Prof. M. Miiller's argument that a prolated
vowel does not belong to the first eight vowels
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referred to in the last SQtra, it might be said

that a prolated vowel, in this Pra;ti5khya, does

not belong to a separate category of vowels,

as it does in Panini and in other works. It

is regarded here as a sort of a long vowel,

so that we find the same word *gfa or <^i used

for both lengthening and prolation of a vowel;

cp. I. 31, VII. 2-4, I. 4, X. 3.

In my translation, I take OTimroainthe sense

of 'the teaching of the acaryas referred to in

the preceding Sutra, and not in the sense of

'the treatise of their teacher (i. e^ Sakalya)
'

as

.Prof. M. Miiller takes it.

P. 52, 11. 2-5. On the passage *g etc. cp.

Maha. VI. 3, 14 (also II. 1, 58): S I

KTT

i; and on the word &*$3 cp. Maha. VII.

2, 101; tfn^fa ^if | ^2^1^ ^j^ *rafa |.

I. 76-103. Uvata takes all these Sutras, not

as descriptive of the nature of Visarjanlya, but

as Sfa~(or ftfta-) ^rf%^Tr^ift.

P. 55, 1.3. All the MSS. B 8 P B a and P

read qNft. To me it appears to be a mistake

I. 86. <r?T5 5% foq This is the reading found

in B 8
I
s B a and P. Obviously it is a mistake

for aroftft f^c- cp. w?ft% &*T^ Strictly speak-

ing in view of the following counter-example

1* See, however, Appendix I which shows that Ber. 714

has got the original reading
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as well as the Comm. af^a*^* 3<j, it is

quite useless here to add *mi: to a^, af^% ft*

being quite sufficient for the following counter-

example : srer *tf etc.

The commentary as adopted by me does not

seem to be the original one. *n^: not being one

word, but rather a combination of words STT + SI?:,

the reading*?fta^ a^a?^ 3^, as found in I
2

, is

most probably the original one. If so, it follows

that the reading atft fo*^ (instead of cn?i^ 5% %w
to m?ftfo ftwj, as found in Bn

, must be the

original ; cp. M. M. 1

L 95. In the Comm. Uvata refers only to

Sutras L 78, 83 and 93, and not to Sutras L 79 and

84, probably because the words si^ and ^
are not likely to occur as the first parts of a

compound.

I. 97. The significance of adding sRshifcd in

this Sutra, when the condition ^rcdmtro; is al-

ready there, is worth considering.

P. 63, 1. 3. For the Praisa tor4*r see [also

Apo. Rg. p. 148.

P. 64, 11. 1-2. For the Praisa suorcRsr see also

Apo. Rg. p. 148.

1. A reference to Appendix I in this connection would cor-

roborate both these suggestions. It is therefore interesting

to note that G 1 adds on the margin : Sf^ft
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P. 64, 1. 8. All the MSS. (B
3
I
3 B a and P)

as well as Bn read SPWHF?^ which, I think, ought
to be jppwiw

1
.

srro:?^ TO^vrd ?m*wr:i (RV. I. 74, 1) is

divided in the Pada text as

1, A reference to Appendix I would however show tha

G1 has got the correct reading SPTOIW^H
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PATALA II

II. 1. *n sftwnratg; B 8 and 1 W are the only

MSS. which give this name to patala XII in its

colophon. The fact that Uvata gives different

names to different patalas according to their

subject-matter (cp. also Introduction pp. 30-31)

shows that these names, though not found in

many MSS., are very old.

It must be noted that, owing to the fact

that patala XII is not directly concerned with
the Samhita text, *n rftaTqwn* means, not 'till

the end of patala XIP, but 'till the end of

patala XP.

II. 2. srawngq^pra ifarwi This is the read-

ing found in Reg.
2 The readings found

in B 8
I
2 B 2 and Bn seem to be more or less

corrupt. Cp. the Comm. on the introductory
stanza 8 (p. 16, line 10) : srgqrftirar affair

and the Comm. on II. 7 :

II. 1-2. Cp. Ni. I. 17 :

i

II. 4. awf f^t^
c

vrm%sr^r^ : It must be
noted that this three-fold division of vivrtti

is nowhere recognized in this PratisSkhya. Only
two kinds of svarabhaktis having been recog-
nized in the Pr3tiakhya (cp. I. 33, 35; VI. 48, 49),

vivrtti which is here said to have the same

1, Also G2
; cp. Appendix I.

2. See also Appendix I.
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duration as svarabhakti must have the same
two-fold division. Moreover, both the second and

third kinds of vivrttis which are described by
Uvata as containing ^ and f mora respectively

are called long vivrttis in II. 79. Perhaps
Uvata bases his three-fold division on the word m
in this Sutra (II. 4).

On the four kinds of vivrttis fttffe^r, w*&<ft>

and ^sng^Bicrr ( or ^313^1 ) recognized

in the 3iksa literature, cp. Y. Siksa 95-97, S.

Bh. Sikss 32-35, N. SiksS II. 4, 1-3, M. Siksa

92-96.

P. 67, 11. 10-11. e$T$nsqr^ etc. The meaning
of this passage is not quite clear. It might
mean that, according to some, just as there is

a correspondence between the decrease of ^TOT

and the increase of ^^ ( or srm ), in the same

way there is a correspondence between the de-

crease of the side-vowels and the increase of

vivrtti. But Uvata says that it is not true, as

s recognized as a fault. Otherwise

like qmm *r?*hin at the extreme

point, ought to have been recognized as a fact

and not as a fault. But in view of the ex-

plicit statement ^r cfhj^r ^ ftTTOt (II. 79),

I am very doubtful about the accuracy of this

suggested meaning. Or, can it be said that Uvata
here is referring to a view which, owing to the

word si in the Sutra, was suggested or held by
some as an alternative to the view expressed by
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It. 5. With this direct statement of the

Pratis&khya cp. P. S. VIII. 2, 1 : ijfcnftnre. Cp. also

Vaj. Prat. Ill- 2 and 3 :

II. 6. Cp. P.S.L 1, 21
; Vaj. Prat- L 152.

II. 7. On the Paninian method of treat-

ment of such cases as %*% +w + 5% = 33? ft, cp.

Tat. Bodh. onArotai (P. S. VI. 1, 95) and Pari, 'S,

On

II. 8, 9. The expressions sra^n? and
seem to have been used here with reference to

the original division of syllables in the words
euphonically combined. In the first case that
division stands as before even after combination,
while in the second it is disturbed.

11. 12. Notice the masculine gender in <rsu:

after *nft ; cp. I. 61 and 74, and the Ath. Prat.
I. 3 :

B* in a marginal note on this Sntra says :

(stc.) TTsfgR 1^3^^ ?nfa qrsus; i *^ ^^ q^i ?nft qr?rf2lr

q^R q^jfrRlr ^r4% i igyrod ^r q^^) H ^rnri^ i . Bn
also

refers to this in continuation of the Comm, on
this Sutra.

P. 71, 1. 2. On the reading wz^ro adopted
by me on the basis of M. M. 1

(cp. his foot-note),

cp- S. Kaum. on P. S. VII. 1, 25 : *rotni*ro[CT 3
jrwraHftr^i. Cp. also Tat. Bodh. But w^^r^f^g; on

p. 363, 1. 17 shows that probably Uvata's own
reading here was

1. WIOT is also found in G 1
; cp. Appendix I.

11
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II. 13. The word <r^ seems to have been

used here in the restricted sense of ca word which

is not separated by an avagraha in the Pada
text'. It is for this reason that cases like nNrtasn

(RV. VI. 53, 9, ms^fasrr in the Pada text) or

3W" (RV. IX. 97, 29, w.*&\ in the Pada text)

are not included here. The words which are

given as examples in the Comm. are shown in

the Pada text respectively as follows :

and

II. 17. Prof. M. Muller takes the word
of this Sutra with the preceding Sutra, though
he says that according to the sense it is better

to take it with this Sutra. For a similar case

where a word occurring in one stanza is taken

with a Sutra belonging to another stanza, cp.

IX. 13.

II. 21. wtas^JTirihi? *rafarfcr*^r fash

This

passage is given in G 1 after ^ift-^ro^F 5^5% in the

Comm. on II. 24. But a marginal note there says:

^wu^wrrtmfofo *&$*** JT-m ^ss^: |. The fact that

the passage is not found in any other MS. shows
that it is not a part of the Comm. on II. 21 but

should be taken only as a marginal note on II.

21.

P. 74, 1. 5. On the passage beginning with
G 8 adds the marginal note as follows :
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i 4Hfflrcn 3513$ i (sic).

II. 33. The technical term q-gr^nr?ff% is used
in the San. XII. 13, 6.

P. 77, 1. 10. Instead of adopting the quota-
tion : srewf sr%m: <TH in the Comm., I have

relegated it to the foot-notes, It is, first of all,

wanting in I
2

, P also follows I
2

in this

respect. Though given both in B 2 and B 3
, it is

found there not in the same place. In B 2
it

occurs before 3) snmftq; etc,, while B 3 reads it

after the same. This very fact shows that it

did not originally belong to the Comm. and seems
to have been adopted from a marginal note.

This probable adoption of a marginal note also

explains why Bn reads ^r^qf etc. instead of *ft

wnstq; etc. It appears that the reading of B ri

is due to the fact that snsnf etc., most probably

given on the margin in its original MS., was

regarded as a correction of sr> srtreft^ etc. and

accordingly was substituted for it. sn^ etc. is

also wanting both in M,M. and Reg., though
this negative evidence is not enough to show

that it was wanting in their MSS. too
1

.

P. 78, 1. 1. I have relegated the counter-

example : snswf ^ftr: g^i; to the foot-notes,

because it is not found in I
a B 2

P, M. M,, Reg.
It is given with the commentary only in Bn

. B 8

supplies it on the margin in a different hand.

1, See also Appendix I which fully confirms the above

remarks.
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II. 35. It should be noted that the general

heading ( or srfosR ) wcf:qr?n continues upto II. 48.

P. 78, 1. 11. I have adopted the example :

w *r*hsf^?5^ in the commentary, though its case

is to some extent analogous to that of ware! etc.,

in the Comm. on II. 33, chiefly because it is

required here to illustrate the elision of a after
a primary o ; cp. the Comm. :

P. 80, 11. 6-8. It is curious that the passage
% %n siring; is found with slight varia-

tions in different places in different MSS. and in

Bn
. B 3 reads wr *taw: also at the end of the

preceding ( II, 36 ) Sutra's Comm. It appears
from Reg. that the Paris MS. follows B a

in this

respect, but does not read <n<?tf^ to snaswr^ in

the Comm. on this Sutra, It is found here only
in B 8 B a

. It is supplied in a marginal note in

M. M. ( a). I
a reads it before ^ **ti etc. ( P. 80,

1. 2 ). Bn reads it at the end of the following
( II. 38 ) Satra's Comm.

It is obvious that its reading at the end of
the preceding or the following Satra's Comm.
is quite out or place, as the quotation ?^ *m* TO

asawriiMWtaw: does not fulfil the condition

*w>s^iqftauun the preceding (11. 36) or * 3*33* in
the following Sotra (II. 38>. Though the reading
of it in the Comm. of his Sutra (II. 37) is better

suited to the context, it is not quite appropriate
even here, not because of a*m as Prof. M.
Miiller says ( cp. the Comm. **J*rorf4 gro^c) f

but because the elision of a of vraNfcra:, after
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all, takes place (according to 11.34) in spite of its

not standing in the middle of a pada, as is stated

by the Comm. itself; cp. wt ^
nCTpafrr srrasro.. For

all these reasons it is very likely that the passage
did not originally belong to the commentary but

was adopted from a marginal note. It is there-

fore interesting to note that this passage is

not at all given in P.
1

P. 82, 1. 10. In cases like *rr*sr^ (w^gr^r in the

Samhita text), the lengthening which occurs in

the Samhita text is retained generally by Regnier
and sometimes by M. Miiller, even when such
a word occurs at the end of a quotation ; cp.

the quotation for^ 3w^ ( IV. 66 ) in Reg. and
M. M. In not showing the lengthening in such

cases I have followed my MSS., all of which

agree in this respect. To me this lengthening
in such cases appears, not only against the

practice of the MSS., but also against the sanc-

tion of the Pratisakhya. This lengthening is

regarded in the Pratisakhya as occasioned by
the following word beginning with a consonant

(cp. VII. 1) and so cannot be retained in the

absence of that following word ; cp. X. 5.

P. 82, 11. 11-12. I have relegated the two

quotations *WH^I %s*m srg^u and sm?} *re *PUTSWU
to the foot-notes. Though the former is given
in B f B ri

,
it is not given in both of them in the

same place. The latter is given in B 1

; and B s

reads it only on the margin in a different hand.

1. Op. also Appendix I.
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On account of this absence of a complete accord

between any two MSS. or between a MS. and Bn

with regard to these two quotations, they are

most probably taken from marginal notes. Both

of them are omitted in I* P, M.M. and Reg.
1

P. 83, 11. 3,7. For the Praisas ^^r etc.

and 3?sra[3> etc., refer to Apo. Rg. pp. 142 and 143

respectively.

P. 84, 1. 4. For the Praisa <^TT etc. cp. Apo.

Rg. pp. 148 and 153.

P, 89, 1. 2. For the Praisa 5*1:* etc. cp. Apo.

Rg. p. 154.

II. 49. Note that the idea of wr*c*m (cp.

P. S, I. 3, 10: ^wfciRjig^: WWT^) is implied in this

Sutra.

P. 90, 1. 14. For the word *ri B* adds on
the margin, as another example, ^trasreTrg??*} ^f^rgr

(RV. X. 92, 2).

P. 91, 11. 15-1P. All the MSS. (I
2 B' B f

P)*
and Bn read : srfon strofeiasr: 5[*j-*j ^snf^n n STK: i. It

is clear from the counter-example : *ft swre^
etc. that ai: in this Sutra refers only to I. 68.

If so, ^if^r in the passage is not justifiable.

It is therefore very likely that the passage
originally ran like:

1. See also Appendix I.

2. In connection with this quotation a marginal note

in G 1 reads : brmwtf SfV'.

3. See also Appendix I.
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II. 55. My translation of this Sutra is

rather different from that of Prof. M. Miiller.

sr_5^?T^TT: does not refer to <TT: 3rRrm:, as is supposed

by him, but to snjsn.-, as is rightly taken by Uvata.

Moreover, there is no word occurring before ^
which ends in a pragrhya vowel and has more
than three syllables. I do not, therefore, see

any objection to taking ^grrarr: in its natural

meaning : 'occurring at the end of three-syllabic

words'. Cp. Uvata and M. Miiller.

II. 56. Though Uvata is not clear on this

point, it seems that the general heading "STi^lshr

should be taken as understood in all the Sutras

II. 57-67 ; cp. Comm. on II. 59 and 60.

P. 96, 1. 17. It is to be noticed that the

counter-example *: snrorm *%!$: is not quite

appropriate here, because, though ^T in ^ft^r is

not n*B, it is not preceded by any of the words

mentioned in this Sutra (II. 61 ). Thus, unless

we are able to give another counter-example,

WTWSC should be taken here only as ^TST^H.

II. 62. The hymns belonging to Lua begin
from RV. X. 35.

P. 96, 1. 20, Notice that instead of ^RT^R^U
B s B 8

I
3 Bn read ^T^R^T^T^T:. Non-observance of

the rules of Sandhi in such cases is very com-

mon in the MSS. Only a few instances of this

kind are shown in my foot-notes.

II. 60, 62-67. It would be interesting to

point out here the fanciful way in which Sayna
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tries to explain the nasalization in the cases

dealt with under Sutras II. 60, 62-67 ( Sutra

II. 61 is excepted here, because its examples can

be clearly explained by P. S. VI. 1, 126 : *rwteg-

) Of all the examples cited by Uvata
in the Gomm. on these Satras only five ( RV. I.

51, 11 ;
I. 35, 6 ; I. 79, 2 ; II. 28, 4

; and IV. 1, 12)

have been dealt with by Sayana. As regards
the nasalization in RV. I. 79, 2 and II. 28, 4, he

says respectively : srf*R?cf...t<fT

( TT* m*u ) ^

?s^i i and

cp. also Sayana on L 110,

5 This obviously shows his utter ignorance

( or at least disregard ) of the teachings of this

Prat. The nasalization in passages like the

above is clearly the case of Sutra II. 67 and not

that of I. 63 or its Paninian parallel ^Tss^jii-

both of which have the condition of

As regards RV. I. 51, 11 and L 35, 6 he says

respectively : *r*n i ^ WronZ i ^rq^

( q^To crio vs|?U$ )

and

:. The Sutra w^sg^T- etc., according to

all authorities, being applicable only to the

particle ^n^, Sayana's above explanation is obvi-

ously a forced one.

As regards RV. IV. 1, 12, he says :

. On the face of it this
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explanation is not convincing. It is also note-

worthy here that Sayana's supposition that the

final vowel in fti^f is short is against the ex-

plicit teaching of the Prat. (cp. II. 64).

P. 102, 1.2. ^fafrflam^r friT^S Cp. 11.38,

P. 105, 1. 4. For the Praisa *fa**TriRf etc. cp.

Apo, Rg. p. 143.

P. 105, 1. 14. *5Tf^rTST3; Cp. II. 59.

II. 74. The word TTTTOT occurs only once

(VI. 53, 9) in the Rgveda. It is, therefore, not

necessary to take sren? with this word also.

P. 106, 1. 12. *ro$fti*: *&**: Cp. II. 61.

P. 106, 1. 13. 5Fnrar^Ri: Cp. II. 55.

P. 108, 1. 1. For the Praisa *msr etc. cp. Apo.

Rg. p. 106.

II. 78. The Pada text for the three pas-

sages under reference respectively reads as

follows : s^stog; \ f^ i fafcfrnj; i, wrfe^ | m i

II. 81-82. Sutra 81 teaches rather the

strange doctrine that the hiatuses in the

Pracya and Pancala Pada-vrttis have their

following vowel (i,e., the unabsorbed a) resem-

bling their preceding vowels, i.e., the pronuncia-
tion of the following a is affected by the

preceding e or o\ I think probably the same

1 It would be interesting to point out here the fact

that G 1 writes the letters *fr, <, sh above *T of the words WITO,

TTW^ and ^T? respectively in the examples given in the Comm.
on II 81. No other MS, has tried to show this required pronun-
ciation of a in writing.
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doctrine is referred to in the Tait. Prat, XL 19 ;

*r ^*Eim^cr^^m^5T^rm. Whitney evidently did

not understand that rule ; see his note as well

as the Mysore edition ( 1906 ) of that Prat.

Thus according to this doctrine the pronunciation
of a preceded by o will be something like the

usual Bengali pronunciation of a.

It being so, the next (82) Sutra simply

points out that the settled practice ( fa% ) as

regards the pronunciation of a in the above cases

is otherwise, i.e. 9 its pronunciation remains un-

affected by the preceding vowels.
/

Very likely Sthavira Sakalya is identical with

the father of Sakalya ( srT^qfqriT ) referred to in
/

IV. 4 and so is different from Sakalya, A compari-
son of Sutras IV. 4 and 13 would also lead to the

same conclusion. Thus there is no inconsistency

in taking sn^w wfe***r with Sutra 81 instead

of with Sutra 82 (cp. its Comm.
:

), as is supposed by M. Miiller.
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PATALA III

III. 1. I have followed 1 B 8 Bn
in the division

of the first two Sutras. I
2 counts them separate-

ly, but writes ^^T^T: also with the first Sutra.
B a

does not number the first five Sutras, though
afterwards it agrees generally with B 3

in its

counting, In spite of this fact, it includes srewn:
in the first Sutra. P, Reg. and M. M. take

ST^RTSTOT: as a part of the first Sutra. It is possible
that Uvata might have included it in the first

Sutra, though the natural division is to take

*?re: to **m: as the first Sutra, and OTTO- to-sm:
as the second, or ^mwr- to w**3 as the second,
and swrawrr: as the third. It is interesting to note
that P 1

takes *?ra: *w: as the first Sutra and
OTIWI swr: as the second.

III. 1. On the meaning of the words

etc., cp. Tait, Prat. XXII. 9-10 :

; and Maha. on I. 2, 29-30.

III. 3-4. Cp, Svaran. 15.

III. 4. The first line of the commentary
seems to be somewhat corrupt. P reads, instead
of it, tw *3fcrt3 saw %^TCT g?iTO SFW feq^. The
reading of B ri

is most satisfactory, though it is

not supported by any MS. 3

1. Cp. also Appendix I,

2. But cp. Appendix I.
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III. 5. *rar ^gmsr^r: etc. For the same idea

cp. Uvata on the Vsj, Prat. I. 126, This com-

parison would show that this passage should be

taken as connected, not with this Sutra alone,

but with Sutras 3, 4 and 5 taken together as a

whole. Thus, in the light of the above com-

parison the words ^ftrfift ?S^T should be

explained as :

P. 114, 1. 5. On kampa cp. Whitney on Ath.

Prat. III. 65 and Tait. Prat. XIX, 3 ; Svarafi.

7, 19 and 20; N. Siksa II. 1, 11
; V- V. Tika pp.

15-16.

III. 6 (p. 114, 11. 5-6): M. M. takes * *r fcft

*TOT and f^is*d as two separate examples of this

Sutra. But it would seem that according to

Uvata (cp, p. 124, 1. 15) wmsnu^Q 1

is understood

in Sutras III. 4-6. If so, both the examples of

M. M. should be taken as parts of one example ;

and not %?> w, but f^itesd is to be regarded as

the example of this Sutra.

III. 7. The construction of this Sutra accord-

ing to Uvata is ( q^ft^ ) v$ ^T^ *3fcra^roT33ra*

) ; while that according to M. Miiller is :

4w3^T^?T^5f ^ftcf ( *refo ). In my
translation of the Sutra I have followed Uvata ;

cp. also Uvata on VII, 1. (p. 216, 11. 8-9) and IX. 18

( p. 289, 11. 18-19 ).

P. 115, 1. 8. ifsr^sET w*r: ^3 Cp. N. ^iksa II.

7,4-5; P. Siksa 45-47.

P. 115, 1. 14.
^
ftw*ra* etc. Cp. Y. Siksa 77 ;

Varna-r. 58
;
N. Siksa II 1,1.
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III. 8. ITMK s*qr: A comparison of the vari-

ants given in the foot-notes
1

shows that probably
the original reading of the passage was simply :

III. 9. This Sutra also, like Sutra 7, should

rather be translated as follows ;
one should

regard one or more than one acute (i.e., heard like

an acute) syllables which follow (in the same

word) those two kinds of circumflex as grave
(in their nature).

The reason for this is that Sutras 7-10

being concerned only with individual words, the

accent of which is already shown in the Pada
text, it is not necessary for the Prat, to lay down
any rules for them. The Sutras therefore aim
only at pointing out the real nature of the
accents concerned.

III. 15. The chief reason why I have adopt-
ed the reading -wfori, instead of -snfifri, in the

Sutra is that it is supported by the commentary.
The latter reading seems to have arisen through
the influence of -*ufito: in the next Sutra.

III. 17. There being no change of a grave to

a circumflex owing to the influence of an acute in

a different word, the example ^c*s & ft wd is not

quite appropriate here, unless it be supposed
that the change of a grave to a circumflex in the

words ^r*zr and s^3 is regarded as an example
of this Satra. But it seems that this Sutra is

1. See also Appendix I.
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concerned, not with the change in single words

(especially as the accent of single words has

already been dealt with in III. 7-10), but with

the change in a sentence ; cp. Uvata on III. 11.

It is also clear from the other examples given

by Uvata of this Sutra. The example is not

given in B 1
. It is also wanting in M. M. and

Reg.
1

It is likely, therefore, that it did not

originally belong to the commentary.

III. 18. There is no doubt that the reading

^m^; ( instead of *w^ ) in this Sutra is the

original one. According to all the MSS. a

sue? circumflex is referred to in III. 8 as *wr.

The reading, therefore, in III. 34 which,

among other kinds of circumflex, also refers

to the 5m** circumflex must be ^RT:. It follows

from this that the fa, ^fafaftfl and s%2
circumflexes which are referred to in III. 34 as

*mi: must, in this Sutra also, be referred to

by the same word, i.e., by ^R. The word ^ru

is regularly used for a circumflex accent in Tait.

Pra. XVII. 6, XX. 8, XXIII. 20; cp. also Whit-

ney's Introductory note to Ath. Prat. III. 55.

III. 21. Cp. Ath. Prat. III. 74; Vaj\ Prat. IV.

140 (IV. 141 of Benares ed. which correctly reads
the Sutra as *T^f etc. ) ; Tait. Prat. XXL 11 ;

P. S, I. 2, 40.

III. 23. On tffcnr see X. 7-10.

III. 24. In his translation of this Sutra,
Prof. M. Mii Her supplies 'or' between

1. Op. also Appendix I.
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and sftitosranj, whereas, in fact, both should be

taken together as meaning 'that are combined
without being coalesced' ; cp, Uvata.

III. 25-26. The examples and counter-

examples in the commentary of these two
Sutras ought to have been given from the Pada
text. In giving them from the Samhita text, how-

ever, I have followed B n and my MSS. B 8 B a
IV

The same applies to many other cases where
the examples in the commentary, instead of

having been given from the Pada or Krama text,
as required by the context, are given from the

Samhita text.

III. 25. Strictly speaking the examples and

counter-examples of this Sacra should be given

in the Pada-form as follows : srgs<c<art, wr3t and

III. 26. It would seem that, as far as the

accent is concerned, this Sutra allows three

optional forms of the words ^713; and

in the Pada text as follows :

(1) srrera^Tfcp, Comm. on III. 8: rmr (

II I !

fiKPT^ ^ 3*<r: ] ^^SHTTS: i so^^ra^i

(2) *rtrf|<Rrat ( i. e.
9
not combined according to

I ! II
III. 25 )

-a

1. Similar is the case with G 1 G 8 G 4
. G 1

, however, has

also given Pada-forms of the words fl^W^ and 5J^fa?m on
I ' I I. I f

the margin as follows : (sic) 3Ejf
"
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(3) fSrfcr^ C i.e., combined according to III

24 ) ^s^TTfj; i

Prof. M. Miiller thinks that mi *n^i in this

Sutra only means 'or in the same way as stated

above in S. 25', This would give only two op-
tional forms instead of three as shown above.

But a reference to the Comm. shows clearly

that according to Uvata three optional forms are

allowed by this Sutra.

P. 124, 11. 5-6. On the passage wr
etc. cp. Comm. on I. 41-

III. 31-33. Cp. Y. Siksa 21 :

*3w; SRTT^T

III. 34. On the reading ^RT: in this Sutra

cp. note on III. 18.
1 This stanza is quoted, with

a slight variation, and is ascribed to a Siksa

in the Tribhss. and Vaidika, commentaries 2

of the Tait. Prat- (XIX. 3) ; cp. also V.V. 23.

On the spuriousness of this stanza cp. Intro-

duction, page 28.

1. Cp. also Appendix I.

2. Both the commentaries, however, read
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PATALA IV

IV. 2. Cp. A. S. I. 5, 13 :

IV. 5. With reference to the passage H 3

?i?a:<Tul: B 3 has a marginal note which reads:

IV. 6-7. Cp. A. S. I. 2, 16-17:

P. 130, 11. 8-9. B 3
is the only MS. which sepa-

rates * from fttffcin^ by means of a short stroke
above the line. B a

l
a write simply feqf^rnfa |. There

is no doubt that B 3 alone is correct here. Cp. on
this line II. 5 as well as ^^TT^T ^ ^R*nqT*?T in the
next line. I would explain the line SRJT?**? <ar

T as follows :

IV. 14. The commentary shows that Uvata
must have adopted the reading <TT in this Sutra,
though all the text MSS., except I

1

, read rnfr

instead of gr. It also shows that the text MSS.
of the Pratigakhya have not always preserved
the oldest text.

IV- 15. Cp. A. S. I. 2, 18 :

IV. 20, It is only for the sake of the metre
that this Sutra, instead of occurring before IV.
24, occurs here. There being no question of a

12
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final breathing in the following three Sutras,

this general heading has nothing to do with

them. So that the remark ^>*iR*n<j made by
Uvata on the commentary on IV. 15 is equally

appropriate here also.

IV. 27-28. Cp. A. S. 1. 5, 10-12 :

qft i

IV. 29. It is to be noticed that Visarjanlya

is here described as short owing to the short

vowel preceding it.

P. 136, 1. 3. *RT^: w^ M.M. in his edition

of the text of the RV. Samhita reads

which is obviously against the Prat.

IV. 34. fowr^T ftnskta: **n<* This is only

Strictly speaking the wording of the line should

be : fesrshfHn 3T

IV. 36. Though this rule is obligatory

according to the Prat., M. M. does not seem to

have observed it in his edition of the RV.

Samhita, except in the case of compound words,

(RV. I. 182,7).

IV. 36. (Pp. 137-138).

The implication of the query fowftr^g^ is as

follows. The example sg? w can optionally take

two forms : (1) srgjf *w. (according to VI. 6, 2 and

11), or (2) gs *w (according to VI. 1). Even in

the absence of S. IV. 36, the Visarjanlya of *rg?:

would be assimilated to s of w: and would give
the same form as 5pF^n . Thus apparently
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there seems to be no use of the dropping of

Visarjaniya and consequently of this Sutra

(IV. 36).

The author first tries to meet this objec-

tion by saying : **n *rew m ?*&ff?r. It means that

in the absence of this Sutra, the first s (in place

of Visarjaniya) would be doubled (according to

VI. 1) and an unrecognized form like

with three sakaras, would follow.

The objector says :

i . Thus the original objection

stands as before.

The final reply is : *& <rf%
c

etc. It means that

the doubling of th (i?) cannot take place unless

s (SWT) of w: is a &^*nf% as well as *srtf<r%i ; and
it cannot be regarded as aitonfit and *grcto%*, unless

the Visarjaniya of srgjf:, instead of being assimi-

lated to s, is dropped.

IV. 38. On the use of the word ffa in the

same sense cp. Ath. Prat. 1.8:

P. 138, 1. 11. ^T^frg^ Prof . M. Muller takes

the word OTT as uncompounded with the words
'rref^g-and therefore as referring to <wi in varora^.

The construction shows that ^wrr is compounded
with the words Trsirg- and refers to the absence
of any change of Visarjaniya before k etc. pres-
cribed in this Sutra.

IV. 40. On the words win and sift cp. I. 79

and 1. 103 respectively.
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IV. 41. 3Tr*ffcr literally means 'approached',
or 'approach', but according to the sense I have

translated it throughout by 'sibilation' or 'sibi-

lized'.

It is to be noticed that the portion w*^ $
*rok has the force of an independent rule and is

not a part of the ^wqpr ; cp. the following note

on IV. 55, and Uvata on IV. 50.

P. 140, 1. 13. w&w*: Cp. IV. 43.

P. 140, 1. 14. wrfo: Cp. IV. 42.

IV. 42. Unless otherwise specified the word

swtqi^H should be taken as understood through-
out this section (IV. 42-64).

P. 141, 1. 1. I have preferred the reading

rftpFiw^m to srf^rcqjwc, though it is found

only in Bn
, because the word SFWTF^H in this

Sutra is given, in all the MSS. as well as in

BV as a part of this Sutra, and therefore does

not form a Sutra by itself. Palso reads

i. Cp. also Comm. on II. 35 :

IV. 51. In connection with this exception

refer to general rules IV. 42, 43 and 47.

IV. 55. The example tratffinft ^^ !?f%**R is

given in all the MSS. (B*PP)* except B 3
. Reg.

1. See also Appendix I.

2. A marginal note in G f on the example

etc. reads :
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and Bn
also agree with B a

etc. As already point-

ed out by M. Miiller and Reg., it is not appro-

priate here, as, wwwft being a compound word

here, the sibilation must take place according
to the general rule w^r:^ 5 srt^ (IV. 41). The

reading in B 3 seems to be a correction from

the P. Vr., as P 1

agrees with B 8
in reading

STRflR

P. 152, 1. 2 (and foot-note). The passage
etc. is omitted in Reg. and P.

1
In I

2
it is

supplied on the margin in a different hand. B*

reads *z*in instead of it* It is given only in Bn

and B 8
,
but with the marks (

= ^=) of deletion in

the latter. All this shows that neither the pas-

sage in question nor *j*m originally belonged
to the commentary. Moreover, *r>m^ in this pas-

sage is not a ^T^, nor is it followed by a
vowel.

IV. 68. It follows from this Sutra that the

reading tftr vm^ *fr- (RV. VII. 91, 3) in M.
Mailer's edition of the text of the Rgveda-Sam-
hita should be corrected to ^T ?rrf

IV. 69. It should be noted that srefiT nf

(RV. IV. 35, 7) in M. Muller's edition of the
text of the Rgveda-Samhits should be corrected

to

IV. 70. Note that the word w?i:<n^ is con-

tinued in this Sutra also.

1. See also Appendix I
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IV. 72. On the reading ^frii^a in the Comm.,
which is not supported by any MS. 1

or by
BD

, cp. note on XIV. 37. P reads qffcn^*fcr. for

P. 155, 1. 3 (and foot-note). P, like B 2
,
adds

snftgiN: after a* for (line 4). The words sNftg^r:

which evidently refer to the quotation cfRftw etc.

seem to have been taken from a marginal note.

They are omitted in I 2
; B 3

gives them only on

the margin ; while the other MSS. [B
2 P and a

(M. M,)] and Bn do not read them in the same

place.
2

I have, therefore, relegated them to the

foot-notes.

For the Praisa <n*rfeRt etc. cp. Apo. Eg. pp.

154-155.

P. 155, 1. 9. P omits 3fa SW*M
P. 155, 1. 12. Instead of the quotation ft*n?sr:

etc. (found also in P 1

) P reads:^ s^rirar (cp.

IV. 75. P reads ^srfwraT^ (for *3ffl*erarcrrac) in the

Sutra.
1

IV. 81. The passage q^sft sftaRnfr: means that

as the nasalization appears in the Pada text it

will of itself occur in the Samhita text and con-

sequently no prescription is required for the

latter case. Cp. Regnier who takes the passage
in the same sense. P reads: q

\

1. See also Appendix I.

2. Op. also Appendix I.
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P. 160, 1. 2. It is to be noted that the reading
rre in M. M tiller' edition of the text of the

Rgveda-Samhita should be corrected to *nft

IV. 84. The expression i$v%% in the commen-

tary does not mean 'when they are the first

members of a compound,' but simply 'when they

precede
9
.

IV. 89. The real significance of the term
^T is not quite clear. It may refer to an addi-

tion or insertion of an 'unconnected' ( or 'pure' )

sound which is not phonetically connected with

the preceding as well as following sounds, as

contrasted with the insertion of k etc. prescribed

by IV. 16-19. For another use of the term 53?

in the Prat, cp. XVIII. 32. Cp. also Ait. Ar.

III. 1 3:

IV. 94. Strictly speaking the counter-

example & fafar** etc. is not quite appropriate,
as the word f%^ is here not followed by 3, as is

required by ihe Sutra.



PATALA V

V. 1 ( p. 166, line 9 ). As would appear from
the foot-notes on g^gwjq the assimilation of

Visarjanlya to the following cerebralized sibilant

is generally not shown in the MSS. They either

retain it or drop it. But the word t**fi in IV. 34

shows that according to the PratisSkhya the

assimilation in such cases is not optional but

compulsory. I have followed the latter practice

throughout, without always referring to the

various readings of the MSS. in this respect in

the foot-notes. For the cerebralization in

ep. V. 21.

V. 14. The quotation fa swfr ajfir: does not

occur in the Rgveda, nor could I find it in Bloom-
field's Vedic Concordance, It occurs in the

Rgveda as fa *m*T *jfa: ( RV. II. 11, 7 ) which does

not suit here. It appears, therefore, that unless

it is taken from some other source, Uvata must
have wrongly read fa for fa, This counter-

example, however, is not given by M. M. and Reg.
1

V. 17. ?3r firaa--*Note that besides the

cerebralization Visarjanlya also is treated irregu-

larly in this example ; cp. Uvata : wtei q^t* *r faqi?^

< p. 173, 16).

wwai?* ( p. 173, 1, 11 ), i.e. 9 in the Comm. on
1.60.

1. Cp. also Appendix I.
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p. 173, 1. 17 ) here means fcrararaiq,

i.e.
9 for the sake of excluding.

$v (p. 174, 1. 3). Though the word w is

already mentioned in V. 12, the cerebralization

according to that Sutra cannot take place here
on account of the general exception fcEi*iqt in

V.I,

V. 19. In connection with these exceptions
refer to the corresponding general rules V. 5, 6,

7 and 12.

V. 20 (p. 176, 11. 2-3).
The Comm. does not here include r and I among
the dantamuliyas because of the express men-
tion of the antahsthas in this Sutra.

V. 26. Both the counter-examples
m: and *ra *i> g**^^ are not quite appropriate

here. In the former case sa is not followed by a
nasal sound, while in the latter, there is no sa.

This is the reason why B 8
corrects them by

supplying other quotations on the margin ; ep.
foot-notes.

P, 179, 1. 3. For the reading *n*nfo<sra[ Cp. Rg.
Pari. (p, 45, 1. 11). The reading given in the

Apo. Rg. (p. 147) is

P. 181, 11. 17-18. ^f^wf^Ewna * w^^ In
and iftarm: the namin vowel is not preceded

by g**r??T:^T^apj^fa; in 3^53;, w*?w and WW^sc s is

not preceded by a namin vowel. It being so,
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Sutras V. 20 and 21 cannot be applied to these

cases.

P. 181, L 15. aftw^tow Cp. V. 24.

P. 181, 1. 16. <?^: ***** etc. Cp. V. 21.

V. 44. I have adopted the reading
in this Sutra against the balance of the MS.

evidence, because it is supported by the order of

their respective examples in the Comm., by the

Comm. according to B 8
I% and by their alphabetic

order.

V. 55. It appears rather inconsistent in the

Comm. that while the other two words before

their respective examples are given in their stem

form, fjirTO** is not so given. Similar inconsis-

tencies occur very often in the Comm, Probably

they are due to the scribes. P reads $w: for

and oTO for

V. 57. It should be noticed that, instead of

m this Sutra, PP 1

read v. Both, however,
read it! in the Comm. The reading i4 5% (also in

PP 1

) in the Comm. (p. 191, 1. 9) does not support
the reafling <p in the Sutra, as is supposed by

Regnier (cp. his foot-note). ^ can only be

taken as a nominative dual and in that case the

Sandhi-form ^ 5% is impossible. y$ %fo there-

fore, should be taken as ij ?fe or simply ijjfr.



PATALA VI

VI. 1. In the examples .of this and the

following Sutras the duplication is not regularly

shown in writing by the MSS. I have shown the

same in writing wherever it is required by the

rule in question or by the context in the com-

mentary. The duplication of ch in this connec-

tion is shown by ^5 (generally ^ in MSS.) to

distinguish the case of duplication from those

where it does not take place.

It is to be noted that, unless otherwise speci-

fied, the conditions *3RTg*<mtofir?n, ^rnif^: and wfczd

we continue throughout this section (VI, 1-14X

and qualify either the letter to be doubled (e.g.

in VI. 2) or the letter which causes the doubling

of its following consonant (e.g. in VI. 46) ;

cp. the second note on IV. 36.

P. 196, 1.9. On*foR* f% ^ra; a marginal

note in B 3
(also given in B" in a foot-note in a

slightly different form)
1
reads : wfowr

VI. 5. Strictly speaking the counter-example

: is not quite appropriate here, because,

though I is not *rtim%, there is no wf follow-

ing it immediately. It can be justified only in

the sense that, in the absence of the Anuvrtti of

1. Also given in G 1 rather in an incorrect form.
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rt:, bh though not immediately follow-

ing I might be doubled. It is significant, there-

fore, that the passage ^nf^r^ to srasc^r: is

omitted in P P 1
. I

2
supplies it on the margin in

a different hand. Cp. also Reg.. M M. and B 2B 8
.

VI. 6 (p. 197, 1. 12). The reading fir: OT (or

firew for w), which is found in B 2B 7] and Reg.

and which is also given by M. Miiller in his ex-

planation, does not seem to be appropriate here,

because there is no doubling here of a breathing,

as is implied by the words 3rflror ^ fH^*^ in

the commentary, but only an assimilation of

Visarjaniya to the following s. The reading w
which I have chosen according to B 3

I
9

(also P)
1

is better, because the doubling of s can take

place here according to VI. 9. The only objec-

tion against this example can be raised if it is

supposed that the Anuvrtti of wfafe*n**$nnt: is

necessary in this (VI. 6) Sutra. In that case

the question of the doubling of m in w does

not arise unless it is preceded by a vowel (or

Anusvara). Uvata is silent on the point of this

Anuvrtti. A comparison with Vaj. Prat. IV. 102

< TO*?^? arairerroT: ), however, shows that the

Anuvrtti of ^rfa%<ffi^ is necessary here ; cp. also

the second note on IV. 36. It is interesting,

therefore, to note that P 1 reads 1$*: \ w& in-

stead of w.
VI. 8. The passage *mHsro*ra^ is given in P,

but omitted in P 1
. It probably means:

1. Cp, also Appendix 1.
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P. 198, 1. 18. g^r ^fTftf H is here doubled

without option according to VI. 1.

P. 199, 1. 18. q^if^f^rgriTW3c Because the appli-

cation of this rule to cases like srfawq&fmi; can be

avoided by the word ir in the Sutra. In other

cases of w etc. cli must of course be initial

VI. 17. The exact meaning of the term
srBrfawr in this connection is rather doubtful.

For the different views held by different scholars

about its meaning cp. Regnier and M. Miiller on

this Sutra (also M. Mailer's Introduction to his

edition of the Rg. Prat., p. 15), Weber on Vaj.

Prat. I. 90, and Whitney on Ath. Prat. I. 43.

Between the two alternative views suggested by

Whitney as regards the explanation of this term

[i.e., (1) indistinct or imperfect pronunciation,.

^nd (2) a brief interval or suspended utterance

caused by
" a holding apart of the consonants"]

I do not see any real contradiction. The defini-

tion of the term as given in the Rg. Prat. (VL
17) as well as the Ath. Prat- (I. 43) contains

elements of both these explanations. 4*R^ and

^f^sin^ of the two texts point towards the

second explanation, while 3wnf 9^9 of the Rg.

Prat, and Ufaa: OTKI*> gfa^wnv of the Ath. Prat-

favour the first explanation.

That abhinidhana evidently has a reference

to "a holding apart of the consonants "
is clear

from the fact that the term ft*ite is also used*

in Rg. Prat. VI. 47, in the sense of srftrfitercr. The
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terms ^rwfar (Ath. Prat. I. 48) and srftrforrw
1

(cp.

Comm. on Ath. PrSt. I. 43), used for siftrftwR, also

.support the same view. Thus ^ftrft^R^ evidently
means wfag^fo *OTFTO(.

The fact that abhinidhana also takes place in

<tvasana (Rg. Prat* VI. 18) shows that an amount

of pause is a necessary or at least a favourable

condition for abhinidhana. Sutra VI. 39 which
holds that Nada or voice follows abhinidhana
&nd Sutra VI. 47 which prescribes Svara-bhakti

after a sonant abhinidhana also support the

above view regarding it.
2

On the meaning of &*TOR cp. ^USTSCR^T <,XI. 32),

*RW (XI V. 55; and *mnj (XIV. 18).

In the examples of this and the following
Sutras the MSS. do not show the abhinidhana in

writing in any way. In view of what has been

stated above, have represented the same by
writing the consonant preceding the abhinidhana

separately from its following consonant.

1. For the real meaning of the word 3rftrforrer, contrast
it with the word $frn?l in passages like $^RTg ^SR^faqi^:
(Rg. Prat, I. 37).

2. It would be interesting to point out here that the Rg.
Kalpadruma, in its first chapter, where it quotes some of the
Sutras on abhinidhana from the Rg. Prat., not only explains
vfofireTOC by Srtgdri ?=*B> )*frar% but also writes the
examples in the same way as 1 have shown them in the com-
mentary, i.e., by separating the consonant which precedes
abhinidhana from its following consonant. The explanation of
Rg Prat, VI. I? as given in this work may profitably be quoted
here. It runs as follows : W[T?*t ^TOftarararort ^ *<uf ^

\ WTOT
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P. 202, 11. 3-4.

in the Sutra means that the question of abhini-

dhUna arises only after the euphonic combination
of sounds has taken place. In the absence of

this qualification the abhinidhana, in the case of

the so-called srtfj^ srftrfasrR (cp. VI. 24), would
cause a break, so to say, of a consonant-group
and stand in the way of the application of such

Sutras as IV. 2. Consequently the t of m in *T?*T^

*nftr would not be changed to d. The reason

why the commentator especially selects the case

of ^^K srfrrf^rR to show the utility of the quali-

fication $craftcrran^ is that in an ordinary abhir

nidhana the instant of silence is not so pro-

minent as to cause a break of a conjunct con-

sonant,

VI. 19, Cp. Tait. Prat. XXI. 7.

VI. 21. Instead of this Sutra and its Comm.
the P. Vr. reads : *r$ isg^ S^K: wnfoMr: u

...u. Thus the reading of Sutra, according
to the P. Vr., is : ^tf ^g?^ ^*H: OTr^rfeft:, which
accords well, not only with the reading of Sutra

VI. 55 as adopted by myself, but also with the

context of the preceding and the following

Sutras, both of which deal with those cases

where an uman follows abhinidhdna ; cp. also

foot-notes on VI. 55.

VI. 23. It is worth considering whether there
/

is any connection between this view of Sakalya
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and that of non-change of into ch ( cp. IV. 13 }

or of non-insertion of k etc. ( cp. IV. 16-18 ) and

similar other views (e.g., cp. Comm. on VI. 14).

VI. 24. For the reason why this Sakala

abhinidhana is especially described as s^rg^E see

note on P. 202, 11. 3-4, above.

VI. 29. It is to be noticed that while the

Ath. and Tait. Pratisakhyas distinctly treat the

Yamas as insertions between a non-nasal and a

following nasal mute ( cp. Ath. Prat. I. 99
;

Tait. Prat. XXI. 12)
1

, the wording
3
of this Sutra

shows that they are treated here as substitutes

for non-nasal mutes. This is also supported by
the word ^mmfrf in the next Sutra. Cp. also VI.

34 and its Comm. The Vaj. PrSt- (IV. 160 ) is

not quite clear on this point ;
but cp. *?*mft:

( IV. 161 ). It is for this reason that I have not

represented the Yamas in the following exam-

ples by doubling the non-nasal mutes, though
some of the MSS. do so more or less regularly.
At any rate, tha Yamas can never be regarded
as prefixed to tho non-nasal mutes, as has been

wrongly supposed by both M. Miiller and

Regnier ; cp. Whitney on Ath. Prat. L 99.

VI. 29. The counter-example *w?*nqfar (also

in P) is appropriate here only if n in nya is

doubled ; but in no other example Yama is based
on such doubling of a consonant. *rn

1. Cp. also S. Kanrn. (

2. Cp. I. 56.
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given by Reg. and M. M. is preferable, but is

not supported by any of my MSS. P 1
reads,

instead of it,

VI. 32. The word srwiwft: (also in P) does not

occur in the Rgveda. P 1 reads wft^cftq which is

found in the Rgveda.

VI. 33. It is rather strange that all the MSS.

(also P and Bn
) of Uvata's Comm. read ^ni^wEm-

5fT:, while according to I. 4748 one would expect
ir^riwmr:. Prof. M. Muller, in his Berichti-

gungen corrects the former to the latter by
conjecture. It is interesting, however, to note

that P 1
reads ^rfNnrwR (sic).

VI 34. I have adopted the reading siww? in

this Sutra, because it is supported by the com-

mentary and because it suits the sense better.

My translation of this Sutra is based on the

construction : srawitf 3 ( wtf fewS *w: )

; ).

VI. 39. In spite of the unsatisfactory read-

ing of the stanzas ^rara^ *&* their general

purport is quite
'

clear. The passage gives a

general description of the nature of dhruva.

I would explain them in Sanskrit as fol-

lows :

13
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3*3*3

It seems that the *%TCT of the Ath. Prat. (cp.

II. 38-39 and I. 103) is more or less related

to the 3*3 of this Prat. ; especially cp., in this

connection, Rg. Prat. VI. 45 and Ath. Prat. II.

38 and I. 103,

VI. 44. The reading v&>$ in the Sutra is not

supported by Uvata; also see p. 211, 1. 2 : Tiwr-

(in Comm.). In the example Tf^f^^^c M. Miiller

thinks that abhinidhana takes place after 1. I

think it is wrong, because in that case it would

be a case of ^pra. The example given of HFT^T

in the Comm. does not seem to be quite appro-

priate ; because, the doubling of g after r being
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obligatory according to VI. 4, it can be an
instance of T^R. The example given in P P 1

is
q?n*^ which is better, as the doubling of k

cannot take place here according to VI. 7.

VI. 46. On the five kinds of svarabhaktis

*faft ( or SR^ ), ^frVift, sfWt, fffciT ( or ?iften ) and

*T<T<?T recognized in the Siksa literature, cp. Y.

Siksa 98-101, S. Bh. Siksa 33-41, M. Siksa 102-105,

L. Siksa II. 2-4.

VI. 49. Like the previous Sutra, Uvata
takes this Sutra also as applicable only
to the case of the breathings. In that

case it would follow that the author does not

say anything with regard to the duration of

svarabhakti in such cases as srafcr. I therefore

very much doubt the accuracy of the above
veiw of Uvata ; cp, Ath. Prafc. I. 101, 102 ; Vaj.
Prat. IV. 16; Tait Prat. XXI. 15-16.

VI. 52. Prof. M. Muller takes this Sutra as

prescribing the absence of svarabhakti. But it

is not at all supported by the commentary.
First of all, it is quite natural to take VI. 51 and
52 as exceptions to VI. 50. Moreover, the svara-

bhakti in the examples of this Sutra being longer

according to VI. 48, it is more natural to accept
its existence in such cases than in those where

a doubling takes place and where svarabhakti is

shorter according to VI. 49
; cp. Ath. Prat. I.

101-102 ; Vaj. Prat. IV. 16 ; Tait. Prat. XXL 15-16.
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VI. 54. The aspiration of the first mutes
in the examples of this Sutra is not regularly
shown in the MSS. On the doctrine of this

Sutra cp. M. Siksa 134.

VI. 55. On the question of the relation

between *&n and TOT, cp. Maha., Kas., Pada-m.,

Sabda-k. and S. Kaum. on P. S. II. 4, 54:

WTO^, as well as M. Dhatu. on the root ^f%^
*nfC Cp. also P. Man. on P. S. VIII. 3, 6 ;

See also Varna-r. 165 :

The reading ^ritT, instead of wtr, in this

Sutra is supported, not only by the Comm., but

also by the context ; cp. Wi^ SWIT w$n in the

previous Sutra. In this connection, cp. also M.
Miiller's Rg. Prat., Introduction, pp. 13 and 30.
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PATALA VII

P. 217, 1. 4. It may be pointed out here that

the words frr*g: and wi^g: do not occur in the

Rgveda.

VII. 10. The first counter-example
etc. is misunderstood by M. Miiller. There is no

question here of ft or H% . What is intended is

that the word i^ is not finally lengthened. In

the next counter-example it is necessary to add
in order to show the change of i to y.

P. 221, 11. 21-24. With regard to the passage
sra ws^m^m^etc., given as a marginal note in B 3

and adopted in the Comm. in B 2
, it should be

noted that ^TE^TH? w^r. occurs in P 1
as a counter-

example of VII. 10.

VII. 33. <TrTitr is an srfVuK and as such

should be taken as understood in all the follow-

ing Satras of this Patala.

All the MSS. of Uvata's Comm. include the

last line *$*&' etc. in this Sutra, though Uvata

explains the Sutra in three parts: (1) H^ etc.,

(2) ssKn-iS* etc., and (3)^ etc. But for the evi-

dence of the MSS. it would, therefore, have been
more natural to divide this Sutra into three

Sutras, It is interesting to note that P 1 ? 2

explain the same as three distinct Sutras.

On the irregularity in the quotation of the

word sw in this Sutra cp. Introduction, p. 19.
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It is to be noted that, while both p
1 and p

2 read

ar^r in the Sutra as well as in the commentary,
P and Bn read sn^re before its example in the

Comm.

P. 236, 1. 9. ^^rg^Tf^^ There is no doubt

that this is the original reading here. The ex-

ample w^&i ^T <RT f?m (see foot-note), as already

pointed out by Prof. M. Miiller, does not suit

here, because it does not fulfil the condition

prescribed in this Sutra.

P. 237, 1. 3. Note that the Vedic Concordance

wrongly reads ^OT e^rr for

VII. 34. The repetition of the words wi ^
in this Sutra seems to be quite superfluous. The

reading of Bn and C 3 shows that an attempt was
made to get rid of it

1
. But that it is an original

reading is shown by the metre.

P. 247, 1. 12.-qt sfo-All my MSS. (also P 1 ?*

Bn
), excepting P, read -T* ?%. P alone 2 has -<

i

5% (sic}. I have adopted -< ?%, as -q$ is

obviously a nominative dual and as such there

is no possibility of any Sandhi.

1. Op. also Appendix I.

2. See however Appendix I.
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PATALA VIII

VIIL 1. war:<TTC{n is a new *rftraR in opposi-
tion to <TF?TfT of VII. 33. It should be taken as

understood in Sutras VIIL 1 47.

As would appear from the Comm., Uvata
takes %rt in this Sutra as connected with the

words that are to follow the word or words to

be lengthened and regards it as an ^rftr^R, i. e.,

generally speaking as understood throughout
this chapter.

P. 252, 1. 2. *^T Cp. VIII. 13.

VIIL 12. ?r:^tf The use of -3>R in such cases

(cp. VIIL 37) is rather noteworthy; cp.

W**R: (P. V. on III. 3, 108), sufaifc ft$o& (Tait.

Prat. XXII. 4).

VIIL 18. Both Regnier and M. Miiller have

adopted the reading sr ^- instead of *t * in this

Sutra. I have preferred the latter reading in

the Satra as well as in the Comm., because the

addition of *r- to the words *: *t: is quite unneces-

sary, because though sr- is a part of the next word
in the passage of the Rgveda where it occurs

Uvata does not take notice of this fact here as he

does in IV. 97., and because ^ is better suited

to the context as it connects the group of words
*r: s: to . P reads ^ (for ^- ) in the Sutra as well

as in the Comm. The reading 3- must have

arisen through the similarity of writing ^ and ^
in the older MSS. (cp. 1

2C 6
). C

2 and W are the
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only Text MSS. which have distinctly preserved
the original reading.

VIII. 40. Cp. XVII. 2223 and Rg. Ami., Pari-

bhssa III. 6: TT^J^T^' 3

VIII. 41. On the Comm. srEr^rifa^ etc. cp.

M. M. 1
It is very doubtful whether the Comm.

as given by me is the original one. The readings
found in B 2

etc. are perhaps based on the

supposition that the passage ^rg5^crn etc. is a

quotation; cp. 5*3^^. But I could not find this

passage or anything similar to it either in the

Rk-sarvSnukramani or in the Chandonukramanl.

To me it seems that ^rg^rm: etc. is not an

exact quotation. In that case the passage may
be explained as follows:^

(Rg. Anu,, Paribhasa III. 5)

3

P 1 ? 2 read the passage as follows : (sic)

p
2
) *rafo i ^ H^fg^^mgTK* i 3rj5*T*m: (

p
1

)

I. It may also be pointed out here that both

1. Cp. also Appendix I.

2. Cp. Sadguru-Sisya on this Sutra.

3. Cp. Rg. Ann. and Ch. Anu. on RV. X 17, 13.
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p
1 and p

a read &?t (for ^raw ) in the Satra.

p reads srasng- for ?ra!g- in the Comm. 1

P. 273, 1. 13. !xmsrT*re3fa*-^ Cp. XVII. 25-26.

P. 277, 1. 21. ^TfocqfosrcftT^ For

see VIII. 36.

1. The reading H^STTg- or ^pg^sg- (according to the

marginal note in B 3
) would probably suit the context better ;

but none of these readings is supported by any other MS.
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PATALA IX

IX. 1 (P. 279, 1, 3.). Instead of

P reads : (sic) s^^Kmar: <R^ 35 *rar

^T: I.
1

P. 279, 1. 7. qT^crrf^R- See VIII. 48.

P. 279, 1. 17. *TO:<nvfe*R- See VIII. 1.

P. 280, 1. 1. For ^Rm etc. see VIII. 15.

P. 280, 1. 5. TOIOT ^R: Refer to IV. 65.

P. 280, 1. 10. qrr?Tf^ra H ^T^ Because

(IV. 42) is understood in IV. 46 also.

P. 280, 1. 15. i?^^rrqr^ refers to
"

(see lines 3-4 of the same page).

IX. 18. In connection with the exceptions
enumerated in this Sutra refer to IX. 1, 4, 6, 11

and 14.

IX. 21. In connection with this exception
refer to IX. 1, 14 and 17.

Both M. Miiller and Regnier have already

pointed to the repetition of the word g*?R?crt

in IX. 18 and 21.

Obviously there is no justification for this

repetition.

IX. 26 (P. 294, 1. 13). *TW$!I Cp. IX. 32.

P. 294, 1. 15. P reads *wm?sr- for ^RT^T-.
a

IX. 31. M. Miiller is wrong in translating the
word ftw&h as '

consisting of three consonants \.

1. Cp, also Appendix I.
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means simply
< a letter

'

or rather ' an arti-

culate sound '; cp. XIV. 1, XIII. 21. Besides, the

3<?*r of the lengthened vowel in srm, for instance,

can consist of three Varnas only if v, a, and y
are all counted. Thus Uvata is quite right in

saying : ^n s^iw^f 32^: ; cp. *mt as an illus-

tration of *rm? in the next Sutra's Comm. More-

over, the construction of this Sutra as adopted

by M. Miiller is not quite correct. The Sutra

consists of two sentences and they should be

translated as such ; cp. Uvata, also IX. 34 where
the word srere is synonymous with the word 33?

here.

IX. 43. With regard to this exception, cp.

IX. bO, 32 and 34.

IX. 45. With regard to the exceptions, cp.

IX. 32 and 34.

P. 310, 11. 11-13, *w wfc. It means that in

the absence of the addition of srr to %*r%, the

latter would, after combination with t, appear as

f^rtf, and in that case it would be difficult to dis-

tinguish forRr from

P. 311, 1. 5. It seems that sfa^ does not

really belong to the Comm. and has been taken

from a marginal note.
1

P. 311, 11. 7-8. TOW refers to IX. 43 and 52,

<dNra; refers to the note of Uvata on srcnt in the

Comm. on IX. 50.

1. Cp, also Appendix I.
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PATALA X

X. 3. Tt* ^ s*3cT *reifr ^. Cp. II. 78.

Cp. IV. 83.

r. Cp. II. 75-77.

rera;. Cp. IV. 21.

fogs. Cp. V. 17.

I. Cp. IV. 40.

r. Cp. IV. 88.

r. Cp. II. 72,

P. 315. The readings *3Kmn?$er (for

in line 5, and ^ra *?<rar (for^w^cPr) in line 7,

though based only on Bnl
, are obviously the

original ones, as they are consistent with the

readings ^T fofs and srerfo: given in the Samhita

form in line 1.

X. 4. In my translation of this Sutra I have
followed the first interpretation of Uvata. The
Sutra is necessary because, as Uvata points out,

^r^ H&q^etc. in the preceding Sutra is appli-

cable only when an sRig^'SffcciT is preceded by a

word; cp. XL 13 and 15 where both the kinds

( *n and ^i ) of such Saiiihitas are treated

separately. The second interpretation, which is

contradictory to what has been prescribed by
the preceding Sutra and is based on the fanciful

^explanation of ^ by m, is an attempt to reconcile

1. Cp. also Appendix I.
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this Patala to the views propounded in the next

Patala 1
; cp. XI. 11 and 33.

X. 7. ^fagfasrerfr. Cp. IV. 98.

P. 318, 11. 11-12, 14. Hnfafrft

M. Miiller writes the second ^rcwsrac with an

avagraha. His foot-notes on pp. CCXV and

CCXVI show that he did not notice that the

word wmr in X. 16 does not mean a compound
but only a word which is divided by an avagraha
in the Pada text ; cp. Uvata:

That is why he shows avagraha in

though it is not supported by the MSS. (as he

himself says) nor by the Pada text. Cp. Ath.

Prat. IV. 49, 50 : jJdifri * (*RWf:) I

X. 16. It is to be noticed that PP'P 9
all

read wiwi*f ( for *rarafrn ) in this Satra and ex-

plain it so in the Comm.

P. 320, 1. 9. The reading *mrafa^
is probably

a mistake for smsro, otherwise cnft in the same

line is quite superfluous.

X. 17. Both P 1 and P 3
(notP) read *ft-

^**taR in this Sutra and also explain it so in the

Comm. ; cp. C* W, also M. Mailer's edition of

the Eg. Prat., Introduction, p. 30.

P. 321, 11. 1-2. Thus the proper accentuation

of ^ft% ^r would be ^iftftr CT: (or ^ift%'s^0 and
not

1. Cp. my Introduction (Oxford, 1922), p. 33.
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X. 19. Another technical term for the

samayas is *T%^T*Tfir. It is to be noted that each

and every repeated passage is not a *w*. The

name is given only to certain repeated Vedic

passages which are defined in works dealing

with the

X. 20. TOT^R^I**. Cp. IV. 65-80.

sprrirei 5R%<*:. Cp. II. 55.

It is to be noticed that ^irer SOT^ITWC here

refers to all the three cases of srl^rsiTHn* of the

final n dealt with in IV. 65-80.

It further shows that the underlying prin-

ciple in all the three cases is the same, i. e.,

treatment of n as an

X. 22 (P. 323, 1. 8). Cp. IV. 39, V. 55 and
IV. 40.

P. 324, 11. 2-3. The <?$*? in ipm: takes place

according to sratq^^r itat ^T%^T*>s*?^iffcr: (X. 7).
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PATALA XI

XL 3. The use of the word f^ift in the

sense of a diphthong is to be noticed. Instead of

OTfranj sn^PP 1 ? 2 read (sic) wftnisc (-n* P
1 ? 2

) 5%
^KTT* smu; cp. B 2Bn

. On ^fem^j cp. P. S.

VITL 2, 107.

XL 5. The reading 13 (for ^ ) in this Sutra,

though against the balance of the manuscript

evidence, is supported by the Comm. and also by
the fact that arfrc* in this and TO in the preceding
Sutra are used in the neuter. Cp. also q^c
in XL 7.

XL 8. Cp. IV. 40, 94 and 98.

XL 10. It is to be noticed that the word **E

is here used in the sense of 'nasal quality' and

not in its usual sense of 'a nasal sound \ 5^ is

used in the Paninian sense ; cp. P. S. I. 1, 2. srrro

means 'appearance' and not 'an insertion' as

usual. Cp also Maha. L 3,22 : ^mift 3^1^ snf^ i.

It appears that the shorter text of the

Comm. in B 3Bn and originally also in I
2

is not

the original one. Probably it originated from
the practice of abbreviating passages in MSS.

by using some such mark of abbreviation as V.
Afterwards this mark also seems to have been
omitted. P agrees, for the most part, with Ba

in reading the longer text of the same.
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XL 13. The reading ^ s^ifr in this Sutra,,

though against the balance of the manuscript

evidence, seems to be the original one, because

it is supported by such independent MSS. as W
and I

1

, and because it is more natural
1

. The

wrong reading seems to have arisen through the

influence of the word vzp&a. PP 1

, however, read

XL 14. With reference to eawr^ in the

Comm. B 3 adds on the margin :

P. 332, 1. 3. It is to be noticed that P is

the only MS. 1
of Uvata's Comm. which reads

after 5%.

P. 332, 1. 6. I have relegated

to the foot-notes, as it is not wanted here. It is

struck out in I
2 and it appears that it was want-

ing in the MSS. used by Reg. and M. M.

XL 15 (P. 332, 1, 15). Instead of ^T p reads

era: which is evidently a better reading.

XL 17. A comparison of the variants with

respect to the Comm. of this Sutra will show the

composite origin of B 2 which has mixed up the

readings of B 3
etc. with those of Reg. etc.

XL 25. The words etRteRtftr etc. being in

the nominative case (cp. 3r*iw^ ), the gender
in sroms is obviously irregular ; cp. srma

p. 339, 1. 2.

1. Cp. also Appendix I,
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On the curious expression ^iwm^
1

in the

Satracp. Introduction, p. 23. The reading ^TOSTT^

is certainly better, but is not supported by

any MS. (or by Bn
) of Uvata's Comm. except

P, which, together with P 1

?*, reads STOTSTT^

(or* ^sH^j;) in the Sutra as well as in the Comm.
But taking into consideration the corrupt state

of the Comm. of this Sutra (see below ) in

B 3B*PBn
(not in P) it is likely that the original

reading was %*raig;. On the other hand, it is also

possible that P here, as in some other places,

has been influenced by the MSS. of the P. Vr.

The reading-$m (also in PP 1 P 2
) seems to

be the original one, because a long syllable is

required by the metre which is throughout regu-
lar in this Patala with only one exception : sprw-
for $?s*r-in XL 40.-$m seems to have been correct-

ed tq-^m-because the latter gives a better cons-
truction.

P. 338, 11. 11-12. The passage 3$ to

is according to P excepting n^Rif^j; (for
which I have adopted from P 1

. It will be

noticed that the passage is more or less corrupt
in B aB 8P and Bn

.

2

P. 338, 11. 16-17. On the Comm. *<i 5% w: i

etc. cp. M. Miiller. It is not correct to say
that w: does not occur in the Pada text

with i[% ; cp. RV. (Pada text) 1. 61, 8. P (also P 1

)

reads (instead of *cr ?% *<r: i ferfa g i ) ^ ?% ^ i.

1. Or, can we not take it as *n 4- 3^SRT^ ? Cp.

:,

2. Cp. Appendix I.

14
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It seems to me that, in view of the difficulty

that %ft g is not really a case of *T|%*RT% but

comes under the heading *rf^ snammft *nfa ^r, the

original reading here should be taken as

^i ?r m: t (cp. B
a and Reg.). In that case

even though not a case of ;rttaRiftry
will supply

a reply to ft* ^T^, and ^ ^r ^: will illustrate

r. It is also possible that ^ ^r ^: origi-

nally did not occur at this place
1

. In that case

it must be assumed that either the same or

another example of *rtft$Riftr together with its

explanatory passage occuring before *mra 5%
(p. 339, 1. 2) is omitted in the MSS.

P. 339, 11. 1-2,5. In spite of the condition

mentioned in V. 20, it is not at all clear

why Uvata here refers to this Sutra for

cerebralization in ^v ^Rr :, feift 5, and e ?% *?:.

For the first two cases he should have referred

to V. 12 and V. 5 respectively ; but cp. Reg.
and XL 32.

P. 339, 1. 16, Whrmt ^TSRT The difference

between the two interpretations as given by
Uvata may be brought out in the following
words: snro^RRTOt 'qt *n

I prefer the latter interpretation, mainly because
it agrees with X. 7-9. As regards X. 20-22, they
correspond to XL 36-43 ; cp. also M. M. and Reg.

1. Cp. Appendix I.
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XL 33. In this Sutra as well as in its Comm.
I have adopted srr^ra^ (for ^rem^ ) against the

balance of the manuscript evidence, because it

is required by the context. The wrong reading
seems to have arisen through the similarity of

writing ^ and ^ in the older MSS.; cp. note on

VIII. 18. In the Comm. Bn reads consistently *rr,

while the reading in I
2

is doubtful. It might
be taken as *n- or ^T-.

P. 343, 1. 15. Instead of the word

(found in B 8
I
2B 2Bn and Reg.) P and P 1 read

P. 346, L 1, The passage w ^w ft is given in

the Pada text as *TT i 3 1 *rn 531 ft i.

P. 349, 11. 5-7. The passage wnufcrftrft to

is given in P as follows : (sic) WfTflt^fJrflr i

ftftrew: . P 1 ? 2 read it : (sic)

(-w^ P 2
) n ?=r4fr5rTT 5r%*5g^ciftr% sr%*5 mw f^ff^^f^: i.

XL 44 (p. 250, 11. 5-6). P agrees with I
3

in

reading : * ^ifar ftwm i.

P. 250, 11. 8-9. The reading -wraw (found
also in P) or -^nw is obviously wrong and seems

to be a mistake either for -w*i or for -f^ww (or

-f^n^) ; cp. ir^arnmti^r: in the Sutra.

XL 45. On the adoption of *T- ( for *i-
) in

the Sutra as well as in the Comm. cp. note on

in XL 33. According to M. M. err- was the
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reading also in his MS. a, both in the text as

well as in the Comm- Reg. reads *n- in the text

and it appears that the same reading was found

in the Comm. in the Paris MS, In I
2

it is doubt-

ful whether it is 31- or ^K P, however, reads ^r-in

both the cases.

P. 350, 1. 16. The passive form fiwd in the

midst of such active forms as ftw^ and ^^^ is

rather strange.

The misprint 3n?*ra; should be corrected to

XL 46 (p. 351, 11. 7-8). With reference to

marginal note in B 3 reads :

to***

P. 351, 1. 13. The reading %s sfosn: (for

as adopted by Reg. is wrong, as it, not

being a compound, will not require any qfor*.

XL 53. The accentuation of the passage rfo

wfipwk (RV. VIII. 12, 1) in the Pada and Krama
is respectively as follows : 5$ i ft i srjMrc 1 and

i
?^i^R i. Cp. III. 13.

XL 54. The accentuation of the two Vedic

passages (RV. V. 35, 3 and IX. 86, 24), given in

the Comm., in the Samhita, Pada, and Krama
texts, may be respectively shown as follows ;

(1) HT &5c| : I;

(2) nit d'm
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XI. 55. The accentuation of the two Vedic

passages (RV. I. 8, 1 and X. 15, 5), quoted in the

Comm., in the Sarhhita, Pada, and Krama texts,

may be respectively shown as follows :

(1) <??' HHferac i
;
w I iprfj srr^nj; | ;

i.

(2)

The second element in the combination

being unaccented, it is clear that the phrase
cannot be taken as an illustration of the second

part of this Sutra, as Prof. M. Miiller has wrong-
ly tried to do. The reading spffeng^Hbf (for

wiftOTSYrefc ) in the extract from the Comm.

given by M. M. is not supported by any MS. and

is probably his own invention. The phrase,

therefore, should be taken as an illustration of

the s&re^feiFc
1 referred to in the Comm. of the

same Sutra. As for the second part of the

Sutra, which is identical with the preceding

Sutra (54), Uvata simply says : siforeft

P. 355, 11. 912. The passage
smqRisNc may be explained as follows. It means

that the second part (^ftsra> ^rarc:) being not new
and meaning practically the same as the prece-

ding Sutra (54), the first part of this Sutra be-

comes only a part or continuation (*Nr:) of the

1. Cp. foot-note (^TT^^ff^^T^^m^^n) from Bn and B3

in my edition, which finally confirms the view set forth here.
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previous Sutra. If so, why should it be separated
from the previous Sutra ? The answer is that

it implies that even in case of s<?m<$ f^r*R^
there are instances (as srrei- flrsn%) where there is,

not only qr> f^rfa:, but also i?f f^rta:- Thus, accord-

ing to the Comm., this Sutra is to be construed

in some such way : (1) S^TTT^' f^r^tf^r <?*>

(*rorr) 3R*: (*rfo ferfa:) and (2) srfiftreft *T<?T (

XL 56. Samhita form^raR ^taH ^ ( RV.

XL 16, 1)

i i i

Pada form: dun? i M> : i

ii ii
Krama text:

IX t 57. The accentuation of the Vedic

passages quoted by the Comm. may be shown,.

in the Samhita, Pada and Krama texts respect-

ively, as follows :

i i

(1) TO
^rr ^%<n* (RV. X. 137, 1) ; ^ i $rr: i

""

;
!

(2) 5^ gsgsn ^ (RV. V. 73, 1) ; 3* I ^sgw I

\

*' """

^ i ; 5^ s^g^T i g^g^TT ^ i.

i

"""

i i

(3) m^ spfar ^q[wr: (RV. X. 94, 1) ; ^T^ *

i
"i i

^ i ^?^5yq: i ; ^ ^^ \ ^TT ^^^: i .

XI. 58.

i

Samhita text* ^r f*?> ^1 (RV. IX. 44, 1) .
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I

Pada text sr i *n i

|?< ffa i * i

Krama text * in i -r |^> \

|?rjfrt
i

XL 59. The accentuation of the Vedic passage
d etc. (RV. X. 75, 5) is shown below :

i i i

SamhitS text ^r 3 *i **&* m*?fo ggf? hin i.~

Pada text
i

^m^ i.

According to this Sutra the Krama would

include all these words into one group.

P. 358, 1. 18. Correct oreicft to swrfo.

XL 60. It is to be noticed that of all the

text and Comm, MSS. including PP
1

only C^B 3

have the correct reading * ^f ( for -g^f ) in

the Sutra. The wrong reading has also partly

influenced the Comm. in all the MSS. except B 8
;

cp. p. 359, L 6. But that Uvata must have

adopted ^r ^t is proved by the words ^ *r ^3
(found in all the Comm. MSS.) occurring twice

in the last two lines of the Comm. of this Sutra.

P. 359, 1. 9. The accentuation of ^^^ in

the SamhitS text etc. is as follows :

i i

\

P. 359, 1. 10. Correct 3 ^m to

XL 61. For an almost similar use of

with the ablative, cp. also XIV. 64, XVI. 5,

XVIL 6.
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P. 360, 1. 6. The accentuation of sntw^m in

\

the Samhita text etc. is as follows :ii i i

qarrau; *T$RTTH i

P. 360, 1. 12. In view of the reading
in the Sutra, the reading sr^Tsft in this line seems

to be a corruption of

XI* 66. srorfo5*nOT- would be a better reading
if supported by the manuscript evidence

2
; cp.

rip (XL 69).

P. 363, 1. 17. The reading srarerofw^ which is

found practically in all the MSS. is against

grammar, as the word ^Rtav is not a tranm^. Pro-

bably Uvata himself is responsible for the

mistake. Cp. swara^ as a variant for SRRW in

the Comm. on II. 12. In view of this mistake

the original reading there too is probably

P. 364, 11. 4-5. In view of the very conflict-

ing manuscript evidence I am very doubtful as

to the correct reading of this stanza.

XL 67. Instead of srffrarer: and srf^^r in the

Sfftra P 1 reads srfosra: and srfcgdr respectively ;

cp. B
8

.

XL 70 (p. 366, 1. 16). Though B 2B 8
I
a and

Bn
all read qgr&r, I have corrected it to

cp. p. 362, 1. 12.
a

1, Cp. also Appendix I.

2. But cp. Appendix I.
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P. 367, 11. 1-2. The stanza sim$ etc. in a

different form (jrmrshr gfi^R sfr zzft ^rgftr: for the

first line) is quoted in C. V. Bhr, p. 23.

XI. 71, Cp. Ath. Prat, IV. 108-109 :

i ^OTSIH^TSB: qtg Sffcaref ^ i
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PATALA XII

XIL 1. The MSS, are not consistent in show-

ing the avagraha in the single avagrhya words

given as examples of XIL 1-15. That the

Sutras refer to words occurring in the Pada
text not in the Samhita text is clear from
XII. 16. I have shown the avagraha only
in those cases where it is necessary for showing
the application of a Sutra.

P. 368, 11. 7-10. Cp. N. Siksa II. 5, 1.

XII. 16 (p. 373, 1. 15). *5W?if viftr (also found in

P 1
, but omitted in P) which is found only in Bn

is

undoubtedly the proper reading, as it is required

by the context. That this is the original reading
is shown by the fact that most of the MSS. add
the same in the beginning of the next Sutra's

Comm., where it is quite out of place and must
have arisen from the reading given on the

margin.

XII. 17, Cp. Ni. I. 1 :

I J VSJ-

VIII, 52 ; Ath. Prat. I. 1 ; Ar. S, II. 10, 28.

P. 374, 1, 1. P reads

but it is omitted in P 1

XII, 18, Cp, Ni. 1. 1 :

D. I. 42; Ar. S, II. 10, 28 : <m *ro

XII. 19. Cp. Ni. I. 1 :

44, 45; Ar, S, II. 10, 28 :

before

; Bf*

i
; Br, D. I.
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In view of the importance of the various read-

ings of *reig in this Sutra, I give below the Sutra

and its Comm. from P and P 1
:

P: (sic)

etc.

P 1
: (sic)

?^r etc.

It is clear from these extracts as well as

from the foot-notes on the Comm. of this Sutra

that the reading ssng is supported by all the

Comm. MSS. except P. The addition of & *& **

sngftsj^ in B 2
is obviously a later accretion,

as the word srerg; is already explained in it by
WT^TT. The reading sraig is also supported by the

general usage of the word srrg in the sense of
4a root' in this Pratisakhya (cp., for instance, VI.

21, XIV. 44) as well as in other works, Cp.,

however, Bruno Liebich, Zur Einfuhrung in die

indische einheimische Sprachwissenschaft II.

25, 36.

XII. 20-21. Cp. Ar. S. II. 10, 28.

f: i

XII. 21. The Comm. of this Sutra as found
in P and P 1 P 2

is given below :

P. (sic)
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P 1 and P a
(sic)

-s3 P 1

) ftroiT (-TreT%T P 1
)

mtf i SVTT SCT i -ETT i HTO | srf i sraf i m i

i 50 i &&% i $Nn SGTSB^ ( | P 1
) wrra: i sro i

i%^>3 ( 3 P a
) <s i w^%TTf5

i P 2
) TO- ^^STOT^I: i w( ^T- P

The Comm. in B 3
etc. being more or less

corrupt I have adopted the same according to

I a
etc.

1 At the same time it appears that the

Comm. as found in B 3
etc. is perhaps the original

one. Otherwise, it is not clear why this corrupt
passage should have been adopted in B 8

etc.

from MSS. like P 1 P 2 of the Parsadavrtti.

Probably it was the corrupt state of the original
Comm. which led a later redactor to change it

to the simpler reading as found in I
2
etc.

XII. 25. This stanza, exactly in the same
form, is found in Vaj. Prat. VIII. 54-55.

XII. 26. On this stanza cp. Br. D. II. 90

and 93 :

: n

1. Cp. also Appendix I. This comparison will also show
that the best reading for the Comm. according to B8

etc.

is that which is given on the margin in Ber. 394.
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PATALA XIII

XIII. 1. Cp. A. Siksa L 1 ; R. T. 1. 1
; P. Siksa

6-7, 9
; Tait. Prat. II. 2, 4-5.

XIII. 3. Cp. Tait. Prat. II. 7.

XIII. 5. 3><Rmrng;, found practically in all the

MSS., is obviously a mistake for

XIII. 9-11. Cp. Maha. I. 1, 10:^ vmkfi wan \

I

I.

XIII. 33. Cp. P. Siksa 63 9.

P. 382, 1. 1. Cp. P. Siksa 9-10 :

: \

: n

P. S82, 1. 19. It is to be noticed that the

printed editions of the Tait. Prat, read

for

XIII. 15-20. On these Sutras cp. the follow-

ing passage which is quoted in the Comm. on the

Ath. Prat. 1. 10 (see pp. 346 and 591 of Whitney's

edition) :

: u
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: u

XIII. 19. Cp. Tait, Prat. II. 11:

On the quotation rrsn?%fcn: etc., ascribed

to the Padakara here by Uvata, cp. A. Siksa IV.

2-5
3 Mah A

on I. 1, 9.

XIII. 27 (P. 389, 1. 2). All the Comm. MSS.

(also P) read sreretf ^rg^T*^ This addition of

to *j*ret being obviously a mistake, I

have relegated the same to the foot-notes; cp.

also M. M. and Reg.

XIII. 29. The Comm. sr&f^rnj; s^r^Tcr^: (also
in P) suggests that Uvata may have read the

stanza ^f^n^ etc. (III. Stanza 18) also here

in the text. But no trace of it is to be found
in any of the text MSS. It is however note-

worthy that the above passage is wanting in p
1

.

XIII. 30. On the word swnrm cp. Ath,

Prat. IV. 117, 124-125, as well as XIII. 31,

below.

My translation of this Sutra is rather differ-

ent from that of Prof. M. Muller. In the first

place, he seems to translate sroRrenfa as pre-

dicatively, while I translate it as an attribute.

A reference to 3^:**? g srNret in IV. 41 will
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confirm my standpoint. Secondly, he takes

ijlisft as referring, not to the words ^ :TT: and

g:s themselves, but only to their first parts.

The Comm. <$<T?nf%% 1%^ etc., however, shows

clearly that he is wrong in this respect. Cp.
also the Comm. on I. 62.

XIII. 31. Cp. M. SiksalOS:

XIII. 32-33. Cp. Whitney on Tait. Prat. I. 34,

where his statement with regard to the Rg.
Prat, is obviously wrong in view of these two
Sutras.

XIII. 34-35- Cp. S. Kaum. on snu:

(P. S. VI. 1, 101), and its commentary ( L.

Sekhara) by Nagea. Cp. also Maha.: TOSPKT*<R*TO:

(on the Pratyahara-sutras : ijsrteM ^h^) and

(on P. S. I. 1. 9). See also Maha. and
Pada-m. on P. S. VIII. 4, 1.

XIII. 36. A marginal note in B 8
reads :

I

XIII. 38 (P. 393, 1. 15). aftrasnft, though sup-

ported by MSS. and Bn
, is obviously a wro ng

reading
1

.

I. Cp. also appendix L It is to be noticed that Ga

reads
' ftfewnfa for
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P. 394, 11. 1-2, Instead of srostartr: P reads

. v being obviously a mistake for -*

in all the MSS. and Bn
, I have corrected the

former to the latter.

XIII. 3940. Cp, Maha. I, 1, 9:

i

i fef^Tcrcra^ftch' I ; and I. 1, 48:

: i

i. Cp, also Maha,
on VIII. 2, 106,

P 394, 11. 8-9. On the reading * t * i * * ^
adopted by me in preference to those given in

the foot-notes, cp, the Comm, on XIII, 41 :

XIII. 40. In my translation of this Sutra
I have followed the second interpretation of

Uvata, It is to be preferred to the first inter-

pretation which, though quite natural, is based

on the irregular Sandhi in

XIII. 41, Cp. Tait, Prat. II. 26-29 :

XIII. 42, Cp, Tait. Prat, XXII, 11-12 : *

i ^^%%^^T: i, also XXIII, 10-11:

ij and P, Siksa 7-8; N, Siksa 1, 1, 7,

P. 396, 1L 1-2. Cp, Maha. I, 2, 29-30:

\ ^: 3^: sraar: i ^: ^s: ra? % i.
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P. 396, 1. 3, Cp. San. S. VIII. 14, 1 :

XIII. 44, Cp. N. &ksa 1, 1, 12 and I. 2, 5,

P, 396, 1. 12. Whitney adopts $K ( for g ) in

Tait, Prat. XXIII, 12. But the reading" ass is
, /

supported, not only by the N. Siksa, but also by
the other editions of the Tait, Prat,

XIII, 48, Cp. Maha. 1. 1, 70 : ^ ft g<rof

Jr^tfmi^; i ^

i

XIII, 49, This stanza occurs in the same
1 '

form also in Y, Siksa 54 and N, Siksa 1, 6, 21; cp,

also M, Si'ksa 3-6,

XIII. 50. This stanza occurs in the same

form also in L. Siksa VIII, 9. For other read-

ings of the same cp, Y. Siksa 15-16, P. Siksa 49,

and M. Siksa 138.

The reading %*rnrf which I have adopted ac-

cording to the Comm. MSS. is not supported by
any text MS.

15
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PATALA XIV

_XIV. 1. On faults in pronunciation cp. Maha.

< Ahnika I, p. 13) : snf?g?^i

: n

Cp. also Ch. Up. II. 22, 5 : si

Cp. also P. Siksa 3135.

P. 399, 1. 17. The reading ^^ssjR^r^qi^ given

by Reg. is based on wrong Sandhi which is

probably due to himself .

P. 399, 1. 21. The reading wndisW*: is sup-

ported by B 8 and M.M. B* reads ^T srfr^>:. Bn
P,

like Reg., have &nm fe^st. As srns is generally

opposed to srura
,
the proper reading, I think,

would be ssrrai f^te:.

P. 400, 1. 5. foaffcsr&f though supported by a

majority of MSS. does not seem to be the

original reading here. The reading f^nfa&T given
by Reg.

1
is preferable and is an appropriate

translation of

1. Cp. also Appendix I.
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P. 404, 1. 7. ^M: probably means

XIV. 30 (p. 405, 1. 16). As would appear
from the foot-notes, the MSS. of Uvata's Comm.
and Bn read ss^-for ^*s-. I have corrected the

same according to P 1 which reads ^s-(also
found in the Tait. Prat.;.

P. 405, 1. 16 and P. 406, 11. 1-2. The

quotation: 3c^-fe*rNfa: being more or less corrupt
in all the MSS. (also in BD and P 1

) I have cor-

rected the same from the Tait. Prat. II. 47-48

where it occurs and which is evidently referred

to here as swin?3K by Uvata. The omission of

the words : ^T? S^U^T is evidently a case of

omissio ex homoeoteleuto and must be due to the

occurrence of the same word *TC*THT twice in the

passage.

P. 406, 11. 5-6. It is not clear as to who are

referred to here as ^TO* by Uvata. None of

the other Pratisakhyas, as far as I can say, pres-

cribes an insertion of a Yama in cases like *xs3 or

ftr^j:. The only breathing after which a nasal

sound (variously called as nasihya or Yama) is

allowed by the Ath. Prat. (cp. I. 100 :

or the Tait. Prat. (cp. XXI. 14 :

is h That insertion also is a fault according to

the Rg. Prat. ; cp. XIV. 35 :

Cp. also Vsj. Prat. IV. 161.

XIV. 36. I have adopted the reading

(for srfNanO in this Sutra against the
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balance of the manuscript evidence, because it

is supported by the Comm. as well as by the

context ; cp. XIV. 33. On the interpretation of

this Sutra cp. M. M.

XIV. 37. Following M. Miiller and Regnier
I also have, both in the text as well as in the

Comm., corrected qfrnasfer to Tfcn^rfcr. It is very

strange that the mistake is common to all the

text MSS. (including W) as well as to the MSS.
of Uvata's Comm. (including P). It is interest-

ing, however, to note that P 2 reads qfrn^foi

in the text as well as in the commentary. P 1

omits the word in the text but agrees with p
2
in

the commentary. Cp. also the note on IV. 72.

Cp. also IV. 15, 23 ; V. 25 and XV. 12 where the

word <rft<T<5r derived from the same root is used

in the sense of Anusvara in place of m.

P. 409, 1. 11. It is to be noticed that both P 1

and P 2
, like B n

, give ^srfV ^r *mi as the example
for the word w:.

XIV. 47. I preferred the reading ^% to

because I thought that the latter reading was
out of place here on account of the condition

^T^H: in the Sutra. But if that is so, it would

be difficult to explain how that reading, found

in some of the oldest MSS., has arisen at all.

I am now inclined to think that werf, not SR$, is

really the original reading. In view of Sutra VI.

55 : WT^ ^R*ram3 <r, if we take ^w, as derived

from the root SSTT, it obviously comes within the
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scope of this Sutra and can serve as one of its

examples. It would appear that this idea did

not strike either M. Regnier or M. Miilier. The

original emendation of wr^ to w$ seems also due
to the non-realization of the above fact.

P. 414, 11 6-7. ^4 ?E^: This remark refers

to OT3R5J; which consists of the three words srac i 3 i

Instead of this passage Bn
reads:

XIV. 54. To illustrate, respectively, the three
alternative explanations of this Sutra, given in

the Comm., B 8
reads on the margin : (sic) S

/

XIV. 55. It must be noticed that both P and
P 1

read T^IT in the Sutra as well as in the

commentary
1

. The reading ?%*? does not
seem to be the original one, because, had it been
so, it being used here for the first time must have
been explained by Uvata.

XIV. 58. It seems that Uvata must have
taken the word fa$m in the Sutra as fe^ws

1

and not as ?fewrui, because even those MSS.
which read ft*ro( in the Comm. do not do so

consistently, showing thereby that the latter

reading in the Comm. is a later alteration.

Moreover, %w*si is by itself sufficient to give
the meaning of

1. Cp. also Appendix I.
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XIV. 62 (p. 423, 11. 8-9), With the Comm.
5*&* cp, Uvata on II. 4. The reading found
in B a and M. M. (a) seems to contradict the view

given in the Comm. on II. 4; cp. w^ftf
snsnorr. Cp. also the view referred to the

in the foot-notes there.

P. 423, 11. 16-17. For the stanza cp., besides

M. Siksa 97, also Y. Sikss 93 and N. Siksa 1.6, 11.

XIV. 63. On this Sntra cp. Maha. 1. 1, 39:

XIV. 64. The readings **4:, 3^, sfo^T, and

which I have adopted against the balance of

the manuscript evidence are obviously required

by the context and as such seem to be the

original.
1

XIV. 65, The literal translation as I have

given of this Sutra is as vague as the Sutra itself.

Moreover, the translation of SR^WRT as 'in the

same position' also seems to be doubtful. Pro-

bably the Sfltra means that while pronouncing
the vowels one should begin from the position

of a.

XIV. 65, 66. The Comm. of these two Sutras

as it stands does not seem to be quite satisfactory.

The Comm. given for S. 65 is probably an inter-

polation. If that is so, S. 66 can be taken as a

part of S. 65, in which case the Comm. given

1. Cp, also Appendix I,
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for S. 66 will refer to both the Sutras and will

appear to be quite satisfactory.
1

XIV. 69. There is no doubt that the read-

ing &fo s[TT*3r in the Sutra which is supported

by some of the older MSS. as well as by P 1

is the original one. The Comm. is obvi-

ously in favour of it; cp. mwSf tefa^. The

reading ^&r srreirar which is found in P and in

some other MSS. is obviously wrong, as it is

wanting in a negative word which is necessary
here. The impossibility of this reading must
have given rise to the comparatively modern

reading 3&r STT*^, which is, first of all, not sup-

ported by the Comm. Secondly, *TT^ in that

case will refer to the objection raised in the

the preceding Sutra a sense which is contrary
to all the usage of the word.

1* Cp. also Appendix I.
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PATALA XV

XV. 14. Cp. G. Dh. I- 52-53 and 5860 :

ftfl: *ft ^rw^*ta 3^3; \

: \

Cp. A. Dh. I. 2, 6, 2425 :

^f^: i and I. 3, 10, 15 and 17- 18:

3T

XV. 5. Cp. Vaj. Prat. IT. 51 :

wRft?^: ) ; Tait, Prat. XVIII, 17 :

3 3T^gf ^S^^ft^ITT^ ^^ I

r: i

i ; A. S. I- 2, 14 :

For a detailed description of tac see also

G. Br. I. 1, 16 27 [ cp. especially:
16 );

*

( 23 ) ;

^t i

i c^rar q^r^?: ?Tf^R>5^ i g^Trrm^ ?r

25 ,

On wft cp. San. S. 1. 1, 30 :

(Comm. : e^^hrnnTF^ i *^TR: 99Rq[ i

i ^rs^Rf qpfNrf3h^: i ).

The reading -^shpffg^iri: in the Sutra though
against the balance of the MS. evidence is
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supported by the Comm. It is also found in P 1
.

With reference to ^g?rh> g^M: I
a adds in a mar-

ginal note :

The Comm. feftr^ **TR^ to s^ift ^for, even
as constituted by me, is not at all satisfactory.

It is due to the corrupt state of this portion in

all the MSS. I would emend it as follows :

Tait. Prat. XXIIL 5) TORT^ i

% srafcqr: ^IT^ i tw srai^u srort

i. The corruption might be due to

the loss of the sign of abbreviation like V after

,
which might have stood for the reading

o-^Riftr- For similar corruptions of pas-

sages involving quotations from other works,

cp. p. 4, 1. 15, p. 5, 1. I and the foot-notes for the

Comm. on XIII. 44. Cp. in this connection N. SiksS

I. 2, 16; I. 4, 6. But it is still to be seen whether
this statement of Uvata is supported by any
other authority. Cp. in this connection A. S.

II. 17.

P. 429, 11. 8-9. ^Tfrr^TW <rs^ (for

to <rer3 ) is the reading in P 1 P 2
.

XV. 6. Cp. G. Dh. I.
61-62^

atfe*

T sr$rci ^TT^T^ i ^^R^s^^rTft i
;
A- Dh. I. 4, 13 f

6 : srferc: ^JT^R awr^; srin^WTqr ^?rf^ srfoTshr i;

Vaj. Prat- I. 16, 18 : sftf-u: ^T^?RT^ i sffetf ^tg i.

XV- 7. On the Comm. ^^4fty 5 etc. cp.

San. S. I- 1, 23 : Smtsragrnpen:

; cp. also A. S. I. 2, 10.
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XV. 9. The reading srwsrgirr in the Sutra (as

against srf^sg^ ) is supported by a majority

of the older MSS. as well as by P 1 which reads

*WXTPK?. P reads srT^agw. That ^fsr^w must
have been the orignal reading is also supported

by the fact that B 2Bn
, which read srf^gw, in the

Sutra, also read ^33^ once in the Comm. More-

over, the word f%s in the sense of ^N is

nowhere else used in this Pratisakhya. Thus
the reading srfas- must have arisen from
on account of the old method of writing
as in

It is clear from the Comm. that in his first

interpretation of this Sutra Uvata takes

as qualifying WF$H or both srs^f and
and not independently. Both Regnier and
M. Muller are obviously wrong in taking it in the

latter way, because ?h?*ft 5^ which is taken by
them as an example of wls^ is clearly an

example of

I, in my translation, take the word
as qualifying only srra^ / because 3 in stfa (

+ 3+'?%) besides being an 3<rfeicr is also an
This is supported also by the second and third

alternative interpretations of the Comm.

The text of the Comm. wtf *n^ is not quite

satisfactory due to the corrupt state of the same
in the MSS. Its chief difficulty lies in the fact

that the nature of the qrererc (if that is the

original reading) which is suggested by the
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Comm. is not quite clear. Perhaps some clue

to it might be found in the additional reading
% found in B 2Bn

. If so, the mean-

ing of the above passage may be brought out

clearly if we constitute it somewhat in the

following way:

XV. 10. It is worth considering that the

statement |<rt ^rm% ^T in this Sutra seems to be

rather contradictory to Sutra 14, below.

XV. 11. The reading fNWsfo (for
found in some MSS. is not supported by Uvata
nor by P 1 ? 2

.

On foto and fN^T cp. Rmc in XL 16, 27, 60

and foate* in XI. 62. It shows that fift+w is to

be taken here in the sense of 'to explain.' la

that case, the reading gtf:
1

is to be preferred to

gft in the Comm. Moreover, smf^fagu
1

(cp. foot-

note) seems to be a better reading than

XV. 12. The remarks of Uvata f

that he was not quite clear

as to the real purpose of this Satra. But no

difficulty remains if we take it in connection

with the preceding Sntra.

1. Cp. Appendix I.
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is explained in P 1
as follows :

{sic) sn$<nju$fe: i *ro: ^ siwN STIR i

The Comm. seems to take ^rag^c in the un-

usual sense of Pragrhya. I take it with SE^.
In that case, it should be examplified, not by

, but by sraqj*?: (see foot-notes).
*

It is noteworthy that a great deal of differ-

ence is found in the Comm, on this Sutra in

the different MSS,

P, 434, 1. 1, wWfaRi is omitted in PP'PV

XV, 16 (p, 435, 1. 2), The words
: in the Comm. seem to be based on the word

in the Sutra, It is for this reason that

I have, following P and I
2

,
added the word

before

XV, 19, The Sutra really consists of two
Sutras and ought to have been explained by
Uvata as such. It is noteworthy that P 1 ? 2

explain them as two Sutras.

XV, 20, The reading %<T?TSI^? which is sup-

ported by the Comm, is only found in C 3MBn
,

and M.M. The Comm. ^rr%is^ s^ (found also

in P) is omitted in P 1? 2
, Cp. Reg., M.M.

XV. 21. Cp. A. Dh. I. 2,7, 2 :
s

'

1. Cp also Appendix I.
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XV. 27. There seems to be no doubt that the

reading wrmr. in the Sutra is the original one.

It is found in P 1 and P 2
. Even those text MSS.

which read *F*m here read wa : in XVIII. 58,

P reads T^T: in this Sutra, but ?mw. in

XVIII. 58.

XV. 32. For the qffcrnfrnsccp. As. G. III. 3,
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PATALA XVI

XVI. 7. Cp. Nid. S. I. 6 :

i fn-ra*! ^Fil^'li'^it ^^^ u

P. 442, 1. 11. It is to be noticed that the

reading scfas^fa:, adopted by me on the basis

of Bn
,

is also supported by P and P 1
.

XVI. 19. On the nature of the metres of

Prajapati, Devas, Asuras and Rsis, cp. Pin. S.

Adhyaya II, Nid. S. I. 6, Upan'id. S. III. The

following chart would make their mutual rela-

tion quite clear :

wrff

U

1

P. 443, 1. 9. The Comm. *& etc., is found in

PP 1 ? 2
as follows : ^

i

XVI. 13. At the end of the Comm. of this

Sutra PP 1 ? 2
(cp. B

8
) add : TO wite: i
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T*rtR: i ss^f g ^grfl ^f mg 9*1: TO^ERI n.

The words 3% wte: show that the stanza though
included in some text MSS. is not really a part
of the text.

XVI. 10-13. On these Sutras cp. Pin. S.

Adhyaya II, Upanid. S. III. The following chart

would help to make the relation of the metres of

Yajus, Re, Saman and Brahman quite clear :

1, .'

XVI. 14. The Comm. on this Sutra given in

P is almost the same as that supplied on the

margin in P. P reads SSWT i^vhtf in the Sutra.

It should be noticed that *W*T in the Sutra is not

supported by the Comm. given in P (cp. I
a
).

The Comm. is, however, omitted in P J P a which

read SWSJT 5^ %^ in the Sutra.

XVI. 16. On sKcttfr^T <*65^T: cp. Pin. S. III. 8 :

3*?reiftr: t, Upanid. S. I :

Nid. S. I. 2.
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XVI. 18. The reading TSOTSI:, which is sup-

ported by a majority of the Comm. MSS. and

apparently also by the Comm., is probably the

original one. For the form re in the sense of iz$:

cp. XVI. 24. Cp. also Sadguru-Sisya on Rg. Ami.,

Paribhasa IV. 3,

On the Comm. of this Sutra cp. M.M,

The word <*? in q^q^E obviously means 'a

'; cp. Maha. IV. 1, 1 : T^STS?: TI^%I^*WM iIfs^rn-

\

XVI. 19. The passage ?*% *sw* etc. also

occurs in A. S- VI. 3,1 with the variant *# ?f for

cdw. I have referred it to the San. S., because

it is probably earlier in date than the A. S. The

printed text of the Sah. S., however, reads

for *#*. P reads *tf p", while P'P" have

XVI. 23. On the omission of the word

found in some MSS. at the end of the first half

of this stanza, cp. M.M.

XV]. 33 and 35. A reference to my transla-

tion of these two Sutras would show that the

words ^'fftrrr and ^ftm occurring therein

should really be taken as *r'$ftm: and agftRt:. I

do not know any rule of grammar by which the

forms **'fftnn and tRftm can be accounted for.

Still, strangely enough, both the words ending

in 3 occur very often ; cp. for example, Rg. Anu. 3

Parlbhasa V. 4 and 5, and its commentary by
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Sadguru-Sisya. Both M. Miiller and Regnier also

take these words in the same way. I think this

is only due to a mistake which must have origin-

ally started from not realizing the fact that
in cases like *r*3ftm ft^ (XVI. 33) and agftm *m
(XVI. 35) the Visarjanlya is really dropped on
account of Sandhi. For another example of the
same sort of mistake cp. ^rfd^^^i for
in XVIL 9.

XVI. 38. The remarks like s^^ sr$*r% in

the Comm. on this as well as on other Sutras
seem to be superfluous. They are generally
omitted in the older MS. P. In giving them,
however, I have followed the majority of the

Comm. MSS. The same remarks apply to those
cases where the Comm. as adopted by me seems
a mere repetition of what is already stated ;

e. g., cp, the Comm. on XVI. 63.

P. 450, 1. 13. The reading ^W^T found in all

the MSS. as well as in Bn
is clearly a mistake

for STTOT^T; cp. srrm^r in XIV. 27.

XVI. 50. On the word <r? in the sense of a

pada, cp. note on XVI. 18.

XVI. 53. Instead of the first line of this

Satra P reads :

P a
reads :

XVI. 65. On the Comm. of this Sutra, cp.

Reg. and M, M.
16
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XVI. 66. The reading tasrarm& <nt^in
the

Sutra is also supported by PP
1 ? 2

.

XVI, 76. It is noteworthy that at the end

of the Comm. on this Satra, which is slightly

different in it, P adds : (sic) wwr^ftrau

\

(?)

XVL 77. With reference to the second line

of this Satra B 8
writes, on the margin, ^*v. After

this is added : (sic)

The line fttti to - foV$, with the variant

for <Tr?T?3, is also given in P J P 2
. It is, however,

omitted in P. The fact that the line is not at all

taken into consideration by the Comm., coupled

with the evidence of those MSS. (W and P) in

which it is omitted, would suggest its spurious-

ness, as is clearly stated in the marginal note

in B 8
, referred to above. At any rate, the sense

of 1% to swftferi is not at all clear. It may be a

reference to a passage where an example of this

metre is found. But so far I have not been able

to trace it.

If the line is regarded as originally forming
a part of the text, the stanza, with the exception

of the words <?% to -ft*r$
f may be construed and

explained as follows :

l )
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On this stanza, cp. Sadguru-sisya (on Rg.

Arm., Paribhasa X. 2.) :

^: n

XVI. 86. This Sutra with its Comra. pre-

cedes XVI. 85 in PP 1 P a
. That this is the origin-

al order is proved by all the text MSS. (except
B 1

) and by the words *$ti and 3 occurring res-

pectively in the two Sutras. I have therefore

retained this orignal order in my text of the

Pratisskhya. The other Comm. MSS. and Bn

which I have followed for the order of the Sutras

in the Comm. seem to have changed the same

according to the context which requires that a

metre of 72 syllables should precede that of 76

syllables.

XVI. 92. On this Sutra cp. the Khila-Anu-

kramani and the Khilani according to the Kamlr
MS. (Apo. Rg. pp. 110, 123-126). According to

the Khila-Anukramani (Apo. Rg. p. 110): sn

the first line of this Sutra should read

as : srr ^2 5rf%^3 s^^^prf ^^^3 ^ ' It means that w H:

(not STT g as adopted in the Sutra), instead of being
taken as an example of Krti, should be taken as

an example of Prakrti and JSMWC as an example of
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Krti. On *rr w cp. also Macdonell on Br. D.

VIII. 59.

According to the Khilani (Apo. Rg. pp. 124-

125) ^fi^fi" should be the reading for iNfr and *ft*?

for ^^r . The reading *nb* is also supported

by a majority of my Text MSS.

As already pointed out in the foot-notes on

this Sutra, I have constituted the text of

this Sutra mainly according to the Comm. MSS.
But the remarks of the Comm. : &i?%*3 f $ en* \

g^c^sft T fiiw^ i ^ smoj ^tir^ i tftipW^i

: f t ^^ij^rfwftft clearly show that at least

Uvata was not acquainted with the original

source of the quotations. This is enough to

show that the Comm. is not a sure guide for

constituting the text of the Sutra. If so, the

evidence of the Khilani, just referred to, is

worth considering. At the same time, it is also

possible that the text of that original source

itself might not have been quite identical with
the text preserved in the Khilani. The Manus-

cript evidence would also suggest the same.
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PATALA XVII
*

XVII. 2. In view of the next Sutra which

means that stanzas which are short or long by
two syllables are respectively called VirSjs and

Svarajs, the terms Nicrt and Bhurij in this Sutra

should be taken as restricted only to stanzas

which are respectively short or long by one

syllable ; cp. Rg. Ami., Paribhass III. 4 and 5 :

^nfa$t* fa^gfttn 5irf fifcrowRi*f i; Pin. S. III.

59 and 60; Upanid. S. II :

; Nid. S.

6: ^T ftra^ftsr: i *u tg^^tfrroar f^r<r: \ sro *n

sqm^^T gf^r: . I have translated the Sutra accord-

ingly. The Comm. as given in Bn
is also in favour

of this interpretation. It is also supported by
P a which reads : (sic) <$RT ^m ftnjsrfir \

. P 1
also agrees with P a

. The Comm. is

omitted in P.

It follows from the above that the text of

the Comm. on this Sutra as adopted by me
according to

* B 8B a
I
2

is not quite satisfactory
and is probably a later alteration.

For a similar case where, in view of the

following exception, a general statement is

explained in a restricted sense, cp. the Comm. on
XVIII. 37, where the word $te is supplied in view
of the following Sutra. Thus, if this Sutra is

1. Cp. also Appendix I.
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taken in this way, there is no need of reading ^
5-srjiTfacUT

as t^Rffnftwr, as suggested by Prof. M.
Miiller.

XVII. 3-4. It is rather strange that the

Comm. nroatfr to af^, which according to Bn
I

have given after XVII. 4, is given in the MSS.

(also in P) before this Sutra and in continua-

tion of the Comm. on XVII. 3. Moreover, the

words WR<TT to 3^*3; are not quite clear. Instead

of nro^T 3g*&n P reads : (sic)

|. It is followed by the stanza:

etc. In view of this interesting

reading as well as owing to the fact that the

Comm., referred to above, is generally given be-

fore XVII. 4, one is tempted to take that stanza

as a quotation from some other work. But it is

found in all the text MSS. At any rate the Comm.
here does not seem to be quite satisfactory.

XVII. 5. The wording of the Comm. clearly

shows that Uvata must have taken cim^as one

word. This is confirmed also by the expression

beginning the Comm. of the next

Sutra. But the reason why he has done so is

not at all clear, ?HTT^ can easily be taken as

; and a comparison with Nid. S, II. 5

sro^etc.) would show that it should actually
be taken as such.

XVII. 6. On the word *fo, cp- Br. D. I. 72,

73 ; Ni. VII. 8. Cp. also the word ft*Ru as well

as such expressions as ^wrnr:, *fr*i?5n etc. (e. g. in
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Ni. VII. 13). The word WWT in this Sutra can also

be translated as '

attributively ', but I have

translated it as '

distributively
' which I think is

better suited to the context.

XVII. 6-12. For the deities of the metres

cp. Br. D. VIII. 105-109, Pin. S. III. 63, Yaj. Anu.

IV (pages 310-312).

XVII. 9. ^rfe^r^i in the Sutra should be
corrected to ^fo^T:, though B a B 8

I
2

all read
Bn however has

XVII, 13-18. Cp. Pin. S. IIL 65.

XVII. 19. Cp. Tait. Ar. IV. 5 : m nfc

| sr%m srft | f and $*n srft | frm ^r |

I. Cp. also Mahs. VI. 1, 74 : SRT sp?: ; Msdh.

Yajur. XIV. 18 : m ^i \

XVII. 20. Cp. Nid. S. I. 5.

XVII. 21. Cp. Nid. S. I. 6 ; Upanid. S. II.

XVII. 22-23. Cp. Rg. Anu., Paribhasa IIL
6

P. 475, 11. 8-14. Cp. Deva-yajiiika's commen-

tary on Yaj. Anu. V (page 326) : wi*

XVII. 24. Cp. Nid. S. I. 7 :

XVII. 37-38. Cp. Rg. Anu., Paribhasa III. 10:

3sr ^^T^^T^^I^?:!^! l?i5T?5visnTim ^% *^T: 5 Pin. S.

III. 3-6
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XVII. 39. Cp, Nid. S. I. 1 : <w

I

XVII. 40. Cp. Nid. S. I. 1:

XVII. 42. For the Ekapada belonging to

Vimada cp. RV. X. 20, I : *? *> wftr

The passage ^fW(^ w?rrftwl: in the Gomm. is

without any corresponding text in this Sutra.

Probably it corresponds to the words : ^rrf

(iwith or without ?*<nfrR: ) which

though attached to the next Sutra are not

explained there by the commentator. If so, it

is rather strange that the Comm. MSS. B* B a
I
a

and Bn read the words suf*r etc. with the follow-

ing Sutra. In this connection it is, however,

interesting to point out that P supplies on the

margin, in the same hand, the line : ^rrj^^r^r
w3 ^?Tm^nrfita: after ***$ (see p, 482, 1. 8), at

the same time omitting it in the next Satra

(see also the following note).

XVII. 43. It is clear that the Comm. of this

Sutra is not at all satisfactory. The first diffi-

culty is that the Comm. does not take any acc-

ount of the words : wg^tOTfp <%*% ^r^raiq; ; and

secondly it is not clear what is the exact nature

of the wreR referred to there. As in the preced-

ing note, P seems to indicate the way in which
a solution to this difficulty can be found. It is

therefore worth while to quote here, in full,
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the C.mm. on this Sutra as given in
1
P. It is as

follows ; (sic)

(Sutra)

(Comm.)

(Sutra) STR!

(Comm.)

(Sutra)

if 5 S|T t^i:

(Comm,)
rfT

P 1 P a
(which add the first two lines of this

Sfltra to the last Sutra) read in continuation

of the Comm., after *rcwHr (p. 482, 1. 11) : (sic\

: i ^q^r ?HT: i ^rt^ sreTsreu a^WNiTRfr-

( ^T P 2

) **A\ ^CWT : w^n^^q^r wf : i

: i TT^T (T?T P
2
)

P 2
)

1. H 2
also agrees with P in having the Comm. practically

in the same form. Cp. also Appendix I.
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In view of all this it would seem that the

Comm. of this Sutra as given by me is probably
not the original one. In the first place the first

line of this Sutra, according to the Comm. itself,

should go with the last Sutra. Then the next twa
lines (as in P 1 P a

) should be explained as two sepa-
rate Sutras. After that the same two lines

should again be taken as one Sutra followed by
the Comm. as adopted by me for Sutra 43.

If the Comm. of Sutras 42 and 43 is consti-

tuted in such a way, the difficulties pointed out

above would disappear altogether* But it is

also possible that Uvata simply ignored the

interpertation of older commentators and, instead

of splitting this Sutra into two, explained it only

as one Sutra and in the passage ^H^^BT?^ etc.

he is keeping in mind that older interpretation.

Even then there is no reason why the first line

of this Sutra, which he does not take into account

in the Comm. of this Sutra, should not go with

the last Sutra.

XVIL 42-43. My translation of these Sutras

is rather different from that of the Comm.
While the Comm. explains them in two parts,

I translate them in three parts, according to the

natural wording of the same. According to my
interpretation the Sutras express three views

in the following way :

(1) Yaska holds that there is only one Ekapa-
da in the Rgveda ;
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(2) Some (vft) hold that the so-called Ekapa-
das are really ^?^TI%%TSV^TT:; or, some (who agree
with Yaska in holding that there is only one

Ekapada) say that other Ekapadas should be

regarded as only

(3) Others (iMc) make the addition of five

more verses to that mentioned by Yaska and call

them also Ekapadas, even though they may be

The three separate words *u*^:, *rfr, and

also show that the Sutras should be taken as

expressing three views.

XVII. 44. It will be noticed that the line

rr etc. is not explained by Uvata in the

first part of his Comm. The variant of which

he speaks in the Comm. probably refers to this

line. If so, it means that the line was in his

time found only in some MSS. a conclusion not

proved by the MSS. used by myself.

But the evidence of PP 1 P a
,
as elsewhere,

throws some light on this point also. P first

takes the Sutra as : a?^^F?srf <TT<?T <?$T^^T aimar^ i

$!os:mw?WWT &srrei3*nrTO i. After explaining and

illustrating it, it adds : SfaroTOfor wNfo i w
i.

After this, the explanation of this ITST^ is given.

P 1 P a
mostly agree with P with the difference

that the order of the two readings of the Sutra*
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together with their explanations, is reversed,

probably due to an error on the part of the

scribes.

XVII. 45. For the hymn of Nakula, cp. Apo.

Rg. pp. 106-107, and Br. D. VIII. 14.
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PATALA XVIII

XVIII. 1. On the word sniwr, cp. Sadguru-

sisya on Rg. Anu., Paribhasa XL 1 : jrnni$

XVIII. 3. On the Comm. of this Sutra cp.

M. M. and Reg. The Comm. shows (cp. TOT wpit^r)

that the word <rsn^* should be taken as an adjec-

tive of ft^T, and not as a locative singular. As

such the second line of the Sutra, strictly speak-

ing, should be translated as : (This PragStha),

becoming (equal to) two Virajs with regard to

both its pddas and syllables, is high ; (e.g.)w

(etc.).

According to XVI. 55 a Viraj consists of 40

syllables and 4 padas, but as it represents a

Pankti, which consists of 5 padas (cp, XVI. 54),

it also may be said to consist of 5 padas.

P. 487, 1. 18. The reference '?-V should be

corrected to '*-V-

XVIII. 4. On this Sutra cp. P. S. IV. 2, 55 :

XVIII. 7.

XVII I. 10. On the form tfsnnfa: cp. Sadguru-

gisya on Rg. Anu., ParibhssS XL 4.

XVIII. 12. The reading ^T ?rfo-(for ^^%-)
is supported by ail the MSS. of Uvata's Comm. as
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well as by the Comm. itself. All the text MSS.,

however, with the exception of M, read

P. 492, 1. 8. Cp. XVI. 68.

XVIII. 32. For the use of the word gsr as

contrasted with BTgmfas, cp. Maha. VI. 1, 67 and
VII. 2, 84.

XVIIL 39. After ga: P adds : W

XVIIL 45. Cp.Nid. S. I. 6 :

r: ti

XVIII. 4857. Cp. Nid. S. I. 7.

P. 499, 1. 16. < sfco is to be corrected to ^o feo.

XVIIL 58. PP 1 divide this Sutra into sepa-
rate Sutras and also explain them accordingly,
as in Patala XV.

Both P and P 1 read CTrareOTmn: and explain it

as such.

XVIi. 62. The Comm. of this Sutra is not

only very corrupt but a large portion of it also

seems to me quite out of place here,
1 The

words $T sT3jsmva?TORt etc. and srrerofart TOWFC etc,

have no relation whatsoever to this Pratiakhya.
It is very likely that the Comm, on the last or the

first Satra of some other work like the ASvalaya-

na-grhyasutra has been by mistake attached to

1. Cp, also Appendix I.
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the MSS. of Uvata's Comm. The Comm. is

equally corrupt in P also.

The above note was written in 1921. Last

year, i.e., in March 1935, fortunately as a mere

chance, I came across only a few folios of a

MS. named on its margin as qufoo w. On
further examination it turned out to be a

MS. of a commentary on the A. G. itself,

But my joy knew no bounds when I discovered

that my conjecture advanced in 1921 really

turned out to be a fact, as the beginning
of this commentary to a large extent coincided

with the apparently spurious portion of the

Comm. on XVIII, 62. The MS., I think, is

that of the Siddhsnti-bhssya on the As, G. It

is worth while to quote the beginning of the

MS. here, which is as follows : (sic)

i srfR$*rara*7 i

-^C tmfiterfr

i ?f ^aroftr^rd i

srtni: ^TT^ i ^si^Rhnc^irf i

i
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foftrfer fosr&ffo I zw jpRkrorer^?: I

I 3WRT?sr i

i

I

:
1 etc.
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The following notes are based on my partial

collation of some text as well as commentary-
MSS. of the Rg. Prat., belonging to the different

libraries of Paris, Berlin, Munich, Poona and

Benares, and contain evidence which could not be

utilized or incorporated in Vol. II ; see Preface to

that Vol., p. ii. For explanation of the symbols
used for the MSS. as well as their detailed

description see the Introduction in Vol. L

Page Line

1 3 ^ ( 3 corrected to m^; ) swrera^ G
8

,

Paris 215 ; 3
qpratrera^

G4
; <r fnratra

H 2
,
Ber. 714.

1 5 ftrewrf* G 8 G4
, Paris 215 5 fNmi*' H a

,

Ber. 714.

1 6 g-i^* qsm^* ^ %i&& HT G 8
,
Paris 215,

Ber. 714 (Ber. MS. supplies -*r- of

^RT- on the margin, and corrects Ti-

to T-) ; sjf^T^qrCTi^* ^T^ m corrected

to ^Ri?J* TOTT^' ^ %m$ OT in G4
;

^^nnwrwf^ 'fti^ ^ H a
.

1 8 3*?: sr^ G 8 G4
, Ber. 714, Paris 215.

1 12 * 3* (G
4 corrects I to <k) <TT<?- ( -* G4

)

re: G 8 G4
, ^ * qi^l w: Ber. 714.

13 f^sfts: G4
, 3 f^$S?i: G 8

,

VT: H 2
.

17
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2 1

2 5 jflWT^Rn* ^^ G 8
;

scrren^frofrW G4
,*

i- Paris 215, H a
.

(-*ftr*5cf G
4
) corrected to

in G 8 G4 and Paris 215 ;

omitted in Ha
.

2 9 !<?*?% G 3
( -ft- corrected to -ft- ), G4

( -ft- rather indistinct), Paris 215 ;

H 2
P.

16 & anmlfci ^ G 8 G4
.

12 -aw ^ (for -BI^W) G8
, Paris 215 ;

i ^g: G4
.

12 3$r%^^srr^G 8 G4
, Paris 215;

Ber. 714.

13 14 a *vfl<raBpfrft a^a^T SR i

fW*Rr SMOOTH i G 8
li

4
, Paris 215,

Ber. 714.

15^ ^^^qrfg^R^^rfs^iT?^- (corrected

1) from ^^r^fqfg^ft^!^%ri?) G 8
;

t^" G4
;

- margin ) grfgrsrft (corrected from

(corrected from
- Paris 215 ; srof ^( ? or

T?- Ber. 714
;

*r- H a P (nft for

inP).

6 7 3rd
1

*raTOr Paris 215, G 8
(corrected

from ^f% 8CTTf^r%T
; srerrofiiT: G4

.
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6 18 -*m% =* G4
, P ; -TOT^S corrected to

in G8
, Paris 215.

7 4, gm?** ^^T^ G 8 G4
, Paris 215.

7 1516 G 8 G4 and Paris 215 have only

afccim; in Pratlka-form. G 8 G4 how-

ever supply the two lines (also the

rest of introductory stanzas 2 and

3) with the reading

8 3 4 rraraw ^rei m^s^i *&t omitted in G8 G4
.

8 5 wnpaft G 8 G 4 H 2
.

8 9
-Jftffr f^roftfTT ?I^W ^?tWT^ ?f^W TT'^rf^fo G 8

,

Paris 215 ; -s^> %rftfR st^ ( -^T^ H* )

G4 H a
.

8 10 ?rf^i^^ G 8 G4
( both correct ?r- to

wft- ), H3
,
Paris 215.

8 11 iT^w?t e% G 8 G4
, Paris 215 ;

8 12 HFtob 5^ G 8 G4
( in the passage

supplied on the margin ).

8 15 gwa......$3fo G 8 and Paris 215 ; g^taai

......f^g: (corrected to ^f% on the

margin ) G4
; gaw ......^?r: H a

.

9 6 tifoi'S* G 8 G4
,
Paris 215 ; corrected

to cfes'^: in P.

9 10-13 *^-*n: omitted in G8 G4 and

Parfs 215.
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10 5 3*r*wrr^!r G 8 and Paris 215 ;

G4
. With regard to ronrafrii G 8

suppli-

es on the margin :

while

Paris 215 supplies :

SPTOT SRRTWH^TT: i.

10 7 wi 9 G 3 G4
.

10 15 <wn*...*w* PG 8G4
,
Paris 215 (corrects

#- to -
$).

13 17 s*n ( for I^T ) G 8
,
Paris 215, 5; -G

4
.

13 17 ft$ma (-n- corrected to -w- on margin)
G 8 and Paris 215 ; fttfm G4

(after-fr-

it supplies -3T- on margin), Ber. 714;

H 2
.

16 2 ^fe?rec^G 8G4
, Paris 215.

16 3

G 8 and
Paris 215 (the Paris MS. reads

for ^f^ft and corrects sortta: to

: on the margin ).

16 6 qrR^nw^ n^ G

16 10-11 srgTfrrraT ( -^rr given as another read-

ing in the Paris MS, ) fcffear ^^%cn
fr i G8G4

, Paris 215, P Ha
.

16 16 5wn?a5f G4
, wigrrf G8

.

17 3 -q^[ G 8 and Paris 215 ; -*ra^ G4
.
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17 4-5 *5WTt3TN5nw?f OTgfetf qicproj ^ u WTC|
TO WT <re^ nrftaa ^T G 8

, Paris 215.

i

20 2-3 ^r^Rmg^T^rf^fcr: G 8
,

20 12 5ufo*T^ G 3G4
, Paris

20 12-13 In G 8G4 and paris 215 also this colo-

phon is given after
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21 3-5 sfac to sft^3?$*F? TO: given in G4
;

omitted in paris 215, EP, Berlin

714, G 1 G8
.

21 18 G^G4 read ^^X (as in my edition).

21 18 G 1 G 8G4 read ^wf (as in my edition).

21 19 wTOift^c G 1 G 4
P, vrcnfarat G 8

.

22 1 ^ifoftsnftfa: G4
, 3tf*TOif^r: G'G'P.

24 8 d&OTR*tf G 8G4
P, Ber. 714

; afairodKj
1

.

26 2 q^ G 1

,
TO a G4

,
W^ corrected to

q^ in G 3
.

26 10 t^uG 8
P, ^T?G

X G4
.

26 20 -wi- for -w^i G 1 G 8G4 P.

35 15-16 ^K: ^prft 5t ^^
^9Biw corrected to

G 8
;
^K: ^R: (-? corrected to -?: )

G 1

; ^OTSPW> ^^ ??^T^ Paris 215;

Ber, 714, P.

35 17 **R: ^^5T IT^R: corrected to ^r^ilr G 8
;

^BR: ^H^I^ ^I^R: ( for ^T^T|T ) G J

P, Ber.

714; ^SPR: ^(^ Peris 215; <*$R: ^TSJ G4
.

38 4 *wrf* P. q^K G 1

, vnf^ G 8 G4
.

40 7 W*n* G 1 G 8G4G 6
; G 6

corrects

to something like ^^*^ (?).

40 8

40 8

40 9
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40 9 TO? G 1

,

41 2 * ( for \) G 1

,
G 3

(after correction);

a G4
,- f Ber. 714 ( on the margin is

also given :

probably as a variant for f
the same MS. also writes % in this

connection above the line ) ;

: P H a
.

A-* o *2 J2I
*

J*! 1^1 1 .4. ,-
* _ /^i 3 /"i 4.

3jl Z ^^T?Tij[j^3^'T^r^ (jr (jr , 3> ^ ^T ^T

corrected to 3?" ^' g* 5* Ber. 714,

T: PHa
.

42 2 *n^ to -im: omitted in G^G4
.

42 15 ^T*> ( above ^ is also written as
) G 1

;

44 22 ^f^ G
45 16 ^g^G'G 3

, ^%' G4
.

46 10 ^nfriift c%^nf^i* G
1 G 8G4

.

46 19 ^^T^T (marginal correction

STOW corrected to ^T?^T G 3
, ^T^T^T G4

.

46 20 IPI*TO G4
, ^Tf G'G 3

.

47 2 qri^iTi^ G^4
, ^T^frrw corrected to

<n^rflra>: G 3
.

48 5 ftwc 11?^^!^ G 3 G4
, f^srT^^T^ G 3

,

48 7 s* G 1
, a^rG

4
, ^^ corrected to as G 3

.

49 12 TO^n^rwiSlr omitted in G 3G4
, supplied

on margin in G 1
.
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51 6 *raft G'G3
, ^% G4

.

61 12

62 4 a^ar G 3G4
, Ber. 714; *^^n corrected

to &Ji!!>fa*n G 1
.

54, 19 *mq*m-f&ri omitted in G'G 3G4
.

55 3 T^ft G JG3G4
, Paris 215 ;

Ber, 714.

66 11 si^G 8 G4
, STOT^corrected to

68 2

G4PH 9
; ?rn??^

corrected to sra^ Ber.

714.

58 2 ^- G JG4 P H 2
; ?rt- corrected to

G 8
. Ber. 714 reads ftFfcrasj

^ ( for ^- to

58 3 a^ftft Ber. 714; ?r^ ?% G 1G3G4PH a
.

58 5 ?n^% G 1G 8G4HaP
; ?n^ % corrected

to *R ?% Ber. 714.

60 1 G JG3G4 read this line exactly like

I and Bn
.

61 18 sRwwijptor G 1G 3
, ^rwwwtnf G4

.

62 9

8 sra'a: T^ G 1
; ira>rq^ G8G4H 2

, Ber.

714, Paris 215.
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66 11 *Tni>m7Tsrt qftusr i G 3 and Paris 215 ;

Hqf?qisiT ( or-?n ? ) G 1

;

i qfcnen: i G 4
;

P.

67 2 rRre*rar *r is found in G'G'G 4
.

67 3 ^tvrfe^iss: G 1

,
^wfo: 3n<r'?g G4

,

r: corrected to ^*rfo.*itjr: G 8
.

67 10-11
1 G 8 G 4

.

67 15 T^Prnftg its ( for its ) G", i^if^s it

G 1

, omitted in G4
.

70 2 JifiHh^m^ G 1 G 3 G4
.

71 2 w*?*m G 1

, ?IRT?I G 3
,
wra*m G 4

.

72 8 fmurcn* ^ G 1 G 4G 3
(G

3
appears to have

struck out ^ ).

73 3 %emr G 1 G4
,
%5ra vo* G 3

.

7-1 16 wrhw: G'G'G 4
.

75 1-2 wrM-^ G'G 3
, omitted in G 4

.

75 8-9 ^sqsrfTTi^r: (for ^ R5Tfl[)G
4<

,

76 5 ^I^T G4
, ^JTI?( supplied on the

margin ) *?IT^T G 1 G8
.

76 13

77 10 ri OTicftftigffiitv G ] G 3G4
(like I

9
).

18
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no -i
CTTT^ grii^ *a

G'G 8
(as in B 2

).
G4

, however, omits

the whole passage from <r

to -ftftf^g ^ (as in I
2
).

78 11 ^ *i%sfe*5w omitted in G^G4
.

A different hand, however, in G 1

on the margin (after the quotation

) adds s ^ *F*ft&*<!; | ^q-T?-

79 4< WT ^rmM ^rfq^: omitted in G 3G4
;

supplied on the margin in G 1
.

79 14 After **g: G8 and Paris 215 ( not G 1

G4
) add : <TT<?*^ ^% fi i $f ww ^

% amwhWhrm: . A later hand in G 3

gives marks of deletion (= =) above
the passage and adds on the margin:

80 12 *ft Wnsffj^T 13^ (for m ?ra:) G*.

2) G 1

originally reads <n?uj

I (and on the margin:)
Ksn^ i after -^JITI: (line 2,

T
a

: is omitted), but later on the
whole passage is indicated to be read
after fuftat (line 6).
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80 68 <TT!?flT 3rra?gri?i; omitted in G 8
G*, Paris

215. For G 1
see the preceding

note.

81 3 The addition of Bn
(<jn?i etc.) is

not found in G 1 G 8 G*.

82 12 After -T*IT: G 1

supplies on the margin

The reading of G 3 G 4 and Paris 21-5

is like that of l
a

.

83 3 -iw- G 1 G* ,
-<*- of -*w- corrected to-w-

inG 8
.

88 89 ^%_ndftr omitted in G*, supplied
on the margin in G 1 G 3

.

80 67 G 1 G* agree with B 3
I". G 8

agrees
with B 9 with the only difference

that the passage is supplied on the

margin (probably in a different

hand).

9 wiwft- G 1 G 8
,
wftra- G 4

.

90 1011 wsRt 5% to & omitted in G 4

; sup-

plied on the margin in G 1 G 3
.

16 wftRr gw omitted in G 4

; supplied
on the margin in G 1 G 3

.

91 15 wterc wraferaar: *& ^wf^rr G 1 G 8G 4 Ha
,

Paris 215, Ber.

91 18 ) *i$ to-iro omitted in G 1 G 3 G*.

92 If
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92 1415 39TOTOT to ^?cr omitted in G 4
; supplied

(without *ncr?rafoj on the margin in

G 1 G 3
.

94 20 OT^hj to -TT# omitted in G*G 4

; sup-

plied on the margin in G 3
.

95 610 $ftR* to ST*tf omitted in G l G 4
- This

passage with the addition of TOTI^;

^T^qmflT t? W*fc *Hi5f ^sff: e^Br is

supplied on the margin, in a later

hand, in G 3
.

96 17

supplied on the margin in G 1

( after

-*: ).

98 9 ^f rfi^W34g: omitted in G JG 3 G 4
.

, ,
1112 C^TTO- G '

, t^iror-G
3 G 4

.

16 ^nrefmiiOT G 1 G 3 G 4
. After

^cftqwcri: G 1

supplies ftfTrar: on the

margin.

99 17 The addition of Bn
is not found in

G 1 G 3 G 4
.

100 10 The additional reading found in B a

is not found in G 1 G 3 G 4
.

101 15 The additional reading found in B a

is not found in G 1 G 5 G 4
.

102 1 fTT qft$ ^fa HT^F *r*Jfr (for ^ &&& to

G 1 G 3 G 4
.
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103 19 ii^TftG
1 G 4

,<*?Tfr G 3
.

105 3 sud** (for sre^a) G
1 G 8 G 4

.

106 1 TO*U (for 93*1*1:) G 1 G 8 G 4
.

,, 13 -mrcm: G 1

3 -rw: G 3 G 4
.

107 1213 w^ ft* omitted in G 1 G 8 G".

107 14 G 1

supplies wng^rra 5% ft* on the

margin and adds 3?** after it.

108 7 With reference to * ?fo ft* G 1

adds

on the margin:

109 19 wm* g G 3
. 3 omitted in G 1 G 4

.

110 5 6 meg ^*i??r:^^R?5R:T tf^^^r: I

G 1

3
Paris 215)

G 1 G 3 G 4
, Paris 215.

15 friT&wac G
1 G 4

, i*fm G\
112 2 cf ^^ ii G 4

;
ct 35* Sswwn: ii G 1 G 3

,

Ber. 714.

,, 4 6 scfTxiTf^t^ ^T^erra^^u^^T ^ft^^t: i

^TJW^% i ^rt*T^% ( wn^% omitted

in G 1

) G
1 G 3

; G 4 however gives it

on the margin as another reading
for s^fTimg^TTfrsr to **w (as adopted

by myself).

,, 11 'swnrarqrr:' is given as a separate
Sutra in G 4

,
but as a part of the

commentary of the preceding Sutra

inG 1 G 3
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112 15 ^iTfig-to swrif omitted in GJ. G 3
. It

is given in (I
4
, where 337^13?!^ to

^T: is corrected to ^T-^STOT

^T^raig^re^r: on the margin.

113 67 9 ^ftaw (ww added inG 1

)

VS&G ( ?Rg^w f^^spjcrei G 4
) T^ (fw

added in G 1 and i*?^ omitted in G 4

)

*3*qw ^w fiwr^ i G 1

"
G 3 G 4

, Paris

215.

7 ^i?1 omitted in G 1

.

78 ^*^c omitted in G 1 G 3 G 4
.

9 3s3n*cT omitted in G 1

; given in G 3 G 4

(on the margin).

,,
11 TOvfmsft G 3 G 4

, corrected to

inG 1

.

Ill 5 ^GS^^G 3 G 4
.

115 13 *ro^ G 3 G 4

, WT?T? G
1

.

16

14 ROT^^C (for ^^TT^) G
1 G 3 G 4

.

116 12 ) *ra fE to a^isTrnrcw) G 1 G 3 G 4
.

116 8 3<?TtW^n omitted in G 1 G 3
. given in

G 4
.

G 1 G 3 G 4
-

118 11 wm^-smf ^Rr^ra^: G 1 G 3

,
corrected from

it in G*.
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119 1 f*^r to wd G 4
, omitted in G l G 3

.

119 6 wi*m G 1 G 3 G 4
.

10 *^G l G 3 G 4
.

120 18 51^*3*3^ G 1 G 3

, corrected from
in G 4

.

121 1213 3rRq^: (for ^ ^^T^O G 1 G 5
;

after *r ^r G 4

supplies on the margin

, f 14~15 ^g^T^wrsTR* G
1

; corrected to

G 4
; sig^TTRwre G

3
.

122 13 ^^G 1 G s
,

,, am to sntften^ G 1 G 3
,

15 -^T^rsq^iTHT^ ST G 1G% -"^M^T^ ^ correct-

123 31 srirssnr G 1 G\ WIT G\
T O A T >-vj j

* ^t q >^ j

125 6 ?rgw^ ?r WST : G 1 G 3

,

^^nS': (W: corrected to 5C3i'er ?5i4:J G*.

125 13 w*r: G 3 G 4

,
corrected to ^m: in G 1

.

126 14 wwifaTRt G',?TTwftm*G
3G 3 G 4

.

128 14 ^fnfl- omitted G 1 G a G 3
G*.

M Rf*ntf G 1 G 3
, w?fn*ft G 4

, ^^^hft G 8
.

*G a
begins only from IV. 1.
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130 1 m^to fon omitted in G 1

G*, sup-

plied on the margin in G 1
. *reraTftr

(p. 129, 1. 20) to f^ omitted in Ga
.

8-9 ftqffcnto (as one word) G 1 G a G 8 G*

P, Paris 215.

130 15 mG 1 G a G s
,mfvrG

4
.

,, 16 anfvRRf- G 8
;
?n fcrtroc- G4

;

corrected to mft fr^5
?- on the margin

in G 1

,
ST

131 8 ifoftgn^jG
1 G 3

, tftfgwt**- G 4
,

I ^T- G a
.

133 1516 <p57<nr ^ | w^JifaiT% G a G*. After

<?apr^m =g G 1 G 8
supply ws^s

the margin.

135 1213 fora'sta to -wran G 2 G 4
,
^si^i:

^^wiHwur^JiTirwmt (as in B 2

) G
1

G 8
.

136 1112 G 1 G 8
agree with B a

; G 2 G 4
agree

with B 3
etc.

137 1011 G 1 G 8
agree with B 2

; G a G* agree
with B 3

etc.

138 11 rmr^refTgtr- G 1
, g rrmqRfT^- G 4

P,
- G 8

, ^wnsffgT- G a
.

1 wrnTT^fosjfopR^ G a
, omitted in

G 1 G 3
. -^ for-^^n in G4

P.

10 ^h^Tf^G 1 G 8
,
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142 6 q: WT fc^cf : G a
;
^sr ^r'^r: G4

;

n G 1 G 3
, Paris 215.

12 sRifer^ ftf G 2 G4
; ft**r ?fa G 1

;

*fe %' G 8
, Faris 215.

15 STT^H G 1 G 3
P, 3<raR* G4

,
3<r*nf cor-

rected to aiirai?* G 2
.

146 20 m**i*i ^ww g^f%^^ G 1 G 2 G 3 G4 P.

But G 3 on the margin in a different

hand

147 10 G 1 G 3
agree with B 2

; G4 P agree
with I

9
, -f^^

G 2
.

151 4 Tr^T^qTct i G 2 G4
, ^w^grtarq; ^ \ G 1

,

I
^T I G 3

.

152 2 ^N
fr %^ OTTORC G 2 G 3 G 4

. G 1

supp-
lies Jjwi

1 after %^[ in a later hand.

154 5 irf^re- G 1 G 8 G4
, Paris 215, Ber. 714;

- H a G 2
.

155 3-4

53rrarar (^rhimf added in G 8
) i

f t erf 5?^ *rf ft^r i $?^g$q: ( sg*?: G 4
)

G 1 G a G 8 G 4
.

155 9 *

155 11 ^?: ^^r G 1

,

G4
, trg'fmrorar G 2

.

19
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155 12 W* *sra*ir G a G4 G 1

(G
1

also

supplies on the margin

G 8
.

156 11 ^rcfo ?>^HI jqfTawqfteraT G 1

;

G 2 G 3 G4 P.

156 17 WRIST. G 1 G 8
,

Paris 215
-,

srwf G4
,

157 19 i*r'*r G 1

, wa G 8
P, s* G4

, omit-

ted in G a
.

158 21 ^ff^mm^^^mfiri^ G 1 G 8
,

a'

, ?r'ff?r>?r?fg^M- Ber. 714,

T- G 2
.

17 1 20 ft WRT |fii: G 1 G 2 P4 P ; instead of it

G 8 adds :

173 19 ?nrafe G 1 G 2 G 8 G4
.

177 15 ajifraHsngwr^fi; G 15 G 8 G4
,

srN

IT riir^ ( m?r^ on margin ) qcf^ G
1

.

177 16 wrawG', arowaRiG 1 G 8 G*.

177 18 mntft G 2
, <?*fora[foG

l G 3
G*.

178 1112 G 1 G 2 G 8 G 4
all have the same

reading as adopted by myself.

179 3 i*n&mnftrot G* G a
,

G 3
G*.

186 12 3iT swm^K- G 1 G 8 G4
,

G a G 5 G 6
.
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186 14 srar W^T?^R- G 1 G a
,
am *n$rc*r$H- G3

G4
.

188 14 gHifojitaqTfa G* ,
3^qi%^^fereif^ G 3

,

ififetaiiTfr G 3 G4
.

190 21 <$ corrected to ^' G 1

, I^V G 3 G4 G 5

G", 15 G*.

191 9 tf *%G' G 3 G 3 G4
.

6 After fefo: G 1 G 2 G 3 G4 add

195 1 s%: ( for sifir ) G
1 G 3

,
ifif G a

,
1% G*.

197 35 ?^>iffmg; to =[JcJi^r: omitted in G 1 G a

G 3 G 4
, Paris ^15, and Berlin 394.

197 12 w G* G4 and Ber. 394 ;%:??? G 3

( fo: on margin ) and Paris 215 ;

far?^? G 1
i fsr on margin ).

197 12 ^OTTO; G 1 G 3
G*,

197 1-1 3?^* G 2 G 3
, ?9m 5TfHr G'4

, ?w%^ cor-

rected tO ^WKr 5TfSfT G
1

.

197 14 ra^ ?7^ft^ ^ G 1 G a
,

?% G 3
( snjh? on the margin ) G4

.

197 1415 firw G 1

,
fir: w G 3

, fen? G 2 G4
.

197 16 if omitted G 1 G a G 8 G4
.

198 3 ft*nrnG
l G a G4

,

198 13 wn^mrrenfar. G 1 G a G 3
, omitted in

G4
.
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198 17 3jn ^jfB ^m f*n i *fte: i omitted in

G 1 G 2 G4
; given in G 3

.

205 45 sfrswifiRrcrfof^ G 1 G 3
, ifcwniw' G4

,

205 13 'swrg: G 8
, 'ar^sig: (on margin) G 1

,

omitted in G 2 G 4
.

206 4t *w*rr4 G 1

,
HHTWIW ?ft G 2

,
*wn*?'fcr G 3

,

G 4
.

207 5 wswrifc G 1 G 2 G 3 G4
,
Paris 215, and

Ber. 394.

207 11 si^nfasi**iRT: G 1 G 8 H a
, Paris 215

and Ber. 394
; ^gsnftwwuisn: G a G 1

.

207 13 RmraBer. 394, G* G G
, w^awG 1 G

G 4 G"
G

(G
4 and G s

correct"

to

207 13 siwqra: G 1 G8
, Paris 215 ; sw*v G3

G4 G 6 G 6 HS Ber. 394.

207 14 ram^ JifreJ: wwi^f^aw: G 1 G 8
, Paris

215
; ^H^wg (^ added on margin in

Ber. 394 ) u$3: srarara ^m ( wri omitted

in G 4
, TT: added on margin in Ber.

394 ) >t%i5*iT: irfcw | ( G4 reads u$?i*'.

^f^rsqi: i uf;fq^ for n^tw ) G
a G 4 a d

Ber. 394.

208 21 vft&ini G
1 G8 G 8

, Paris 215 ;

G4
, Ber. 394.
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209 1 <r^i% (for ^fo) G 1

,
corrected to

G 8
.

209 2 mnTg*n4 mi G 1 G 4
; <TCW^T&* m G a

G8
, Ber. 394, Paris 215, P.

209 3 i*raraftf g G 2 G4
, Paris 215, Ber.

394
, <2pma<srt<i g corrected to t^rasih?

3*w> en the margin G 1

; 5*fa*raW 3

corrected to "?*t?rrh? *^ G 3
;

P.

209 3 *> ^: ftn*nfiir * G*, Paris 215, Ber.

394 ( -ft^for -fe- ) ; TOftiawftr ^ P ;

g^wf^JSR G 4
; *ft ^: ^feHgiftr f cor-

^=> 7
--> ^

rected to gwi% a^ifor ^ G 3
;

^r ^ir:

?iwg 3ifr ^ corrected to ^44

G'.

209 4 snftrsroiri * (^ deleted in G 1

) G a G 8G 3

G4
, Paris 215, Ber. 394, P.

209 4 *nw*m*^ W'&a^G'CJ
4

, Paris 215,

Ber. 394 (TOWI^ for TOW), P G a
(both

P G a have ?SWT for

210 9 ^^i^w'st'T^G'G 2 P G 5G C
;

G S
G*, Paris 215, Ber. 394, P 1

.

210 1415 q?nn n^t^G 1G3
G*, ww* (sic) Ga

.

210 18 ft*HG 2G :iG 4
,
corrected to ift^ G

210 19 -affcre* %IITO G'G'G^*.

211 2 q^BH. G^^G* TT^ G 3
.

1
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212 1 2 *n 3wm *n g f^T (for $T**T-to f^i) G 2G4
.

After G 8
supplies on the margin

*TT 5^T G 1
.

212 5 *RT<rt ^ G xG 8
, *RW? G 2G4

.

212 11 WBreft- G'G^'G 6
,
?TO^- G 3G4

.

212 12 WBTO G'G'G^*.

212 15 mn*a G ] G 8
,
w^cf G 2 G 4

.

212 17 -5g^^f G 1 G 8 G 5
(^- corrected to -

inG 5)? 1 ;-^^m G 2G 4G 6
P.

213 1 -TOTO! P 1 G 3
, -w G 1

,
-^^qm G aG4 P.

213 14 WT^F G 1

;
widf G 4P X

;
WI^T G aG 8G 5

G 6
P, Ber. 394, Paris 215.

213 15 TOT^G
J

( TOitr P I

) ; wi^ G 3G 3G4
.

213 15 wnTO*R- G 1

,
^^R^spr?- G 1 G4 P 1

,

216 1213 3?fmH ^iBrc^T ^ritf^sq-m^r wrf% G 1 G 2

(G
2

91=^3 ), ^wrf^

G s
, Paris 215,

G 4
.

15 srf^feftcin G 1 G 3
P, iifiR^wnR G

G 4
.

G 1

(WT^T^STI on mar-

gin), ^fem G 2
, snfac3T ?rqr^f G4

,

G 8
.
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216 17 wrar^ corrected to wRrra^Ri G 1
,

G 2 G 3
, ^T^T^T^ G

4
.

221 16 The passage ^ w^- etc., given in

B a
,
is wanting in G 1 G a G 8 G4

.

230 15 ft^G 1
. ^r^G 3 G 3 G 4

.

231 4 HTO G 1 G a G 3 G4 G 5 G 6
.

9 -wroft- G 1 G 8 G4 G 5 G G
,
-tf- G 2

.

232 1 *it: ^ ( ^ on margin ) G\ ^: G 2

G 3 G 4
.

23i 11 ^WT^fir^^> *re p? f^rr i-^ G 1 G 3 G4

G 2
(G

a has fijro for T^T ^^).

235 1 2 ^m?^% ?jfffcTFrf ?f ?3^ i f^T^s^^^if zz^ \

^PTTQ (srfcn ^WT G 1

) ?% i

( aCTra^ T%%rjq omitted in

G 1

) G 1 G 8 G4
," Paris 215. This

passage along with a large part of

the Comm. is omitted in G 2
.

236 9 ^ \ ^T gn?i ?r?fT ftrcr G 3
(on the margin,

however, instead of wap to fit^rr G 3

writes ^ 5i^Tf5[?n^ ) ; ^ G4
;

omitted in G 1

;
G 2 omits a large

portion of the Comm. here.

238 3 i wmt ^r3 (sic) G
1

, wror *m* ^ G 8

G 4 G 5 G.

,, 12 ^ ^ i wr ^ ^q G 1

, wr

G 8 G4
G, *w ^ma R^ G a

-
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239 67 ^ra r^ i sre ^STRT i wr 3 fo*3 G 8
,
sra *q; \

sn* ^fo: ^g^| i sr* ^ fe^ G4
, ^w ^m*3

3 G a
,
omitted in G 1

. wrq^i srer

supplied on the margin in the

same hand in P. w* ^ i

P 1 P 2
.

240 910 ^r^r ^i ^ *t<if ^3^: i G 1 G a G 3 G 4
.

i ^ro r^ qw^ ^^ft P 1 P 2
.

,,

247 12 qc ?% G 1 G 3 G4 P 1 P a
, ^ i *& G a

P.

249 G 55^^ omitted in G 2 G 4
, supplied on

the margin in G 1 G 3
.

259 18 *r^G T G 2 G4 G 5 G 6
,*T3rG

3
.

19 sr.s^G 1 G 3 G4
,
*: ^r^G 3

.

260 4 *: ^r^G 1 G 2 G4
? ^:^^G 8

,

G 1

,
<? i% ^^TT^ G a G 4

,

270 1 s^wrf^ G
a

, corrected to STOS^T?- G 1

,

5^^ =^ G 3
,

P.

6 G3 G 5 have TOW (for ^m^r) on the

margin as another reading.

14 sresrm G 1 G 2 G 8
5 Paris 215, Ber.

394 ; 5T5*rw*- G4
.

15 ^^TT^ G 1 G4
, Ber. 394

; omitted in G a

G 3
, Paris 215.
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270 1516 *wf (TOT- P)g*CT<*Tmg*5*reiT: (-^T: G
3G4

,

Ber. 394) *gKi^ fcg^siT^ i S^T *mr ( *m>

G, Ber. 394) f^m> ?<*: G 1 G 1 G 8

G4
P, Paris 215, Ber. 394 (for

*re?3F6- to *5J :).

271 1 Harare G 1 G 8
; v&z *RTO G 1 G4

,

Ber. 394.

273 9 10

G 8 G 4 G 1

( G 1 also gives on

the margin as a correction or a

variant for it :

9 omitted in G*.

277 21 22 TT<?fa s& ^wig; i ^ ^?r q^rw G 8
? omit-

ted in G 2
, qr^f^nftft f i ^r ^

supplied on the margin in G 1
.

279 3 Tfc^forT: *3x <^EF$ srg?r^ supplied on

the margin (and to be read before

h) in G 1
.

280 1 WOT^IH^I G 1 G 1 G 3
.

280 11 ^9:7i^T^(-^ G 1

) wi* GMG* 3

G a
.

282 2 Hf% ( : deleted in G 1

) G 1 G 1
,

G 3
.

289 16 -fSnrT^ G 1 G 3 G 4
,

-

290 11 m^r G 2
, w G 1 G 3 G 4

.

[ Note The portion from IX. 24 to

XIII. 7 is wanting in G4
. ]

20
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294 13 srrfSfa TTSi^G
1 G 3

,

G*.

294 15 ^EKigr- (s- corrected to ^- in G 1 G 8

)

G'G'G 3

, Ber. 394, Paris 215,wnfcr- P.

295 20 ^ (for jdd =*) P G a G s

, ?rimft G 1
.

311 5 sfo^ omitted G*. G 1

gives
on the margin with reference to the

quotation

311 6 G 3
reads if ftrarac after

312 2 JTs^rre: G a

,fl^?TK: i

G 1 G 8
.

313 16 wr ^ ( for w * ^% ) G 1 G 3
P, *TT

314 2 ?^I^T r^?n5TTffa added (like B*) in

G 1 G 3
, omitted in G'.

315 5 *TOTV i w$?r I G 1 Ga G% ^rem^r I P.

315 6 -wf^r i CTOTOC i G 9
,
-^r G 1 G8 P.

315 7 *n 'JOT i G T

, ^TTH: I ^w i Ga G8
.

316 8 $f^ G 1 G'
; $3 *^cr G 3

, Paris 215 ;

320 7 *wif^% G*, ^s (on margin)
G 3

,
*<z ( marginal )

corrected to -^ ) G 1
.

320 12 fUt^f ^R p (J
1 G 1 G8 G s G6

,

Paris 215, Ber. 394.
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320 14 jftir*: G 1
;
* (marginal) ^fo^f: G 1

(G
1
also writes an the margin :

ffi-nnih as.an explanation);
:

jjf
ifrv$ {ftari: Paris 215, G 8

toi^ marginal in G 3
) ;

P.

321 10 g$i G 1 G 8
,
*

322 3 SWRW ( -* G *

) *H*sti G z G J G 8
.

322 3 4 nitwr *n n?^r: G 1
, IR^?^ I

I G* G 3
.

326 2 ?nft nm %fa 3 i^t is added (like B) in

G 1 G 8
, not added in G*.

326 15 wR G 1 G 1 G 3
, Paris 215, G 5 G 6

.

326 18 *4' G 1 G' G8
.

328 1 ssrac omitted in G 1 G 1 G 3
( but

*roft 3<wnft crrnft supplied on the mar-

gin in G 1 G 3

).

328 2 -^rg-G
1

, corrected to -* in G 1

G*

( G
1
also gives -^rg- ).

329 11 f ^R^U^ G 1 G 3

,
f* *T^^: G 1

.

329 11 12 * ^T^ to *?*H: in G 8
, and

5f ?tm3 to <$R; = irft in G 1

is supplied
on the margin ; omitted in G 1

.

330 23 ^w^praf8rfJr^> G 1 G 3 G 3
.

330 7 ^?r Ssrfon omitted in G 3
, given in

G 1 G 3
.
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331 13 <r? corrected to 7^-G
1

, 7^-G
3 P

s i* Ga
.

332 3 *T*R: G 1 G 8
, Paris 215, Ber. 394

(marginal) ; omitted in G a H*.

332 6 srHf=%frrf^ ( like B3
etc. ) is given

in G 1 G a G8
.

332 9 af^G 1 G 3 G S
.

332 15 ?n?T G 1 G a G s
, TO: P.

334 34 The reading of this Comm. in G 1

(on the margin G 1

corrects

to ^firf^EMm) G 3
is exactly as adopted

by myself. G 7
is rather corrupt

here.

334 7 G 1

corrects ftfrfasrf to 3frfNnHf on the

margin.

335 10 -feftft- G 7
,

ftftrftra- G 3
, 4foRw- G 1

.

337) 2223) *>* to <Tr?iinP?nwn^ omitted in G' G 2

338) 12 f G $
.

338 56 *r)wt^ G 1
G> G s G 6

, ^^^i^ G 1

,

^hTOt PP 1 P 1 H'.

338 6 -tfn G 1 G s G 6 G 6 P P 1 P a
, -^4 G\

338 11 12 ** *ftoT*r( * G 8
, Paris 215>ro^sj3T:

g; (G
1 has also ^ above the line)

r' TOW* ( ^Hif^j; G
8

,
Paris 215 )

G 1 G% Paris 215;

^3 (f| added in Ber. 394) siton ^^ugl:
G*, Ber. 394 ;

P H l

) ?nq?id i P P 1 H 1
.
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338 1617 fafr g i nfo i: i G 1 G s

, Paris 215 ;

fa% 5 i G% Ber. 394.

340 1415 snwr ( for 3 ^R) G " G *

, 3
"

343 11 *i-G s G'.m-G 1 G' G 6
.

344 1 *r *r*r- G% WTO- G 1

,
SITO- G

344 7 nwr- G 1

G', ^T^T- G 5
.

345 1 wr^-G 1 G G s
.

349 5 7 irsTJi^rftrfir i ir%w*i sr$?r:

G 2
) I

3

sififcfcsw flrRj^tK: (corrected to

Rr^TK: in G *

,

^G 1 G 1 G 1
.

350 6

T ?^> wvf^r G 1 G 3
. The whole

Comm. of this ( 44 ) Sutra is omitted

inG 3
.

350 89 *mra*'? G 1 G' H*.

350 11 n*H G 1 G a G, -wn^ G 8 G 6
P.

350 14 WTO* G a
, m^^ G 1 G 3

,

350 16 %^ corrected to JTjn* in G 1 and to

kramate in Paris 215 on the margin;
G 3 G 3

, Ber. 394.

351 12 *ret * (w G a
)

T^i^r>TT?qt ftffm: (for
1 G a G s

.

352 9 ^Rlf^m': G s
, *raH%w4: G 1 G 8

.
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353 15 s*r>- G 3 G 8
, wrt- ( also <w>- above the

line) G
1

.

353 16 am- G2 G 3
, ^TT- ( also ?wr- above the

line ) G 1
.

356 6 ^sirofcm G 1 G s
, 33m* G 9

.

356 7 g*BT G 1

P-, -=?ET G 3

,
Paris 215 ( vale

supplied before -TEI ) ; ^RBR; G a
, Ber.

394 ; a?*rc: P.

359 3 ^T3^r G XG 2G 3
, Paris 21.5, Ber. 394.

359 6 Hcfrg^t G 1 G 3

( a long passage is here

omitted in G a
).

359 78 ^w ?^5t fsq | (for ^*PT to gpri) G 3
,

(corrected on the margin to

53^ i ) G 3
,
^*r' ??re gsq^ |

(marginal correction ^ ^tiw sri^) G 1
,

Paris 215, ^>ti' sra 33^ P,

Ber. 394,

P 1
.

360 12 *Rhfir G 1
( corrected from ^ift ) P 1

,

G a G 3 P.

361 7

361 910 ^f?r: vic^hn% G 1 G 8
^fii W^^TT G a

.

361 1213 ftg?;' to ^wf: omitted in G 1 G a G 3
.

361 14 ftaw: G'G'G 3
.

361 19 -i^v^nnt- G a G 1

(G
1 also -i- on mar-

gin^G
5 G 6

, -fiRtww- G 8
.
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363 56 ft' * to 3?frn omitted in G 1 G s
G".

363 6 3?Tsj$n?: G 1

(G
1
corrects * to % on

margin) G 2 G 8
.

363 7 i^aftai- G 2
, i^iftam G 1 G 3

.

363 17 ^^fo^G 1 G 3

, ^^JTfwjG 2

G 1 G' G1 ' 8

364

364 45 qfcftwiftr ( -fatr for -T^T G 8
)

i ( JTfin? i 5?^ G 2

j

G 8

,
^T*M G 1

)

G 2

) i G 1 G 2 G 8
.

364 8 -SftamG
1

G', -

365 4 &m*hn:m*3rpirtj; G 2

S <$lnwnjnfor G 1 G 3
.

366 6 wtf *m' ?s: G 1 G 3
,

^rm* w- G 2
.

366 9 fi&rten' G 1 G 3

, ^rsr> G 2
.

1 G 8
,

366 10 SfV jwfcr (for *f^' wfo ^) G
1 G 2

G 2

)G
3 and Paris 215.

366 16 -fesiw (-fc^m i G 3

)

G 3

) G
1 G 2 G 3

.

367 1 mrof (forum*) G 2
.

367 2 -91^ (for n) G 8 and Paris 215,
nwG*.

367 12 *wq. ^ G 1 G 8
, and Paris 215,

i: G*.
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373 15 G 1 G 2 G 3 and Ber. 394 omit

*R% here but read it in the begin-

ning of the next Sutra's commentary.

374 6 * *rg: G 1 G 3 G 5 G 6

, swis G 2 and Ber.

394.

374 78 *

*i i^cr <* v*Tgft?g^?3 i (for ST? to wf: ) G 1

G 8
, Paris 215

,

I W^f fe^lftrm: I G 2
.

376 11 12 5^ ^ i

sm: i wRTf ^tei G 1 G 2 G 3

, Ber.

394. But Ber. 394 also adds on the

margin : s<r ^T ^TT ^TQTT^ i ql^mn^i ^
$ftg^ i

I

377 9 Ber. 394 adds *& *fNh on the margin,
which is intended to be read before

etc.

377 IB mwnftA omitted in G 1 G 3 G 3

, Ber.

394, Paris 215.

377 17 rftanOT* are*R G 2

3 ST^U *&$ G 1
,

379 5 s^ra^fi &mn G 1
, s^raitr ^wwt G 8

,

G 2
.

379 1213 s^rtr ^npnqifd G 1 G 8
. rra5n^nwud G*.

380 6 ^Rnmc G 1 G 2 G 8
.
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380 U TKRr$nfninrt G 1 G 2 G 3
.

383 9 srg*grR' ?nfora G 1 G !

, srg^nr* G*. G 2

omits a long passage here.

380 2 wfoem^G 1 G 2 G G 4
.

389 2 wi ^if?w G 1 G' G ; G ;

, Ber. 394,

H 2
.

389 1011 vftftwCTq; ^iftfa rav,: ( * G 1 G 4
)

5R?T2^ I %T5I at=T 5ZTH5?lT?fSq; (S5f' G 3
.

G 4

) G 1 G 2 G :i G 4

, Ber. 394, P,

391 1213 $tw& to wftwf =3 G*, omitted G 2
.

*rg*n*' ^13 to srif: (as in B 2
) G 1 G 3

.

After iTf: i G 1 G s
also add :

^HT7iar ( -<*- G 3

) 'risgq^iqr ^T

is painted yellow in G 1

)

392 1 Bsn* ^ G 2 G 4

, ^:*R^ G 1 G :! G 5 G 6

.

392 1 wJG'G* G%*i3G l G" G 6
.

392 13 qsprwR to -r?mei; omitted in G 2 G 4

P,

G 1 G ;i

.

393 15 fcftrawnfir G 1 G :i G 4

,
*fiwnB G 2

.

394 1 2 *5?irar^i: *st8^ra G' G a
.

G 3
G*, Paris 215, Ber. 394,

H a
.

394 6 353 i SWR G a
, ?r?l *Rt G4

,

G 1 G 8
.

21
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394 89 r f? i w ? ?T> i wr t ( $ G 3
) I *T 3:

wl G ' G" G" P; *r * <c i *r ^ sft i w 5 fr i

si^^ri G 4
.

395 6 ^G 1 G 2 G 3
, itrG

4
.

395 78 aarar*rf?i<m} ^ar: G4
, rfg^rfeq^ 3f^s* G J

G 3
, 3?^^%^ ^a^ G a

.

395 9 ?it^ft f^TT G
1 G 3

,
*rer ^TT G

4
, '3m G

3
.

395 15 *w: stRir G 4
, ft^r G 1 G a G 3

.

396 3 sira:*ra* rf^i G 1 G 3
,
nm^i wi^ G a

,

G4
, irrar^ 3^g^ P, ai?r:

396 11 -f%w?T: ( -?f corrected to -^T G 1

)

G 1 G 3
, -fim^wr ^ G 2 G 4

.

396 1213 -JTSjriftw?!: ^P*fe G 1

,

-

G 8
, -Hifr ^ ^if ?% G4

, -Bin

G 2
.

398 1 %*Tra G 1

( -^T corrected to -3 ),

G 8 G4
, 5 ?na P. G a omits this whole

stanza.

398 2 fireft to -qftu^: G4
,
fiwre* g firaft srj *f;-

G 1 G s
, Ber. 394, P ( -wnr* ).

399 19 20 f^siR: and win55wr ^N4 ^T omitted

in G 1 G a G 8 G 4
.

399 21 *roftft&: G 1 G a G8 G*.

400 5 ftwrfii^i G 1

, f^fTf^k G 3
,
firafft- G a

P,

G4
.
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4.00 20 im wraf *rowmr'G' G 8
,

'

G 4
.

401 1 rog G 1 Ga G4
,
TO

N

I <*-G
8

( G
1

deletes

402 2 **T<pi3Rn; G 1 G 8
, *ros[wifirfe G a G4

.

402 C 'SWRlf^SRfoRt G S
, ^T5fI^ ^PT?335Rt G 4

,

G 1

,
*r?Rra5R: G a

.

403 2 T^if^^ti^f i ?f5n^>s!53^: i G 1 G 3
,

is^: i G4
,

401 7 rfcfo* G' G a G8 G4
.

404 12 renvqre( G* G 8
, wmmwn^ G*,

G a
.

405 16 m- G 1 G 8 G 8 G 4 H 2
,*5- P

1 P a
.

405
1

16 i 3WRr? ( ^rnf^ corrected to ?ai?- G 1

)

406 J 12 3 *KHT*T (
-i H a

) firtialsftq G 1 G 3 H a
,

G a
,

406 4 -*if%^G
4

, -afraft' G 9
, -fon&qftRj mar-

ginal correction for -nffoT^G
1

) G 1

G 8
.

406 10 fcro i hn: i G 1 G 3
, omitted in G a G4

.

407 18 mf4^ G a G 8 G4
, m *rrf G 1

.

407 20 irftwm^ P'G 1 G 8 G4 G 5 G 6
, Ber. 394 ;

?T^HT ( -flif corrected to -*TT ) G 8
,

Paris 215
; wfowm H a

P.
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408 14, 17 7frrra*Tft G 1 G 2 G 8 G4
,
G 6

( text MS. ),

Paris 215, Ber, 394, H 2
; G 5

( text

MS. ) corrects -<r- to -5- on the mar-

gin.

409 11 wafir g?gr ? qmti (V G 2 G 8
,
omitted

inG4
.

412 17 T^te to -f^p omitted in G 1 G s
; given

in G 4
;
not clear in G 3

.

413 13 ww5(forw*) G 3
, Ber. 394, Paris

215, P
; 3i<f^ ( on the margin also

w* ) G 1 G 8
; w* G4 G 5

( on the

margin <zm^ G 5
) ; *x% G 6

-,
^ri P l P 2

.

413 18 sresg; ( on the margin also w? ) G
1

G 3
; van, G 3

, Paris 215, Ber. 395
;

G4
P, w^P 1

P*.

414 1 r!it^ ?>^RT JT?>fti: ( on the margin
also STT snfrrc* ^^3 in G 1 G 8

) G
1 G 2

G 3
, ^3fiftr??^s?i5q3 G4

, WTsnftr P, omit-

ted P 1 P 2
,

414 G qf^ft G 1 G 2 G 3
, 7TM*r) G*.

416 17 ww: to w: omitted in G 1 G a G 3 G4
.

418 2 *T*5fR nq^WR[ G 1 G 2 G 8
(*F5Jf- G 2 G 8

)

G 4
( as?T- G4

).

418 G qftr^faro: ( Tfegr^.- marginal ) G 1

,

: G a G 8
, qft^rai: G4

.

418 7 ?^>q^ G 1 G 3
P, w?hnn G a G4

.
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418 10 <H*V ( qft- corrected to <rc- G 1

) G 1 P
P 1 G 4 G 5

5 iRwff G 3 G 8 G 6
( <*- cor-

rected to qft- G), Paris 215, Ber. 394.

13 qffoff G 1 G 3 G% Ber 394
;
faw (nc )

G 4
;

1 *fos^ to ^; G 1 G 4
,

G 3
, omitted G".

420 4 fimWJUn ^W-G 1 G 3 PP 1

,

G a
, sif^5*?j ^fire;- G4

.

420 45 a^nra to -: is read after

in G 1 G 8
. G a G 4 however read it

after -

420 9 ftiBw G 1 G 3
P, f^Rt^r G a

, wfron^ G 4
,

P J

420 11 vftairan; G 1 G s G 4

P, OTBJWR G 2
,

P 1
-

422 67 ^T feqqi: i ^i^ nc: f^i^ i

G4
,
^1 fiwq^r ( -i- G a

)

f: TT: fite^i G 1 G 2 G 3
.

422 18 ?rcmT G 1 G 3 P P 1
, TOIT^ G 2 G 4

.

422 18 ^crfs'G 1 G 8,wG" G4
.

423 8 After *rafc i G 1 G 3 P P 1

(not G* G4
)

add wfqmr ( -s- P)

424 2 in ^TT^ P G 1 G 3 G s G 6
, Ber.

394
; sNWfafrm; G* P 1

; *

G 2
.
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424 10 w G 1 G 8
, Paris 215

; nfrwG f

;
***&

G 4
, Ber. 394.

424 10 11 arggfEV m;pmg*B * afeTsri G 1 G 3
,

g^arasi i ^??sfcr m>pnif 3^^ G a
,

: SIVRWT $<?%?r G 4
.

424 12 wrerowr- G a
G*, smingiw- G 1 G 3

.

424 15 w to SMIT^ omitted and Sntras 65 and

66 both given as one Sutra in G 1 G 8

P l P a ^IE? (??G4 )?^(
G a

) Jrmt^ ^?r^ wnn G a G4
.

425 1 ? t ' G a
, 1 1[

3r G4
,

G 8
.

426 5 &fr wmiNf ( wiv w H 1

) G
1 G 8 P 1 H 1

.

> G 2 G4 G 6
,

T P G s
,

Tir Ber. 394.

428 21 -^fg^ra: G 1 G 2 G 8 G4 G 6 G 6
, Paris

215, P P a
; -3%?ra: P 1

.

429 3 vqfQOTT&rfe i G4
-,
omitted in G 1G 9G 8

,

Paris 215.

429 3 vrigtiTrt ( for aqf-Rr ) G4
;

G 1 G a G s
, Paris 215.

429 34 ISwtf ^^ ( -^ corrected to -w G 1

)

Wf?irifl5nt5 WRift *ni* sf^ts^: ??n^ G 1

G 8
,

ft^l

wt G a
.

G4
.
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429 6 WW: srg^nraf ( corrected to

G 1

) wMg*M: i G 1 G a G 8
,

^rg^T^ ^^ $r ^wit^^ra: I G4
,

^TTT: I ^^13^} *r**r sr
ux ^

430 3 ^T^ i ^i ^TITT O 4
, WRirj H^ir G a

,

1 G 8
.

430 13 *^srg*f G
1 G 8

, Paris 215, G 6 G 5
(also

rf%- marginal in G 5
) ; ^^3^ G 2 G 4

,

Ber. 394.

430 15 sr^s^TB* ^T ^rjtE* m ^q-f?^ *n G 1 G 8

,

431 3 ^RT^T^T: G 1 G s
P-, OTPRrai^T: (margi-

nal 3$RreK*r:) Ber. 394
;
s*R*h: Paris

215
;

5Rro?T5PT?^T: G4
; ^^

rei^r: P 1 P 2
.

431 34 ft*w;$ ( -f%- Ber. 394, G a
) aywc G 1

G a G 3
, Ber. 394, Paris 215.

I

431 4 ^jRT^Trem^ ^r44i% G 1

;

^r^% G4
;
^mwmT^afar ^"1% G s

,

Paris 215
;
^WT^r^flr^m^^r ^i&'fo G 7

;

*% Ber. 394.

431 5 *sfo*WT I ^ G 1 G 1 G 3 G4
-

431 5 *??r^ omitted in G 1 G 2 G 8 G 4
, Ber.

394, Paris 215.
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431 6 *tft G4
; omitted in G 1 G a G 3

, Ber.

394, Paris 215.

43 1 7 ^ w ($fo m G 4
) few: CTR* G

* G 5 G 4
,

Paris 215
; y^*Rn: ( *TOT: Ber. 394 )

8
,
Ber. 894.

432 3 qsfcr G 3 G4
, * wfer G 1 G 7

.

432 3 -g-mTcsmftr- (-TOTO- corrected to -

G 1
) G'G

3
, -^T^TT^TTV G4

, ^rmrarft- G
1

.

432 7 gT>: G a P\ gT> G4
P, 5^ G 3 G 1

.

432 7 &r fN G 1 G 1 G 3

3
tr^W G4

.

432 8 ff ^r *TT q^ IJ^WT^'W ( ?r on the

margin G 1

) ^rg^T G 1 G 3
,

?ff

G 1

,
^if ^T

G 4
.

432 14 sntrarr^^riiRr* G 1 G 3
, m ( Jr-G

a
)

G 2 G4
-

433 5' 8 w&g^K: ( -^BW SB^R corrected to -^: in

G 3 and -wre to -- in G 1

) ^ ^rRg: i SKIR'

(^ G 1

) i srs^cgwi: i ^^Rr ( H^Br omitted

G 1

) I ^^ ( * to -^ on margin in G 1

G 8
) fefftm %wsi ftr^^Tf^ i

S^PTTT^ HnBnf i n^g ^f: i

(for srcijiTcp; to ^% ) G 1 G 3
, Paris

215
-, srtf3*RiCT VR' fti%w* ?9t5f ft^mif^

qfit^r^TWjfcr^^RT^ ^^rf^r ( 3 for a Ber.

394 ) w* g 5f: H t* TT% i G 1

, Ber. 394
;

3^* i ^ m^i^^ to qift ( as adopted
in the printed text ) G4

.
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433 10 i^j ^ =35}* wfor G *

; ijff *di* ?5f% Ber. 394;

sf% G 3
, Paris 215

; mtf

G* G 4
.

431 1 -wrtfG* GV*wfog G 1 G 3
.

434 1 w4f^f omitted in G 1 G 8
,
w=

G a G 4
.

434 1 16 ) ^grogiiN ( -tw G 7

) JTfersfrjT^ (

435 J 1 J sraiftqr added in Paris 215 )

(H- G') 5tf% ^ftirc: i ( for JJST- to -srf:

Ber. 394, G
1

, Paris 215
-,

( -f^r G8
) srfoail^r

nf: i G 1 G 3
; uflsrs:

: i G4
.

435 1 G4 omits *% to -%.

435 1 2 jmts %^ f^r^^rsi IT

G 1 G 8
, Paris 215 ;

G a G4
,
Ber. 394.

436 78 tagiTCTifarf to ^Rr*5OT &fin ( 53': G4
)

(for efcn* to Tt%) G 1 G 3 G4
( G4

omits $fo to ^ ) ; omitted ( also ^

436 9 %T^^T (
-^ G 2 G 4

,
Ber. 394 ) G 1 G a

G4
,

Ber. 394, P P 1 P 8
; farew&g^

G 6

;
the reading of G 6

corrected to

that of G 1
etc. in G s

; f^i^-U G 8
.

22
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436 1415 wif^- to 3^ P G 1 G a G 8 G 4
(

-

for -snr'JR G4
), Ber. 394 ( Ber. 894

and G 8
: -i^- for -T^$- ) ; omitted

in P 1 Pa
.

438 1 wnwn: G 6 P 1 P 3
; 3 nw G 1 G 8 G 4 P

;

^ UTT G a
, Ber. 394 ; ^i"m: corrected

to 3 no*n: G 5
.

438 2 * omitted G 1 G a G 8 G 4
P, Ber. 394

-,

given P 1 P 2
.

442 2 *?? j?m Ga G 4
, ??f l?^T ^T G 1 G3

.

442 11 tftsfiT^ G
1 G8

,
t ftfe G4

,
3 *ft G 2

.

443 15 <nfo to *j* omitted in G 1 G a G 3
;

given in G4
;
omitted in the body of

the MS. in Ber. 394 which however

supplies on the margin :

( sic ).

443 14 ipriat G 1 G 2
, Ber. 394 ( also

above the line );

G 3 G 4 G 5 G 6
.

443 i -> The Coinm. z&ftusi to %s$: omitted in
1 152 I

444] j G 1 G 2 G 8 G4
, Ber. 394.

444 14 ^pw: G 4 G 6
, *fw: G 1 G a G 3 G 6

.

446 1 r qrfRBi. G 1 G a G 8 P P 1

, m gfop
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445 4 ?nft G4
,

*nft omitted in G 1 G 8 P P 1

( G 9 PP 1 omit ww to wift, lines 3-4)

G 3
.

446 6 -fefV *w G 1 G 8 G 5
( marginal in

G 6
) G 6

( *m G 6
).

450 13 sn^tG 1 Ga G 8 G*.

455 6 HWS G 1 G 3 G4 G 5 G 8
,
urom G a

.

459 4 l^rasrmt: iif^ G 1
, Ber. 394, G 5 G 6

,

f G4
,-

G 3
.

461 910 nv^ sT^strt^ ^% ( for srrar^to Tgre ^) G
1

G 8 G 3
;

to Bre.,^ ( but ^^ 51^1^ for

G .

462 810 The Comm. ^ to ^q is omitted in

G 1 G 8 G 8 G 4 and Sutra 76 is read

continuously with the following one

T- etc. )

462 12-13 ST- to -fVscnfe G 1 G 8 G 4 G fi G 6 G*

( -^ for -5, ^T: for tjafc:, 1% m^t?>

for ?^r TT?T^ Ga
), Paris 215, Ber.

394 ( qsr^r: for q^i:, qt^r^T for TT^T^ ).

463 12 ipi^ to ^;?r*n G 1 G 8
, Paris 215, G3

(^^ for ??I^TT^ ^ for ^rr^ ), Ber.

394 ( ^Rffor iia^T?. *& for
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5TTJT smcft ^fcfi^T ( S^C ) G 4
;

f" ft 5T?STT^T 5reaiT2T^RT: ^fa^^T STT

! P
;

I P 1 P a
.

463 9 The 16th izsr ends after the Comm.
on mm ^ etc. in Ber. 394, G 2

( not

in G 1 s G 4
).

466 25 w to **ti G 1 G 3 G4 G 6 G 6
( *T*TT for

^mr and *r-fac for 3w G 5 G 6
;
G 5 also

gives ww and *w*r as variants ) G a

( 1$ for I^T, rnsiT and ^TCIT both G2
),

P ( OTiffer4 59TR, *rar ^T ), P 1 P a (^

P 2
).

466 6 srrgtg ^?T^ (marginal :

G 1

, snglg ^T^% G 8
3 ^rig ( or ^r ? ) ^3 i

G 2
, sngt* TOTO ?% G4

,

?% P, ^T^ q-^i^^r 5% i P x

P 2
.

466 7 wf ^^% G 1 G 3
, 53^ T? G 4

, **i?ffc

G 1

, J^nfiMr 5% ^%: P
3 ^% i?% P 1

P 2
.

466 8 qf^ ^ m G 1

3 ^ d ??mi% G 8 G4
,

w^fir G% if^ a mar iar ( ? )

P, *M*n<t% P 1 P\

466 9 WTO G 1 G 8 G 4
( *ft GA

), WT% G 2
,

P 1 P\
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466 10 * I &r. ( f or * I a* ) P.

466 11 * I ?ra*ta G 1 G 3
,*

466 13 *nteft G 1 G 1 G 3 G 4 P 1 P 1

,

P.

468 69 This Comm. almost in the same
form is also found in G 1 G 2 G 3 G 4

:

Paris 215, Berlin 394,

468 18 TOT ^^ : ( W *& *^ffo i ( f or

P, TOT 3xr: i m 153^ *re% i (for
P 3

.

469 12 The Text *n: to ^^R^ is given after

*TT*^T to ^^^[ (i. e, lines 3-5) in G 1 G 1

G 3 G 4
3 Paris 215.

469 45 WRKTT ^vr^^er^ ^^f^ G 1
;

B* G 3
3
Paris 215

;

( ? or s ) ^^^T^^f^>n G* ;

'

G*
;

469 9 fihtf toim^Rj G 2 G 4
( wfirci^ for

CIRIZ G 4
) G 1 G 3

( m ft^r^ for fiSti G 1

G 3

)3
^TT m f%^ fl^eriy^f m ?^TT: i an

^12^

| cTT ?Ic^ P
l P 1

.

469 13 ipr ^RTST: omitted G 2 G 4 P
3 Paris 215;

:
( for ^ *mv*t: ) G 1 G 8

;

: P 1 P 1
.

470 1 arTORfhrt G 1 G 2 G 8 G 4
, Paris 215 ,

Ber. 394,
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473 2123 The passage ^3 to Sferfc (^f or <ts*:)

is given in G 1 G 8
( marginal in G 8

)

P
;
omitted in G* G 1

, Ber. 394, P
1

.

474 6 *rt G 1 G 1

, corrected to *v% G 3
,

G".

474 7 ^*aiwwc G 1 G' G',

474 11 m G 1 G* G*, a<r% G 8
.

474 12 pftwnn: ( for ?

P 1

, ^qang G 2

475 8 wjifc i ?- G
4

, ^ii^i5- G*, 5^- G 1 G s

P.

475 9 ^G 1 G 4
P.TiG 1 G 3

.

475 10 11 ^f : ^55: i ORiKUt: ( -^ G 4

)

G a
( s*rare: i ^ G 3

) G
4

, 5^f> sr ( sr omit-

ted P ) 3vcfen i ?r ^r ^- ( grr ^ omitted

P) wwb*iW*w: i PG 1 G 8
.

475 11 After SI^TO G 1 G s add

fo% im
; not added in G a G4

,
P reads

for it T

482 56 P 1 P a add the two lines

of the following Sutra to this

Sutra without any material diffe-

rence in the Comm. as given by me.

4S2 8 After **& i H 2 reads the line:

ii|??W5BT^T wb tiier%^Tif^sf: in the

Comm.
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482 8 s- ( also * above a- G 1

) *fanj G 1 G 4
;

&A: *HH G% Paris 215 ; I??ST*J; G 1
,

Ber. 394.

482 9 w*F3 vsrnfJhrt: i P, G 8

( r^nft?rt on
the margin ) ;

*r?^
| *u i G 2 G 4

;

i m Ber. 394 ;

482 10 I*?** G 1 G 3
( marginal in G 3

), Paris

215 ; omitted G 2 G 4
, Ber. 394

482 11 After srafci Ber. 394 adds : <n

asrtwr a^% q^T^r 5n: (?m: marginal) ;

but G 8 adds : C?T ^ <rcron ?r^%

ipwnft^i ; not given in G 1 G 8 G 4
3

Paris 215. G 1 however on the

margin, in the same hand, adds :

: i 3iu* ITT: || ^TT

Tif
: i 5 ^35*rare: u

Ber. 394 also supplies on the margin

483 3 4 With reference to ^fwmreR G
adds on the margin :

(
w G s

)

G 8
,

Paris 215
5

i wTmRf H^TT ( 7 G 1
)

G 1
, Berlin 394

;
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I G 4
.

483| 6-15|
The text of Sutra 44 as well as of

484 j 1-9 j its Comm. in G 1 G 2 G 8 G 4
, Paris

215, Berlin 394 is practically the

same as that adopted by myself.

487 14 %T5T^ ( for foraraj P,

487 14 sfcKf corrected to s%i on the margin
inG*.

487 17 *h*G 2 GVsnG 1 G 3
.

487 17 ^^?f G 8

3
^T^T G 1

, omitted G 2 G 4
.

489 12 G 1 reads on the margin

492 1 Ar ( corrected from dhn ) G 8 P 1 G 6
;

'

P,Ber. 394; iWr G 1 G 4 G 6
.

496 35 TOT ^>^* to wfat omitted in G a G4
,

Ber. 394
; given in G 1 G 3

.

498 1 W*TT* to fort G 1 G 2 G 8 G4
( in G 4

only partly ) P, omitted in P 1
.

502 3 ^T ^ fwfftr ^ ( for ^rafftr ^pnftr ^ ) G 2
.

502 3 ^rf%^t ?r: ( on the margin also -a: ^:

G 1

, corrected to w%a: ^r: G 8
,

*n G a G 4
.
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502 7 ftfrft G 1 Ga G 8
, Paris 215 ; omitted

in G4 P.

502 8 w wwfc G 1 G 3
;
*iw*' G 8

,
Paris 215

;

**\*W$ G4
;
erraiHT WUrtr P.

502 8 11 5r*5*Rrmmfr to ^t^rcc ( W3w*-f or wtf-

rM) is given in G 1

, but is marked
to be deleted by lines like= = =
written above ^5*?- and ^T^^.

502|11 16|s^ to &*3 omitted in G 1
; given

503) 1 7 J ( more or less in the same form ) in

G 2 G 3 G4
, Paris 215, Berlin 394. P

also gives this passage rather in a

different and corrupt form,
503 14 qftfeW G 1 G 2 G 3 G 4

, Paris 215
;

P.

ffvrs^Tfo 3% (for *ww to 3^r3) P.

504 12 sRhjri*!*!' ( *RTO G 2 G 3
, Paris 215)

G 2
) SfT^RT

G% Paris 215;
G4

) *T ( m G 8
,
Paris 215 )

f ( wftft g^^ G 2
5 h?w G4

) G 1 G 2

G 3 G 4
, Paris 215. omitted in P.

23





APPENDIX II

ANALYSIS OF THE CONTENTS OF THE
RGVEDA-PRATISAKHYA 1

It has been shown in the Introduction that

the Pratisakhya as a whole cannot be the work of

one and the same author, and consequently parts
of the same are later accretions. In giving the

following analysis of the contents of the

Pratisakhya, however, the whole work, together
with the ten introductory stanzas, is treated as

a unit, without taking into consideration the

conclusion referred to above.

The contents of the Pratisakhya may be

systematized, under seven main heads, as

follows :

I. Introductory and Explanatory.

1, Introductory matter contained in the

ten introductory stanzas :

Obeisance to the deity and the nature of the

intended work, stanza 1
; a mystic description of

the three kinds of Vedic texts, i.e., Sarhhita, Pada
and Krama, stanzas 2 4; requirements of a

Vedic scholar and the scope of the treatise,

stanzas 58 ; enumeration of alphabetic sounds,

stanzas y 10.

1. Reprinted from " The Princess of Wales SarasvatI

Bhavana Studies'', Benares, Vol. IV, pp. 7188.
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2. Definition of terms :

, I. 1 ; *r?iar^, I. 2
; *5rc, I. 3

; ^ST^T, 1.6;

, I. 7 ; W, I. 8
; *rer:OT, I. 9 ; 3^, I. 10 ; wfNr>

I, 11, 12; Swwt, I. 13; *rgsiifop, I. 14; cw,

I. 17; *hJ, I. 18; TO, I. 19; XVIII. 32; gs,

I. 20, 21
; XVIII. 37, 41; mtasr, XVIII. 42; *g,

XVIII. 38, 39, 43 ; gtfto^, XVIII. 44
;
^K (a nasal

sound), I. 36; *n, 1.^37; XVIII. 40;

(a nose-sound), I. 48
; CTR, I. 49 ; ^rftr^ 1. 65

;

I. 6875; ^ (rhotacised), I. 76-103;
II. 2; ftnfir (hiatus), II. 3; f^fer, II. 80; ^, VI.

39-42 ; ^%, VII. 24 ; wi, X. 1, 2
-,
XI. 1 ;

X, 12 ; XL 29 5 ferar or ftn%, X. 13; XL 28
;

X. 14; XL 30; wra f ^T^, XIIL 1 ; ^?OT, XIII. 8;

*mwro f XIIL 31
; ^hr f XIV. 1 . w, XV. *3 30 ;

XVIII. 58 ; *cwr, XV. 31
-,
XVIII. 58.

3. Interpretation and application of rules :

Exceptions to be understood as connected

with the general rules, I. 53
; irregular forma-

tions to be taken with reference to the whole

treatise, I. 54 ; the Sama-vaa Sandhis to be

regarded as exceptions, I. 60 ; the sound to be

changed put in the nominative and the resulting

sound in the accusative, the conversion being ac-

cording to proximity, I. 56
;
in a statement as to

the places of articulation and the contraction of

vowels a short vowel implies both short and long

vowels, I. 55 ; a Praisa treated like a Pada, I. 57 \

finals of words joined to ?% to be taken as they

appear without that ?%, and of words not joined
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to ?% to be taken just as they are, I. 58, 59 ;

euphonic modification affects only those initials

and finals of words which are seen in the Pada
text, II, 5

; but, unless otherwise stated, a rule

in Patala VI affects even those sounds which are

the result of euphonic combination or which
occur in the interior of words, VI. 16 ; a word

consisting of only one letter, even if contracted,
treated as final and as initial, II. 6; an
unrhotacized Visarjamya with its penultimate
treated as one letter in certain cases, 1,67 , unless

otherwise stated, parts of compounds treated as
words with the exception of cerebralization

etc-, I. 61, 62
; euphonic combination takes place

according to succession of words, II, 7
; but

cerebralization of a following initial precedes the

change into a breathing of a final Visarjamya,
V. 2 ; in cerebralization the cause of cerebraliza-
tion precedes and the object of the same follows,
I. 66 ; a Pluta vowel, followed by i. treated like

a long vowel, I. 4.

II. Phonetic,

1. Classification of alphabetic sounds :

Eight monophthongs ( a, d, r, f , i, i, u, u ),

I. 1
; the vowel I, XIII. 35 ; four diphthongs

( e, o, ai, an ), I. 2; twelve vowels (both mono-
phthongs and diphthongs together), 1.3; short
and long vowels, I. 17, 18

; Anusvara is either a
consonant or a vowel, I. 5

; the remaining conso-

nants, I. 6, Mutes or contact consonants, I. 7 ;
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in five classes of five each, I. 8
; four semi-

vowels, I. 9 ; eight breathings ( h, , s, s, h, h or

Jihvamullya, & or Upadhrnaniya, and m or Anus-

vara ), I. 10. Surd consonants 1. 11, 12. Aspir-

ates, I. 13, Nasal consonants, I. 14.

2. Mode of formation of alphabetic sounds :

Psychical and physical factors in the produc-
tion of articulate sounds, XIIL 13

; eternity of

alphabetic sounds according to some, XIIL 14 ;

general mode of production of articulate sounds,

XIII. 1-3 ; distinction of surd, sonant, and surd-

sonant sounds, or description of the Bahya Praya-

tnas, XIIL 4 7 ; nature of voice and aspiration
in sonant and aspirate sounds, XIIL 15-19. Diff-

erent degrees of approximation of the organs in

the utterance of different sounds, or description

of the Abhyantara Prayatnas, XIIL 8-12. Classi-

fication of sounds according to their place and

organ of production, I. 88-51. Production of a

nasalized sound, XIIL 20 ; nature of Anusvara

according to Vyali, XIIL 37. Mode of right

pronunciation of vowels in general, XIV. 65-66.

Nature of r, f, and I vowels, XIIL 34, 35 ; nature

of diphthongs, XIIL 38-41. Right pronunciation
of consonants in general, XIV. 67. Nature of I

and Ih sounds, L 52.

3. Quantity :

Quantity of short, long and prolated vowels,

I. 27, 29, 30
; XIIL 50

;
of consonants, L 34

; of

Anusvara preceded by a long or short vowel,
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XIII. 32, 33
;
of syllables ( heavy, heavier, light,

and lighter), 1. 20, 21; XVIII. 37-44; of

Avagraha, I. 28
; of Svara-bhakti, I. 33, 35 ; of

hiatus, II. 4 , of Om, XV. 5. Duration of voice

called dhruva which follows a sonant abhini-

dhana, VI. 39 ; of breath and voice, XIII. 7.

4. Accent :

General character of acute, grave and cir-

cumflex accents, III. I, 2. Circumflex arising
from combination of acute and grave syllables

into one syllable, III. 3
; details respecting the

utterance of circumflex, III. 46 ; enclitic and
natural ( or independent : srrei ) circumflex, III. 7,

8. Accentual characteristics of vowels resulting
from coalescence of two vowels or syllables :

acute as the result of coalescence of two vowels,
III. 11, 16 ; circumflex as the result of coales-

cence, III. 12-14. Circumflex instead of a grave

following an acute III. 17. Names 1 of different

kinds of circumflex resulting from eupho-
nic combination of syllables, III. 18. $wr or

depression in four kinds of circumflex, TTI. 34.

ST3R accent : in Pada text, III. 9, 10 ; in Samhita
text or Parigr^ha, III. 1923, 27, 28. Treat-

ment of Avagraha in accentuation, III. 24 26.

Defects in the utterance of accents, III. 2933.

Accent of the Upasargas, XII. 2224.
Accent in recitation in general, XV. 16 ; accent of

1. IfrT, tftrsw^, ^JT, 3Tfafr%cT and
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Om, XV. 5. Enumeration of unaccented words

in the beginning of a Pada in the Rgveda, XVII,

2735 ; unaccented Padas in the Rgveda, XVII.

36,

5. Syllabication :

Division of syllables, I. 2226, 32; XVIII.

3236.

6. Qualities, tones and modes of utterance :

The three sthanas
1

or qualities of voice,

XIII. 42; the seven tones or notes, XIII. 4345;
three modes 2

of speech, XIIL 4649.

7. Faults in pronunciation
3

:

General nature of faults in pronunciation,

L Faults in the pronunciation of sounds in

general, 29 ; of vowels in general, 10,11,54,56 ;

suppression or addition of a short vowel, 40 ,

separation of a conjunct consonant by a vowel,

or anaptyxis (see also conjunct consonants), 49 ;

fault in the pronunciation of a, a, 12 ; of i, 45 ;

of r and f, 38 ; of r or I, 46 o% pronounced as

ayy or vice versa, 41, 42
; ai as ayi or vice versa,

43,44.

Faults in the pronunciation of consonants

in general, 15 17, 55
; of initial sonant con-

sonants, 18
; of initial aspirates, 19 ; of the

and

2 f^ff^cIT *TV2Rr. and 3T I'
N3

3. References under this head are to Sutras of Patala XIV
unless otherwise specified.
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first four vargas, 21
; of the first varga, 22 ; of

the second and third vargas, 24 ; of the fourth

varga, 23, 25 ; of voiceless dentals, 39 ; of a

semivowel, 50 ; of a group of sounds containing

a semivowel, 14 ; of r, 24, 26 ; of I, 27
; sup-

pression of y or v, 48 ; addition of y, 47
; inser-

tion of a breathing, 52 ; faults in the pronuncia-
tion of initial breathings, 19

; of voiceless

breathings, 20, 29 ; of h, 28, 35, 36, 57 ; of

Visarjamya, 3033, 36.

Faults in the pronunciation of nasalized

sounds, 13
,
of Yamas, 3436, 53

5 Anusvara

instead of nasalizing a vowel, 37
; addition of

Anusvara, 54; lengthening of a short nasal

vowel, 51.

Faults in the pronunciation of conjunct

consonants, 49, 58; of hiatuses, 59 62. Defects

in the utterance of accents (see also under

Accent), III, 2933.

Utility of the treatise in view of the impos-
sibility of enumerating all the faults, 63, 64.

8. General :

Certain objections against the teaching of

phonetics and their refutation, XIV. 68, 69.

III. Sandhi or Euphonic Combination.

Introductory :

Relation of Padaand Samhita texts, II. 1,2;
nature of hiatus, its duration and varieties, II.
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3, 4, 13, 14, 79, 80 ; different views on the nature
of the following a vowel in certain hiatuses, II.

81, 82.

1. Final vowels :

Combination of final simple vowels with

similar initials, II. 15; exceptions, 11.57 59,.

61, 65, 66 3 72, 74 ; irregular combination of final

a with initial a into a, II. 71, 72. Combination
of final a, a with initial vowels (i, 2, u, u, e, ai, o,

au), II. 1619; exceptions, II. 5963, 71, 73,

74; irregular combination of final a, a with

initial i into ai, with initial o into o, or with

initial e into e, II. 71 73, Combination of final

a, a with initial r, II. 32
; exceptions, IT. 64.

Conversion of a final non-guttural simple vowel

into a semivowel before a dissimilar vowel, II.

2123
; exceptions, II. 66, 59, 7072, 74

Combination of final diphthongs, II. 25, 28, 31 ;

exceptions, IL 70, 73, 74 ; combination of final e

and o with initial a (see also Initial vowels"), II.

33 ; exception, II. 73,

Final vowels not liable to combination :

Pragrhya vowels, II. 51 54, 56, 74 ; exceptions,
II. 70, 72

5 special cases of uncombinable finals,

II. 32, 57 59, 74 (cp. here also the exception
to the combination of final e and o with initial a

noted above) ; exceptions, II. 70, 73, 74 ; nasali-

zation of final vowels before vowels, II. 60 55,

67 ; exceptions, II. 7274
5 special cases of

lengthening and nasalization of a final vowel, I.

75; II. 66. Nasalization of final vowels in pause,.
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I. 63, 64. Special cases of lengthening of a final

vowel, II. 70 74 5 shortening of final a, IV. 90

93. Cases of hiatus in the interior of a word, II.

13. Cases of irregular vowel combination after

a secondary hiatus : after the loss of Visarjanlya,

II. 68, 69, 71, 73; IV. 40
5 after the change of

ai into a, II. 70, 72.

2. Initial vowels :

Lengthening of initial a, II. 75 77. Loss

of initial a after final e or o, I. 34 48 ; ex-

ceptions, II. 49, 50, 70, 73. Irregular change
of initial i into e, II. 72.

3. SamavaSa Sandhis or prosodial

lengthening of vowels :

General principle, VII. 1. Lengthening of a

final a, VII. 616, 1822, 24, 25, 27, 2y 34,

3642, 4556; VIII. 6, 7, 911, 1315, 17,

19 35, 48, 50 ; of a occurring at the end of the

first part of an avagrhya word, IX. 1, 3, 4, G,

819, 2124; of an interior a, IX. 26-39,
41 52. Lengthening of a final i, VII. 10, 13>

3335, 39, 43, 44, 5254; VIII. 8, 15, 35, 49; of i

occurring at the end of the first part of an ava-

grhya word, IX. 13, 614, 1618, 20, 2224 ;

of an interior i, IX. 46, 47, 49 52. Lengthening
of a final u, VII. 5, 17, 23, 26, 28, 33, 34, 53; VIII.

1 5, 12, 16, 18, 31 ; of u occurring at the end of

the first part of an avagrhya word, VII. 5; IX.

1, 3, 7, 8, 10, 1214, 1618, 22, 23
; of an

interior u, IX. 40, 44, 46 51. Lengthening of
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the 8th and 10th syllables in Padas of 11 or 12

syllables, and of the 6th syllable in a Pada of 8

syllables, VIII. 3647.

4. Final consonants :

First mutes to third mutes before soft

consonants, IV. 2
; before vowels, II. 10 ;

to

nasals before a nasal mute, IV, 3 ; exception,

IV. 22. n before a hard breathing, IV. 16;

doubled before a vowel, VI. 15. n (i. e., original

n) before s, IV. 18. t before s, IV. 17. t before

j and I, IV. 10 ; to c before a hard palatal (i. e.,

c, ch, s), IV. 11.

Final n before I, IV. 8; before s and palatal

mutes (see also final n), IV. 9 ; before s, IV. 17
5

doubled before a vowel, VI. 15 ;
final an before

vowels, semivowels and p, IV. 65 68, 78, 80 ,

exceptions, IV. 73
;
final an or an before t, IV.

76, 80 ; final in, un and fn before p, y, v, h and

vowels, IV. 6972, 7880 ; exception, IV. 73 ;

final n preceded by a long vowel before c, IV.

74, 80 ; exception, IV, 75. Final m before a

mute, IV. 6 ; before y, I and v, IV. 7
;
to Anus-

vara before breathings and r, IV. 15 ; exception,

IV. 23
; special case of loss, IV. 83. Final s (in

place of Visarjanlya) before t to s in words

independent or compound (see also final Visar-

janlya), V. 3139.

Final tth to a before a vowel, II. 24
; before

a soft consonant, IV. 24; final ah to a before a

vowel other than a, II. 27 ; to o before a and a
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soft consonant, II. 33; IV. 25; irregular cases of

ah to a and ah to a or o, IV. 40; II. 73. Cases
of rhotacised Visarjaniya, I. 76103

; final

Visarjaniya rhotacized before a vowel or a soft

consonant, IV. 27 ; cases of rhotacism before

hard consonants, IV. 39
; irregular cases of

rhotacism, IV. 40. Visarjamya before a hard

mute or breathing, IV. 31 35, 38
; exceptions,

IV. 40; Visarjamya (through s) to s before t in

words independent or compound, V. 31 39
; to

s or s before k and p in compound words, IV.

41, 62 ; exceptions, IV. 50; to s or s before k>

khy and p in independent words, IV. 42 49,

5264 ; exceptions, IV. 50, 51
; loss of Visar-

jamya before a breathing followed by a hard

consonant, IV. 36, 37; loss of rhotacized Visar-

jamya before r (and lengthening of the short

penultimate vowel), IV. 28, 29; irregular cases

of loss of Visarjamya (accompanied by vowel

combination or lengthening of the penultimate

vowel), IV. 40
; irregular lengthening of vowel

preceding a rhotacized Visarjaniya, IV. 40. Loss
of Visarjaniya in * :, ^:, ^T: before any consonant,
II. 8, 11, 12 ; exceptions, IV. 58, 96, 97 ; other

special cases of irregular treatment of Visar-

janiya in e:, IV. 95, 96.

5. Initial consonants :

Initial to ch, IV, 4, 12, 13. Initial h to a

fourth mute after a third (instead of a first)

mute, IV. 5. Abnormal elision of initial s, IV.

21, Abnormal cases of initial d to dh, IV. 98.
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Initial s to s in words independent or compound,
V. 110, 1219, 21 30. Initial *-class preceded

by s to it-class, V. 11
; initial n to n, V. 56 -60 ;

^ases of initial d to I and dh to dh in compound
words, V. 55.

6. Interior consonants :

T-class preceded by s to i-class, V. 11. s to &
V. 20, 23, 29, 30. ^ to n, in same word with its

cause, V. 4055 , in other word, V. 56, 57, 60.

dh to d and gh to g, IV. 98.

7. Abnormal insertions and duplication of

consonants, etc.

Insertion of &, IV. 84
;
of s, IV. 85, 87; of s,

IV. 88 ; of r, IV. 86.

Duplication of one of the members of a

group of consonants, VI. 1, 2, 4 11, 14
;
of ch, 3,

12, 13; of final n and n before a vowel, VI. 15,

Abhinidhana and its nature, VI. 17 28, 31,

3945.

Yamas and their nature, VI. 29, 30, 3234.

Insertion of svarabhakti, VI. 35 38, 46 53.

First mutes (if not final) changed to second

mutes before breathings, VI- 54; */kd changed
to */khya, VI. 55, 56.

Combination not according to the succession

of words in the Pada text, II. 78.
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IV. The Krama,

General rule regarding the formation of a

Krama-group, X. 1, 2 ; XL 1 ; .cases where a

Krama-group consists of more than two words,
X. 3, 4

;
reasons for the same, XI. 25, 7, 9, 10,

13, 15 ; different views regarding the number
of words contained in a Krama-group, in general
or in particular, XI. 6, 8, 11, 12, 14, 1722, 33,

35. Cases where the Krama text cannot be quite
faithful to the Samhita text without resorting
to Krama-groups of more than two words, XL
47 57. Different views regarding the nature of

the loss of the Samhita text in the Krama, XL
58, 59, Treatment of samayas (or the repeated
Vedic passages which are omitted in the Pada

text) in the Krama text, X, 19
, XI. 24. Rela-

tion of the Krama to the Samhita text with

regard to euphonic combination, X. 5, 6, 18; XL
23, 44.

Cases where Parigraha (or repetition of a

word with iti interposed) takes place in the

Krama, X. 79, 15; XL 16, 2527, 62 , exception,
X. 10, 11-, XL 34. Rule as to when Avpgraha
should be shown in the Parigraha of a samasa,
X. 16; XL 31. Euphonic combination of iti with

the following word in Parigraha, X, 17 ; XL 32;

cases of restoration of euphonic combination in

Parigraha, X. 2022-, XL 36-43, 45, 46. Utility

of Parigraha, XL 60, 61.

Exhortation to follow only the traditional

Krama text, X. 63 65. Objections against the

Krama and their refutation, XL 66 71.
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V. Metre.

The seven metres of Prajapati and the num-
ber of syllables in each of them, XVI. 1, 2 ; the

seven metres of the Devas and the number of

syllables in each of them, XVI. 3, 5
; those of

the Asuras and the number of their syllables,

syllables, XVI. 4, 6.- The metres of the Yajus,

Saman, Re and Brahman and the number of their

syllables, XVI. 1013.

The Rsi metres :

Construction of the Rsi metres, XVI. 7 9
;

three classes of the same, XVL 14. Gayatri and

its varieties(^sv%, qft^^fa, *TR^ fim^or^ft^,
sr&fSNc^ STO^RT, %<T?T, ^r^^^fT, sfapTO?), XVI. 16 28

5

Usnih and its varieties ( s^farr^ ^f^, q^^sqf&RT
f^, fttff^**?T, sgftrw, ^g^^rvrf), XVL 2936

;

Anustubh and its varieties (^%, ftffiflr^JT^m, ^t%m,
^re^^TT, ft^i^, sfiq^qs^E ), XVL 37 44

;
Brhati and

its varieties ( 3?^T^tf^ft, ^feri^f^3 ^rfHrft^ or

or

,
XVL 45 53

; Pankti and its varieties

),
XVL 5463

;
Tristubh

and its varieties (

Or T^^^TTTT,

, XVL 6473 ; Jagatl and its varieties

fa> ^m^i^ft), XVI. 74 78. Two classes

of the Aticchandases or long metres, XVL 79
;

the first class ( ?r%3r*Kft,

, XVI. 8087, 91
;
the second class

5 XVL 88 90,92.
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Designation of stanzas having one or more

syllables in excess or otherwise (

,

f ),

XVII. 15; divinites of metres. XVIL 6 12;

distribution of metres according to colour, XVIL
13-18; five additional metres (m, WT, siftm, TTOT,

and their Virajs (s^ffcr, B^*T, H^T, ^4w?rT, f^

XVIL 19, 20. Principle of determining the metre

of complicated stanzas, XVIL 21. Restoration

of the requisite number of syllables in incom-

plete Padas, XVIL 22, 23 ; VI IL 40
;
method of

ascertaining the length of Padas, XVIL 24 40,

44, 45 ; Ekapada and Dvipada stanzas, XVIL
4143, 50. The longest and shortest (of those

having many Padas) stanzas in the Rgveda,
XVIL 4649.

Pragathas or strophic metres, XVIII. 1 31.

Definition of a syllable, XVIII. 32 ; division

of syllables, XVIIL 3236; light and heavy
syllables, XVIIL 37 44. Mutual relation of

different metres as regards the number of their

syllables, XVIIL 45. Pauses in the recitation

of different kinds of stanzas, XVIIL 4657.
Glorification of Tristubh, Jagati and of the

knowledge of metres in general, XVIIL 5962.

VI. Method of Teaching the

Recitation of Veda-

Position of the teacher, XV. 1
; do. of the

pupils, XV. 2, 3
; mode of addressing the teacher

by the pupils, XV. 4
5 glorification and the mode

24
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of utterance of Om, XV. 5 7
;
method to be

followed in teaching the recitation, XV. 5, 8 22,

32, 33 ; requisite number of stanzas in a PraSna
XV. 23 30; XVIII. 58

5
do. of Prasnas in an

Adhyaya, X\ . 31
; XVIII. 58.

VII Miscellaneous Matter.

The vowel I does not occur either as final or

^as initial, introductory stanza 9 ; different views
on the nature of a final mute other than a nasal,

I. 15, 16 ; three instances of prolated vowels

occurring in the Rgveda, I. 31; list of instances of

hiatus within a word, II. 13
;
a few cases of

nasalized vowels in the Pada text, IV. 81, 82
;

cases where a long- or short vowel precedes an

AnusvSra in the interior of words, XIII. 22 29 ;

cases of restoration of Visarjanlya in compound
words without an Avagraha in the Pada text,

XIII. 30, 31; sounds which cannot occur as finals,

XIL 1; do. do. as initials, XII. 2; consonants

which are not compatible in the interior of

words, XII. 3 16
; definition and description of

the parts of speech (wr, ^ro&na, ^4 and ferret),

XIL 1726.

GENERAL REMAKKS.

It will appear from the list of technical

terms, given above, that this Pratisakhya is

singularly free from the use of such artificial

or algebraic terms (like i, *r, fen) as are found in

works like the AstSdhySyl or the Vsjasaneyi-

Pratisakhya; nor does it take trouble to explain
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the meaning of such common suffixes as 3>t* in

^r$T? etc. or ^ in ^B, or of words like ^TB, sw?

whose meaning is clear of itself. At the same
time there are several technical terms used in

the Pratisakhya whose meaning is not clear

without the aid of the commentary. Instances

of such terms are : isr (I. 61), %rc (IV. 42),

(VI. 1 ), *$<( ( VI. 47 ), qfew ( 111. 23 ),

( X. 19
).

There is another fact also which must be
noted in this connection. Ordinarily speaking
only those technical terms are defined in a work
which are again used in the body of that work.
But strangely enough there are many technical

terms which, though defined, are never again
used in the Pratisakhya. Instances of such
terms will be found among the names assigned
to different kinds of Sandhis noted below.

There is a great historical value of the

section on the faults of pronunciation. Many
of the faults can be taken as indicative of parti-
cular tendencies of the speakers contemporary
with the author tendencies which must have

really brought about the corresponding phonetic
changes in the contemporary Prakrits.

There are several phenomena of euphonic
combination, such as *ra, SKST, ^rftrfiten^, $3;*rf?&, which
should rather have been given under the head
4 Phonetic '. They are not particularly confined

to the Sarhhita text. But I have preferred to
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follow the author in giving them under the

heading
'

Euphonic Combination/

The classification of Sandhis adopted by me
is different from that followed by the author of

the PratisSkhya. Broadly speaking the order

followed in the Pratisskhya is as follows :

(1) euphonic combination of a vowel and
a following consonant (Patala II) ;

(2) euphonic combination of a consonant

and a following vowel (Patala II) ;

(3> euphonic combination of a vowel

followed by a vowel (Patala II) ;

(4) euphonic combination of a consonant

followed by a consonant (Patala

(IV)
1

;

(5) cerebralization or *ri% (Patala V) ;

(6) treatment of conjunct consonants or

JOT, srfrrfasrTiT, *m and w*rf% (Patala VI);

(7) prosodial lengthening or swrcr *rfN

(Patala VII IX).

As 1 have stated elsewhere, one special

feature of the PrStisakhya is that almost every

phenomenon of euphonic combination is called

by a technical name, though several of these

names are never again used in the Pratisskhya.
The following technical names are given to the

euphonic combinations noted against them :

scRrewfor ( II. 8 ; IV. 83 )
= a vowel, or *?:, or

or *!*:, or t ( for t^ )+ a consonant ;

1. Gp. Uvata on IV. 1,
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(II. 9) = a consonant + a vowel
;

(II, 3) = hiatus in general ;

(II. 79) = a hiatus which has at least a

long vowel 5

(II. 80) = a hiatus which has a vowel

on both sides of an intermediate vowel ;

(II. !<:>)
= hiatus in the interior of

words ;

(II. 26)=a/i-f a vowel >a + a vowel,

ai or au+ a vowel > a + a vowel ;

(II. i
>

9)
= a^ + a vowel > a -f a vowel ,

6 or o + a vowel>a-fa vowel ;

q^fRi (II. 30) = an 3<RTf ^ with a long

following vowel ;

(II. 32) = a or a + r >a + r ;

(II. 33) = a^ or o -f a > o * a

(II. 33) = + a>0-f-a;

or ^f|m, II. 54) = a Pragrhya vowel

+ a vowel ;

( f^if^ or ^T%?n ,
1 1 . 66) = a hiatus in which

the preceding vowel is lengthened ;

ta*T ftffo (II. 67)
= a hiatus in which the

preceding vowel is nasalized
;

(II. 20) = contraction of two homogeneous
simple vowels into one long vowel,

or,

a or a + i or i> ey

a or a + u or n > o,

a or a + o or cm > au9

a or a + e or ai>ai;

(II. 23) -semivowel instead of a vowel before

a vowel ;
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(II. 31) ^=av instead of o and Wo instead of au

before a non-labial vowel ;

(II. 34) = -fa >?,

(II. 78) ^combination not according

to the sequence of words in the Pada text ;

<r (IV. l)
= mere combination of

mutes + consonants without any change ;

( 3rcnfta, IV. 14) = combination of a mute 4- a

consonant ;

(IV. 15)=^Anusvara for m before r and

breathings ;

:<TTcr (IV. 19) -insertion of k or t or c between

two consonants ;

(IV. 26, 3U) = for ah before a sonant conso-

nant, or,

lengthening of a short vowel after the loss of

a rhotacized Visarjanlya before r
;

(IV. 26) = o for ah before a sonant conso-

nant
-,

(IV. 80)^ loss of a rhotacized Visarjanlya
before r ;

(IV. 27) = r instead of Visarjanlya before

a vowel or a sonant consonant ;

(IV. 35) = assimilation of Visarjanlya
to the following voiceless mute or breathing ,

(IV, 35; IV, 78) ^non- assimilation of

Visarjanlya before a voiceless mute or

breathing ;

(IV. 37)= loss of Visarjanlya before
a breathing followed by a voiceless

consonant ;
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(IV, 41) = s or s for Visarjamya before

k or p ;

1/1

(IV. 67) = an + a vowel > a 4- a vowel ;

n
(IV. 68) = a for an before a semivowel ;

l/l |/i M
(IV. 72

X = $r, ^r, and fr for in, un and fn

respectively before a few worus and vowels ;

^^Rr (IV. 77) = nasalization of the preceding

long vowel and addition of , instead of a

long vowel4^5 before c,

i/\ <A

as for an and as for an before t,

y\ 1/1

rh for rn and ah for an before p ;

CIV. 89) -additions of
, s, s and r in

certain words ;

(V. 61) = cerebralization of a dental
;

(VI. 1)
= doubling of a consonant ;

(VI. 17) = holding apart of a consonant

and suppression of its sound ;

snR(VI. 29)= 'twins' of non-nasal mutes before

nasal mutes ;

(VI. 46) = a vowel-part ;

(VII. l) = prosodial lengthening of vowels ;

( VII. 2 )
= prolation or lengthening of a

short vowel.
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A COMPARISON OF THE RGVEDA-PRATIsA-

KHYA WITH THE PANINIAN GRAMMAR.

Abbreviations :

: on

Rgveda-Pratisakhya Paninian Grammar,

Cp.

3?

33
T

3> Cp. also

rr5nsR%

on
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^TO srfo ? R *
, *5.-^

"
? 1 3 ? Cp .

"
? I ^ V9

Cp. ^'

?i^o Gp. tf

? 1^ ? Cp.

Cp.

TTo ? I ? I ?y)

Cp. SffaU ^Tfo ?|?l^ )

"
? I

vs ? t



33

53

33

33

Cp.

Cp.
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55-0

Cp.

Cp.

: (qto

Cp.
^ I and

\^ \K

(

r: (
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"sffo ST<> Rivo On ^r^3 cp.

) i. Cp.

also fa* on this

Sutra.

Cp. tf

) and
c

Cp. f^TTfcT

) I

, , ^ I
vs o \3 ^ Cp.

cp. also

Cp.



^ I ? ? ,

> ^
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: t

C p.

cp. also feo on this

Sutra.

^ I
s

. T^ ( On Tfo c;i^|^ )

fH ^

,^ );

cp. also i%o on the

latter Sutra.
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YRY

YR Cp.

Cp. l%o ( on

W cffC

( cp.
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XTT* YR* TOgql^: (^To^RI^),
?Rr ^r

i srr^pr: i

(^ *IW?Y, OS)
Forcastb liki s

In cases like

Panini takes sricr: as

; cp.

(qjo ^i
I ^ < m^Vl^^T ^T: (qjo

^coq^ ( cffo

"
vivo On ^nftfa: cp,

; on

(

^

,c;\3 ); and
on
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Y|Y?

,Y^,v^,v5.,^, Cp.

YJYY

1. The commentators ( cp. ftj and ^TI%^F ) generally

explain these and other Sutras (i.e., <TT<> ^lYt-^ ), in this

section, as prescribing only s. But a reference to Sutras like

IV. 46,49 ( cp. 'WtorRni and *TT5*T^ ) of the R, Prat, as well

as to the exception 3Rf^: ( in ^T ^Ul^o ) shows that they

should be explained as prescribing both s and s
; cp. Laghu-

3abdendu-ekhara ( on ^To ^l^l^o ):

^TcT



33

33

APPENDIX in

Cp. sp

;, Cp.

c;i ^ pi,
v

:
I K

v| ^^ On f^^ ep.

) I

^T: ?5^T ?f : (qro SI

25
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(<TTo

Cp. ^:%T: I

(

sfq- (in

(
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Cp.

But as the commenta-
tors (cp. Tattvabodhinj)

generally do not take

wrRT^: here in the sense

in which it is taken in

R. Prat. V.40 (cp.^r^af),

most of the i'aninian

Sutras prescribing n in

the SrOT'T shoud be really

paralleled here. But

cp. especially :

:
i

i

I ^r^r I

C i tr^r^: i %rV-
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( qio c;|YR

Cp. 3

But Cp.

For ^ cp. fc:

on "^ig ),

and gt:

Cp.

qr<>

Cp. STT vfFPR^r: OTTO C;|YI
> <>

)

,
?Y

:
I
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^ I ? 3
, ? 3 Cp.

Cp.

^ I ? v Cp .

I ( Tfo

: ^TR
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^o JTTo ol^o^VM ,^ frTRRT^ 1

(<TT<.

^,Y?-YV,^,^,^

.,?<>, ^ ?Y, Cp.

V

1. Here as w.-ll as in the following

is t.ikon in the same K^neral sense which is given to it in the

commentaries, though I am inclined to think that the 3T31^f f

sf^H^S^n from the previous Sutra should continue in this Sutra

also, otherwise it wouM he difficult to account for the inclusion

of words like 3 which tire Niputasin
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) i

( IT
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Cp.

:
I etc.



INDEX I

AUTHORITIES QUOTED IN THE RGVEDA-PRATlSAKHYA.

. XVII. 43.

, VI. 45, 51; XL 6, 14, 20, 58, 59; XIII. 18,

9i), I. 52.

, introd. stanza 2.

*, I. 64.

b, I. 63.

,
III. 22.

,
I. 46; III. 22, 27-, IV. 16; VI. 27, 50, 52, 54, 55;

XIII. 12, 14, 15, 19, 32, 38; XV. 33; XVI. 25;

XVIII. 57.

I. 40; III. 20; XVII. 43, 50.

W, I. 15; VI. 36; XI. 17, 26; XIII. 31.

(?), II. 33, 81.

fcr:, XI. 11.

:, X. 17.

?), II. 33,81.

(i?5i^Ki), XL 65.

( or jwg-j ), introd. stanza 2.

r, introd. stanza 2; III. 14.

, XVII. 42.

(91T%T1*), I. 51.

mfe, III. 23, 28; VI. 43; XIII. 31, 37.

,
1. 16} XIII. 39.

26



(
= teaching of *IT*<^

),
I. 75; VI. 14, 20, 24, L'T;

XI. 21.

*WR, I. 64; XL 61
; wept:, XI. 19.

, III. 13, 22; IV. 13; XIIT. 31.

(*f%), II. 81.

:, IV. 4.

:, XII. 17,

(and Ids grr: or -im: ), introd. stanza 3.

:, introd. stanza 1



INDEX II

VEDIC WORDS OR WORD-GROUPS QUOTRD IN THE

RGVEDA-PRATl^AKHYA,

( In case a word or a word-group which is

by itself enough to exemplify the SQtra is pre-
ceded by another Vedic word in the quotation, it

is also shown separately by itself in the follow-

ing; e. g., wrftat besides ^ra: fernsffa; in 1.31. )

?^R^ ^rsfnr: (
--

T*< =
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srft-
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3TWRT: a

*( =

^5
mS.

8.1V?

3Tf Q;^ Y|Yo

tR? 3Tf : (

V|Yo



INDEX II
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- (or

*TT 3: TOT

Y|YE,

fcR

: I

Y|Yo; ?o|3; ^|vs

c;|YY
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*

tie.

e.iv?

315:

* *|?c;
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aft

E.RY

=:(??

( =*3)J-Hta ) YR?
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%T %?

me.

e;|e:



INDEX ir [ass

*MV*;

YhY; WR3;

;!?*,?.

%T

s.

Y(C;Y

YI^SY;

YR?

Y|V9Y
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?!?o?

cf ^r:

53T mS.
JS.

c:l?3

?Uo?

S.IVY

, VS.



cflcfR

err
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S.IV?

3fr- S.R
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ft-

ft:

ft: W

fil:

^ft

V9IY-JL

f^r:

VSRV9



tffefir

!-( =
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&RY
5.1Y?

MY*

S.I?'?

Z$: Vive.

?lYo

??|Y>

E.IYY

ti?,
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tic: JTO*

ClY

fccT-



INDEX II [361

ma
fijw

S
e

'

c;|?vs

?,Y5 5
^T ^f

qw
27
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qfr Y|YR, Y^

qi*i

s

qrRr

qw^rr

qrff

Y|YC;

TO
YIYC
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Yl^Y 3

far-

RIYY

s.1?^ W?R: =;i

VI
1

*.?

?Y|Y i55 |io
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5TTT

5I%cTT ^RR: VIYo

iff

lite:

=;!?=;
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vie.?

g
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or !

- ---
Y|V9^

8.1

I*

**<* rli:

c;|v



(or
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6.IYY
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S.R?

e.R

JY*

C|V

sj

me.
c;|YY U^TS^T

;qr- (or 'CR-jcp. IX. 34)
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fclYvs

&IYV9

S.R?

vlS.0

V|Vo

CIV?
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5.1?

5.1W

5.R5

5.R*

fir *I5.5.;*J*;

ejYY fir-
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e;|YY

5.IYY

?Y|Y

e.l?y>

frifr

8.1%

e.i?*,?^

6.1 3 TTR S-lYS.
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EIYY
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8.1

sir



374 1 RGVEDA-PRATI&AKHYA

*RY
s

( ? or

SJY&

SjYfc

c;

>



arfif

HTffa:

-5

INDEX II [ 375

I?S W

E.IY5.

1 *KR 3^ ?^|E.

s

Y,



376 ] RGVEDA-PRATI&AKHYA

( see also
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ft

28

^TFR

fff^^rr

IRV



378 ] RGVEDA-PRATlglKHYA

VI8.C?

fl^FI^f:

-ft

ft

ft St



INDEX III

WORDS OCCURRING IN THE RGVED A-PRATI&AKHYA,
OTHRR THAN THOSE GIVEN IN THE

TWO PRECEDING INDEXES.

[ When the case or gender is ambiguous, it is

nom. or masc. unless otherwise specified. Words
are given in their forms in pausa ; but the words

which occur as members ( other than the first )

of compounds, if given at all, are given in their

stem form. Common declensional forms of f^
^cf^ 5 ^ and % though often occurring in the text,

are omitted in this Index. ]

*l*o U;
\

( ace. )

: (gen.)
( instr. )

(ace. neut.)
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( loc. ) VI? ?,3?;

IOC. )

( loc. )

(voiceless) ?!??

neut. ) ^Ivo

^1??, 3*; etc

loc. )

. neut. )

(with ^TcT: or

(with abl.)

( with ^TcT: )

loc. )

( neut. )

( neut. )

tte
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neut-

( acc. )

( loc. neut. )

neut. )

: ( gen. )

( loc, )

(acc.) ?o|?o 2T3 ( with acc. )

? !

acc. )
9*\\\$ 3id<\M*i ( acc. neut.)

: ( loc. neut. )

, neut.)

V9|va ^itiHK: ?Y|

?vi?t -^i*iiRi ch ^RE.; ?l?

^lt^ ^milti^i ?I?Y.^A A
^.j f

f ( loc. ) ??l?3 sfg^frf^m

(acc.
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Sr% (loc.) tl?o; ?r%^ (acc. neut.)

( gen. )

r ( loc. ) ? ? KO ^T^^^cTR ( neut . )

: ( fern. ) ^KVS ^r^^ ( loc.)

( acc. )

acc. neut. )

: (abl.)

Y|vs

( gen. neut. )

(neut.
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?Y|?Y

(loc.)

(loc.)

(loc. neut.) vs|^ sm: SJ3.

(defect)

(aCC.) 3IS ?o|^

?l?^; ?Y|^ -3TT3TC (exception)

(neut.)

V9Ro

(neut.)

(neut.)



3841 RGVEDA-PRATlgAKHYA

. neut.)

(neut.)

(loc.)

(neut.)

( formation of

the step-text ) ??!??,

? ? IVY

(loc.)

( *f^ )

(loc.)

(loc. neut.)

(loc.)
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(neut.)

: (gen.)

^ (loc.)

(IOC.)

w&,

srw^rr

-snsNr
? c3R^

^T^^t: (gen.)

(acc. neut.)

(loc. neut.)

(neut.)

(loc.)

: (or

?o|\3

| ? V9
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(loc.)

??l?v

acC.)

??R ^TT%^f: (gen.)
T: (gen.)

(ace.)

(neut.)

(neut.)

(ace.)
s

(loc. neut.)m

: (gen.)

(loc.)

3

(acc.)

t (aCC.)

?v3|vv,vdL ^Tf^K^ (neut.)

3TT(with abl.)
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( With cTcT:)

; YRY; ?i?o -srr^r (statement)

??IYY

(ace.)

(appearance) ?m
(insertion) ^R 5

!

* IY^ susr (neut.)

ace. neut. )

W VMo <> o *>,

i ( acc.

T: ?I^Y

;
etc. -wtTfrf (change)

(in the beginning)

?Y|?Y
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T: (loc.)

: (gen.)

U,?^, etc.;

etc.;

: (aCC.)

(ace.)

5
etc. ?fcr

etc.

(.neut.)

( acc- neut- )

: (gen.) W\ ??Rt

(neut.)

neut. )

( neut ) Yifc?;
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acc.

( acc. neut. >

YY

Y| 3

, 6.V;

acc. ) ? C4A 3TT*3r: (gen.)

acc. neut.)

^ (IOC.)

^;^l

(loc. neut.)

(neut.)

(neut )

acc.) ? ? ivv
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[

( acc

neut.)

acc. ) ?3l?q S3T^: (gen. neut.)

: ( fern. )

: loc. ) v|^

5 V| 3,

(gen.)

( ace. neut. )

(loc.)
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( fern. )

( loc. neut. )

?m?
i?, etc.

( loc. )

YIY OTP^T^ ( abl. neut. )

(ace. neut.)

( ace. fern, )

( ace. )

?o|^ 3"H^( ace. )

( a prefixed
word )

( a 'preposition
3

) ^^^5 ( neut. )

: (f em.)

(chest-sounds) ?|YO

( ace. neut. )

( loc. )

(neut.) ^13=; stf^r^ (neut.)

(loc.)
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YR?

(acc.)?*l*

vRo

(abl.) *i* ;

( gen. ) ?R^; ^^K3WL( ace. )

! Y?

I Y^

(ace.)

I, 3?, vv.

?v, v*,

: (gen.) ^l^o

3fWJfti5 ? ? |Y^ ^fi^^ii% ( acCi
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etc.;

ace.

. neut.)

? vsR

ace.

( ace. )

:
( gen. neut. )

- neut.)

29

: ( loc. neut. )

*

(neut.

n

(loc.

: ( gen.)
: ( gen.)

t (ace.)
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neut. )

: ( loc. )

?l?v*

.(instr. ) ?Y|Y

-wteq ( labial )

V|Y?
o

?S|Yo

?=;!?, ?e.

3VJ,^,^0 ; etc.

\\t\ ; YI^O; ^i^,^? -^^^r (guttural)

: ( fern. ) ?^R ^^I^T:

yj ^c; ^<i^^T: (gen.)1 \O /

neut. )

'^ 3R3*f (loc.)

( loc. )

ace.;
: ( fern. ) 3133 ^TsR (loc. neut.)

: ( gen. )
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?ffa3C

(loc.)

(neut.)

(ace.) ? ? iH.f. %^n^ (ace. neut.) ?

-SFT (duplication)

(loc. neut.)

-
( the Krama text )

(fern.) ^K^9 ^^r: (order)

YRo

(loc.)

-
(duplicated)
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(fern.)

: (for acc.)

acc.) \\^ 5F (heavy)

(loc. neut.) fc|?*

3$: (a teacher)

(acc.)

^ (loc., ^ = aperture)
r: (gen.)

. (acc- neut.)

VR
l

(acc.) ?vsl3^ ^tfeT: (abl.) ^|v^
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V| ?*

viv,

^3^xR^ (adv.)

*
\ ^^*/

(loc.)

(abl.)

( a twelve-syllabic

(-belonging to
: (acc.) ?*KO JagatI)

(acc.

(acc.)
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fafFcTT^rrn (instr.)

(ace.)

: (dat.)

Y|?q

': (gen.) YR^ cra^Rni (neut.)

I (adv.)

err ( neut. = cTrft)

cp- Uvata.)

(loc.) VK
(ace.)

: (acc.)

3 <l?,?vd,

(ace.) ?YIU
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a

(acc.)

(acc.)

VR

etc.

(acc.)

: ( gen.

(aCC.)

( acc. )

( neut.

to ( gen. )

( loc. ) ?i^v <^^ (loc. neut.)
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5P1 (adv.)

(gen.)

: (fern.)

(loc.)

^13 o fRSrra^ (IOC-)

(acc.)

(ace.)

(lOC.)

(ace.) ?i^ firr^T: (acc.)

?^I3 f^q% ?

?vi? fl^cra^^f (acc.)

%r^ (modifications) ?

diphthong)
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w: (fern.)

(neut.)

(ace. neut.)

ace.

( neut. )

T: ( abl- )

(fem.) ?R5.;?^R*;?^I^; ^T s ( gen. )

r (voice after a sonant

Abhinidhana )

^ (adv.)

(loc. neut.)

.v,5.q,?oo ; etc.

neut. )

loc. ) Y|Y^ ^;<T^ (neut.)

^T ( neut. )
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^TTT (noun)

^r(neut-)

fc (gen. ) ? ? IY qrfa^r: (gen.)

H

(adv.)

(ace.)



INDEX III

(abl.)

fcr

(grave)

^cT^

(a kind of Sandhi)

(loc.)

(specification)

(depression, grave
accent)

ace. neut.) ? ?

?Y|

??l

(loc. neut.)

Tq.

(loc. neut.)

= a general

rule)

^; ( abl. )

?c;|^

: ( gen. )

( neut. )

: ( loc. )

: (classes of conso-

nants each consisting

of five)
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I

(abl.

(instr.) ?<>|?8.;

(loc. )

(ace.) ni?^ tRr ( loc. )

3

(ace. fern.)

(ace. neut.) ??l? <R:

K: ( gen. )

( ace. neut. )

T ?

TO: (fern.)

( gen. )
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ilY?

; Y|^,

. neut.

neut.

, V9V9;

( ace, neut. )

ace.

qr% ( ace. )

r:( gen.)

( corrected

from qRqrcnrf?cT )

^ ( IOC- ) Y|YY
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( acc. )

lOC.

ace.

( acc. neut. )

( loc. )

(

acc. )

fem.)

neut.)

acc.)

abl. )

ace.) ?

; Y|co ; ?3R3 g^Nn3^(acc. neut.)

T^r: ( gen. ) 313,^ sw^ft (or

(loc- neut)

( neut. ) Y|C;Y

: (elements)
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STfrtcT: :"

~

( xry% = original

form ,

: ( a hi.)

gen.

( with ace. )

3t ( an irregular

formation)

( fern. ) WV;
( gen. )

: ( fern.) WY xR^RR^RrH^T: ( loc. )

( a statement to

the contrary )

Y|Y

ft> (loc.)

R
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: (gen.)

-Xjfafe

(prescription) ? ? IY^ xrf^Rf: (gen.)
: (verb)

Cacc.^ ??|YO ^r-^H^i$i Ooc. ?)yv%v/V/ / N S

(or

\. neut) RR mf:

(ace.) ^1?^ *far^ ( ^r= ritual sum

mons)

(XT is separated by
one word)



INDEX III

(a lengthened vowel)

( a prolated vowel )

(ace.)

r (ace.) ? IY

( prolation of a

vowel) ?R?

( lengthening of a

vowel ) vs

: (fem.)

(neut-.) ?

(ace.)

at the place lying im-

mediately above the

root of the teeth)

: (neut.)

(ace.)

: (ace.)

30

[409

: (fem.)

(ace.

oc- neut.)

: (abl.) ?Y|YY

: (gen.)

? \s
I ? c;
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j. neut.)

t: ( loc.

loc. )

. neut.

( abl. )

(ace.)

ace. neut.)

W
(loc.)

?o|c;
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(loc. neut.)

f^d4JL (acc.)

(ace. neut.)

OC.)

5^ (loc- neut.)

(cerebrals)

^rt (loc.)

(a tone)

twin)

)

; etc.

I

V|Y?;
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( acc. )

: ( loc. )

(gen.)

(nasalization)

(acc.)

( acc. )

acc.

: (abl.)

('coloured' or nasal)

( acc. )

: (fern.)

:?!?

t: (loc.)

abl.)
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?

(acc. neut.)

(aCC-)

( acc. )

\;acc.;

produced at the place

lying immediately
above the root of the

teeth )

acc- ) ?**J?3 ^FTRT

n ( gen.)

Y|?Y
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acc. neut.
]

(loc. ) uiv=;

( unchanged Visar-

janlya) $1?;

(effort) ?me.

( or ^rf^R^i) ?Y|

( acc. neut.)

( gen. )

*

( gen. )

acc. )

( acc. ) ^l*. ftr&w ( adv. )
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?Y|YY

( fem.

( ace- )

ace. )

IOC.

( loc. )

: ( loc. )

( fern.)

: ( neut. )

( loc. neut. ) ?3I? l%(loc.)
^^,^a. -ixr- (rhythm) ?VSR?

( nature )

( mode of speech )



416]

ff%: (usage)

loc.)

RGVEDA-PRATX&AKHYA

acc- )

( abl. )

(a ten-syllabic Pada)

( ace. )

aCC. ?Y|YS.

( resolution of a

semi-vowel )

: (gen.;

or form)
group

( loe. ) YIw
^q^ (acc.)
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: ( sound )

( ace. )

neut.

*t: (gen. ;

sacred text j

(with 3Tfa)

( or w^r )

: ( dat. )

ace.)
& (gen.)
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^FT:(conjunction of con-

sonants)

: ( abl. )

loe- neut. )

(ace. neut.)

(loc- neut.)

r: ( gen. )
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far ( aec. )

( abl. )

( neut.

l?o

neut- )

. neut.) 31??;

ace. )

neut.)

( ace. )

(loc.)

loc.
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: (fern.)

(acc. fern. ), 3R=; *

acc. neut.

(argument)

loc. ) 3R* *ft ( fern. )

T: ( loc. ) tYRY

(acc. neut.) ? 31$ t ow(acc. )

( acc. neut. ) ?

: (acc.)
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<J|*HW (neut.)

s% (neut.)

st*: (neut.) ^IH wu^fti ( neut. )

**: YIY

etc.

(neut.)

4UixUt (ace. neut.)

trciT^i'ai

(acc.) ?iw

f^r (neut.)

(neut.)

tlv? sifcFTT: ( fern. )

adv.)
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[
neut.

abl.)

(duration.)

( ace. )

( ace.; **TR = posi-

tion or quality of

speech)

( neut. ) ?m wi% (loc.)

( loc. ;**TR = place )

= place

of articulation )

lOC.

word standing

by itself ) ?o|?

stationary)
. neut.)

: (fern. )

: (settled practice)

(loc. neut. )

ace.)

ace. neut.)
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( a contact conso

nant )

(contacts)

1,1 ?

^ I ? ^

( fem. )

( ace. )

( loc. neut. )

( accent )

( acc. )

( vowel ) W,=>o;Y|c;;
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: (notes)

: ( gen. )

^ffc^ ( fem. ) ??iv;

( acc. neut- )

( acc. )

( acc. )

(acc. neut.) ?|vs, pcft: ( gen. )

i*

acc.
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acc,

( acc. ) ?Y|Yo,y,? f^te/^( acc. )

acc. )

31





INDEX IV

AUTHORITIES REFERRED TO IN THE COMMENTARY

OF UVATA.

( The numbers in the following refer to page

and line.)

cp. lootnote

3 ?^-?V9 tO ^<3,?yi

(? =TTlfxf^R: )
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V3 and ?3 and

^?, ?? and

or ^r ^ or

'

(



I1HDEX V
PASSAGES QUOTED BY UVATA, OTHER THAN

THOSE FROM THE RGVEDA.

[ Stanzas, quoted in full, are shown here in

their Pratlka-form and are marked by an

asterisk. Praisas are indicated by (so ). Indivi-

dual words like ^^T'4: ( si*o ) are not included in

this Index. The figures indicate the Patala and

Sutra. ]

(So

JT^RT: SocT:

5% ( or 3?T ^5 )

( STo ) m* W^^ffl pn^Rtf^frer ?Y|3

r^ _ rs r*

*
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(

( ? )

*

( ? )

e;o

?)

W (?
m (1 ^ ) =

? 1

9

: (to ) v|^
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? ? I
vs ?

( 5T o )

? ?|w ft^R^ri^: ^^r (
o

) VJ^P

^ i
v ? %TcTT

1. This is a Kbila, not a Praisa as is wrongly stated on

page 169 ( Additional Notes ).
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